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While lighting his
had its baok broken.
On
fire his stove was blow to pieces.
Monday he was shot at several times, one
bullet passing through his hat and an-

large

Dress Goods and

Trimmings,

and

the thousand other things that have
set merchants and customers for a
hundred miles around talking of the

October 23.—Tne fifth annual
dinner of the Republican Clubs of Massachusetts was hold in Music Hall tonight. Nearly 1000 were present. The balconies wero crowded with people. Francis H.
Appleton, president of the olub,
presided. Hon. Theodore Roosevelt of
New York, spoke on his work in New
York city and on the foreign polioy of

TO

THE

PRESS.!

SONS OF TEMPERANCE.
The

FATAL FOOLING-

Session of the Maine Association at
Gardiner,

A

Scuffle and
a

a

Knife Causes the Death of

Maine Man—He Exonerates His Son.

V n tu

23. —The 50th an[special to the pkess.]
of the grand division oi
nual session
Ootober 23.—Wilbur J.Grafmet at
Maine
a sal© of -Cor- Sons ot Temperance of
hold
we
shall
Waldoboro,
Thursday
with the folowing grand ton of this town died this morning from
Chelsea today
sets, Muslin Underwear and Wrap- officers were
W.
S.
present: G. W. P.,
resulting from a cut received
lockjaw
pers.
Ciowiey, Cumberland Mills; C. A. W.,
His son was using hiB
last
A.
Thursday.
W.
G.
Corset
B.
W.
Wm.
C.,
famous
Norwood,
Bangor.;
Corsets. The
Mrs. knife cleaning turnips when they got inG.
Scribe,
W.
Waterville;
Starbird,
We caunot say too much of this CorAnnie L. Hayes, Chelsea; G. Treas., H. to a wrangle. The mother interfered,[and
set It’s fitting qualities exceed any K. Morrell, Gardiner; G. Conduotor, W.
in the scuffle which followed the elder
J.
UnWhite, Portland; G. Sentinel, S. H.
other Corset in the market.
Grafton was accidentally cut with the
Mills.
Cumberland
Smith.
equalled in comfort (one of the prinThere is a very large attendance at the knife, severing two arteries. The wound
cipal virtues) perfect in shape (an- session and reports of the offloers show
was dressed by Dr.
George H. Coombs
the
order in about the same condition as
other important feature) and more
man continthe last meeting, no new divisions hav- soon after, and the injured
wear in than any other known.
ued under the physician’s care with no
ing been instituted.
Among the prominent members of the dangerous symptoms until Monday night
Compare the 50c quality in every parorder present are: Grand Scribe of the
called and found
ticular with any other at the same National
Eenj. R. Jewell of when the doctor was
Division,
Yesterday morning
mice, and it will take but a glance Southampton, N. H.; and Past Worthy signs of lookjaw.
Patriarch, James Larrabee of Gardiner. the case had developed to such an extent
to convince you of its superiority.
A public meeting with several addresses
or
that the patient was informed that death
Drab
white,
long
waist,
For 75c.
was held this evening.
Trial Justice Wm. B.
might result.
extra stays, best quality jean with ""
I'ndoiw-riteTs"in'Nationa] Convention,
visited the
Creamer
dying man, who
sateen stripes, double busk, a regular
October 23.—The sivth stated under oath that _the*son was enPhiladelphia.
$1.00 Corset.
Asannual con ention of the National
blameless and the cutting purely
For $1.00. This is our leader. It defies sociation of Underwriters began here to- tirely
accidental Mr. Grafton has always been
the
the
it
in
have
260
We
prinesenting
regates,
dele;
rep
day,
competition.
cipal life insurance companies of the a quiet and peaceful man and his family
ular length, extra long, and short
is
countiy are in attendance.
respectable. He leaves a widow and
waists. We have not yet failed to fit
The covention was formally opened by
two grown-up sons, for whom muoh symafter
this
of
Plummer
numPresident
city,
different
one lady from these
which Mayor Warwick fnada an address pathy is expressed
bers.
of welcome.
INVITATIONS ISSUED.
and
$2.75
The $1.25, $1.50,
$2.00
qualPresident Plummer’s address was then
ities are equal in value to any of the delivered and was comparatively brief.
first paper was read by Samuel R. Arrangements for the Vanderbilt Wedding
The
above numbers.
president of the Provident^Life
Shipley,
Are Announced.
The W. B. Nursing Corset.
and Trust Co. of Philadelphia, entitled
“What is the ideal life insurance compaThe celebrated C. B. Corset.
New York, October 23—Invitations to
ny?”
Dr. Strong’s Health Corset.
the wedding of Miss Vanderbilt and the
Fatal Accident at Medford.
Dr. Thompson’s Glove Fitting Corset.
Duke of Marlborough are out. The mails
The Crescent Hip Corset.
Mass., October 23—At 1.46 today are oarrying them in all directiona
Medford,
this afternoon a plank parted on the scafE. & G. Corset.
are unusually large and read
fold in the upper story of the new high They
The new Corset, “Cresc©.”
Vanderbilt re“Mrs. Walter Kissam
school building, throwing two lathers to
Thomas CunMade with two connecting pieces over- the floor, 12 feet below.
quests the honor of your presence at the
on the
niff struck
head, breaking his
of her daughter, Consuelo, to
lapping at the waist, and fitting so neck and died instantly. Wm.
Foote was marriage
Duke of Marlborough, on Wednesday,
break
it
cannot
that
the back and fractured three the
accurately
on
struck
November 6,at 12 o’clock, at Saint Thomat the waist line. It does not pro- ribs. He is thought to be injured inter- as’s Church, Fifth avenue.
Two cards
of
is
not
cause
the
The
parting
each invitation. One is for
trude in front nor show through the nally.
accompany
known.
the ceremony at the church and the othback of dress. One of the greatest
er for the breakfast and reception at Mrs.
inventions ever brought out in the
People Don’t Grow Famous iu a Hurry. Vanderbilt's house, Madison avenue and
72d street.
Corset line. Especially adapted to
Nearly all the details of the wedding
Salt did not
Carlsbad
fieshy persons.
xuo puiioc
Jiave uecll UUJUIUCICU.
It took nient will assign fifty officers for duty at
Brice $1.50 and Sii.OO.
become known in a
its present the church aud half that number at the
centuries to
following the ceremony.
For all diseases of the reception
fame.
Frank H. Johnson will have general
We ask you to inspect our line of
knows the faces of
He
more
as
charge.
stomach, liver and
than probably any
will
other
Our salesladies
Corsets.
rheumat- society people
well as in
Consequently he is
one man in town.
cheerfully show you our stock,
ic affections and diabetes, it is peculiarly adapted for the work.
even if you have no intention of
Miss
Vanderbilt, Miss Jay
The Duke,
without equal. Best results oband the Hon. Ivor Guest visited the Stock
buying.
can
tained when out-door exercise
Exchange yesterday, after which they
arti- dined at Mrs, Vanderbilt’s home and
be had. Obtain the
ocoupied a box at the opera, “His Ex-
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kidneys,
constipation,

cle, which

Wrappers.

Wrappers

Print

over

the

shoulders jn light colors, sizes 32-38,
were

75c,

now

light colors,

have

Wrappers,

Fair.
RTVAW

have

machines of most approved patterns.
Patented. Carpets cleansed at all sea-

and brown grounds, in extra
quality of print, made with square
red

sons

of the year, at

CHOTCDfO
rUului o

Forest

Wrappers,

r'ersian

patterns,

trimmed
with ribbon to match at $2.75, $3.00,
$3.39. Light blue and dray Eiderdown Wrappers at $5.00.
Yvo have a lew samples Wool Wrappers in dark brown and blue trimmed
with ribbon and feather stitched, at
$4,25 and $5.00.
with

sailor

collars

and

13 Preble St.

NEW MANCHESTER

HOUSE^

With Windsor Hotel Annex,

MANCHESTER, N. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped hot*
north of Boston.

—

Peering

%

The White Store.
Formerly occupied by X. John Little & Co.

■Weather Observations.

Agricultural Department

in this order: Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:

&

box) -Middle

ywoRK^y.

building

lotsT

several choice ones,
I offer reasonably
fine street with sewer, Sebago, electric lights
and cars at hand. WARREN SPARROW. No.
octlOdilwsu
4 Arlington street.

low,

Report.

Iff

fieri ON/dJ-Kutas?_HQ

C.q.

Local Weather

Octobor 23,—The
looal
Portland,
weather Bureau office records as to the
weather are the following:
8 a. in.—Barometer, 30.000; theremometor, 47.0; dew point, 33.0; humidity, 59.0;
wind, NW; velocity, 7; weather, cloudy.
8 p.m. —Barometer, 30.046; thermometer,
65.0;
41.0; dew point, 30.0; humidity,
wind, N- velocity, 5; weather, clear.
Moan daily thermometer, 48.0; maximum thermometer, 55.0; minimum therof
mometer, 41.0; maximum velocity
wind, 14, SW; total precipitation, 0.

TuThtfW&lp

(Da£&c/rS-YPaper

Ootober 23.—Looal forecast for

Weather
for
October
yesterday,
33,
Bureau
taken at 8 p. m., meridian time, the
observations for each station being given

A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.

feb21

Boston,

Thursday: Fair; stationary temperature;
uortwhest winds.
Washington, Ootober 23.—Forecast for
Thursday for New England: Fair; cool;
northwesterly winds.

City

DYE HOUSE

Opp. Preble House
and pointed yoko, all sizes from 32 The most powerful Machines and largest f'looi
space in N. E. Woolen Carpets, Mats, Druggets
to 42, at $1.25, $1.39 and $1.50.
&c., Steam Scoured, a process where no beating
Outing Flannel Wrappers in light and is required and colorB
restored, to original
dark colors in stripes and figures at
brilliancy.
Telephone Connection.
$1.39, $1.50, $1.98 and $2.25.
Eiderdown

THE WEATHER

NOTICES.

been

To close
been $1.50, $2.00, $2.50.
the lot we will sell them for $1.00.
Ladies dark print Wrappers in Indigo,

cellency.”

every bottle.

CARPET BEATING

$1.00 and $1.25, at this sale 59c.
Our Muslin and Percale

on

SPECIAL

4-lc.

Print wrappers in stripes and figures,
with ruffle and Watteau plait, in medium and

(Agents,”

genuine
signature of
Mendelson Co., Solo

has the

“Eisner &

with ruffle

REPLACE THE FAMOUS WIN

TO

CHESTER FAITH.

Gnat

Delegates—'Con
Unitarian. Suggested-

Enthusiasm of the

solldation With
The

ser

New Profession,

Philadelphia,

of

■

was

one

of

1

The

NW, clear; New
clear; Philadelphia,
46 de48 degrees, N, clear; Washington,
44 degrees, NW,
clear;
Albany,
N,
greess,
clear;
clear; Buffalo, 44 degrees, NW,
Dotroit, 38 degrees, W, clear; Chicago, 40
degrees, W, clear; St. Paul, 44 degrees,
SW, clear; St. Vincent, 42 degrees, NW.
clear; Huron, Dak., 50 degrees, S, clear;
Boston, 46 degrees,
York, 46 degrees, N,

Bismarck, 52 degrees, W, clear; Jacksonville, 68 degrees, N, clear,

Administration Must Ask for Additional Taxation.

Of the Maine Charitable Mechanics’

for the Women s
Union to ask Hebrews to affiliate. She laid special emphaThis
sis on
the word “Christian.”
aroused Miss Willard. She called the vioe
president, Mrs. Stevens, to the chah
and took the floor, speaking in a stirring
manner.
After Mias Willard’s speoch the
resolution passed through all phases ol
amendment, amendment to amendment,
was
everything was
offered, and
voted down, and the national convention,
led by Miss Willard, extended the hand
of fellowship to Catholios and Hebrews.
A resolution introduced by Miss Willard was adopted, calling on the United
States government to make Its powei
felt In the diplomatic council of nations
on the subject of Armenia
Another resolution extends to Theodore Roosevelt hearty thanks for demonstrating that saloons can be closed on the
Sabbath in New York city.
be

to

consistent

Christian Temperance

1

thi

advocates of revision.
Be said
the reason for a change in the Winohestei
confession of faith was because there were

principal

THEY DON’T AGREE.
Tlie United Press and Kemp at

in a certain degree fron
which differs
the Universalists of today, sinoe a decided
has
advance
been made with in the Iasi
few years. Dr. Sweetser took exoeptior
to the phrase that holllness is inseparable
from happiness, arguing
that a persor
wherein
might be happy yet not holy,
Christ was ho'y but at times could nol
have been happy. Several artioles ondors
wei
rrom
ing wus cneory were reaa
known Universalists
Z
of
Universa
the
most
Many
prominent
can
list preaohers expressed their views
didly upon the subject, and much abli
argument and eloquence was displayed,
the general drift of the discussion being
that a change in the ooufession of faitr
The
would be advantageoua
greatest
enthusiasm prevailed.
a
was
oarriec
motion
At 12 o’clock
lifteei
that the time should be extended
mintues.
\
Dr. Sweetser oooupiod the last flv<
the session in summing up.
minutes of
He maintained a new creed would be ai
the old, since the formei
over
advantage
He arguec
could be easily interpreted.
that no oreed would be better than a falsi
one. After a heatod discussion thefolJow
ing profession of faith was adopted ii
plaoe of the Winchester profession o:
bi
faith. This vote must be confirmed
the next session of the convention
Artiole 1.—We believe in the universa:
fatherhood of God and in the universa
brotherhood of man.
Artiole 2. —We believe God also hatl 1
spoken through all His holy prophet 1
since the world began, and hath spokei
ou:
unto us by ills son, Jesus Christ,
example and Saviour.
Artiole 3.—We believe salvation consist: 1
with
in spiritual oneness
God, who
through Christ, will gather in one whole
family all mankind.

Log1

erheads.
The

Manager of the Association Maintains
Position—Now Said Dunraven Wil

His

Make No

Statements

at

the

Comius

that were furnished to the United Press
today, wrote the London manager of thf
United Press the following note:
“I saw Lord Dunraven Saturday noor
and sent you some of the topics of a con
versation which took place between us,
interspersed with my own remarks. Unfortunately you attributed some of mj
Lord Dunraven,
espeoiallj
stating tho New York Yacht clut

remarks to

perfectly

well

that

Mr.

Rose’s

ohallenge for the America’s cup was not
an English challenge and that the Roy a
Victoria Yacht club was sorry for having
re
backed it. These were purely my
marks. I very much regret tho misunder
standing.
After the receipt of this letter the Lon

don manager, of tho United Press sent thi
following telegram to Lord Dunraven
“Will you kindly inform me if the dis
claimer ot an interview with you printer
in yesterday's London papers andcreditec
to the United Press, was authorized b;
you. As the statement is calculated t(
do us some damage and as I hold a cop;
of the interview made by
my request b;
Mr. Dixon Kemp, It is neoessary for us t< 1
protect ourselves.
The explana
No reply is yet received.
W. C. T. U.
tion of the delay may be found in the fol
last
written
letter
night by Mr,
lowing
“Lori
Extends tlie Hand of Fellowship to Jew
Kemp to the London manager:
He i: 1
Dunraven called on me just now.
and Catholics.
revolutions
at thi
make
not going to
any
In your
dinner in Cardiff or elsewhere.
closinj t telegram to New York you make him sa;
Baltimore, Ootober 23.—The
the New York Yacht club knew perfect!;
day of the W. C. T. U. convention saw well Mr. Rose’s
ohallenge was not ar
the adoption of the platform promulgat
challenge. Dunraven did not sa;
English
ed and partly approved yesterday. Thi 1 this. The remark was mine in the lettei
It will be seen from thi
planks under consideration today were o : I wrote you.
that "Lord Dunraven does nominor
importance and were adoptee foregoing
but calls upon Kemi
the
interview
deny
With little debate In the report read D; to ask him to moderate certain portion:
of it. The original interview as furnishec
Mrs. Matilda B. Carse of Chicago, i
contained no indication tha:
was stated the outlook favored her belie: : by Kemp
re
therein was especially the
anything
thi
be
raised
belore:
would
that 1300,000
It wag without doubl
mark, of Kemp.
:
first of January to retire the outstanding
a
faithful
representation of Dun
stock and bonds ot the Chioago W. C. T raven’s remarks.
IT. Temrile.
Mrs. Jane Kenney of Michigan reported
the penal and reformatory intstitu
She asserted thal
tions
department.
for

white rlbhoners are doing more to secur<
separate reformatory Institutions foi
ohildren than any other or
expressed the hope thai
ganization,
would be
appointed on stati
women
and

women

and

boards of oharity and correction.
Mrs. Charlton Edholm, of Chicago, o:
the Crittenton Missions, told the Unioi
of the traffic in girls. She said she rep
resented two hundred thousand errinj

■

pray for the spirit of Got
1
to come to us here and say to us “Goyi
out into the streets and lanes of thii
ant
city and bring in the lame, the halt
!
She described the Critten
the blind.”

girls.

Let us

mission and the work it had doni
since the “magnificent millionaire” hat
mission!
spent half a million In founding
for the rescue of these poor girls.
One of these girls said to me once
havon’t heard a kind word for five years
You who live in an atmosphere of kind
be t<
ness and love, think what it would
hear nothing but ribald jests and awru
ton

^The liquor
girls

are

traffic

sending

our

the traffic ir
to hell at thi
O
every month.

and

girls

rate of one hundred
one
the two hundred thousand girls over
half were snared and bought and sold
to
They only bring from twenty-nvonot nrtj
cos ;
dollars. A horse that would
not be a thoroughbred
would
more
Forty
Their average life is five years.
six thousand are carried out to irotter!
Over a hundret
Field
year.
every
American homes have to be desolatee< [
of snam©
every day to recruit the ranks
hun
Since this time last week eleven
art
dred girls have been ruined and
it
spending their first Sunday night
these sinful places.
•
I have never seen a girl, who when th
this life
question was put, do you like
is
life
,
Oh, this
would not sob forth
earth.” We went to th
hell upon
slums of Cleveland but we could not ge :
in to the places. The girls were sittini
one o
back of a glass door. I said to
us t
them, “Don’t you want to go with
She sail 1
the Salvation Army rooms?
her t >
she would be glad to go. I told
take her with us
come out and we would
we
coma
out,
girl 5
She said, “We cannot
and slaves, why don t th 9
are prisoners
Pwent, 7
Christians come and let us out.
million Christians can rescue two hun
girls o r
erring
dred and thirty thousand
Lord Jesu *
surely the religion of the the men wh 9
Christ is a failure. One of
had been converted, told me he had gon 9
through the marriage ceremony twent, 7

[

large atteudance of ladles and

gentle-

men.

The exercises began with the reading of
the triennial address by George F. Morse,

Esq.
presided

and

made the following introductory remarks:
In accordance w ith a wise provision
of our constitution we have met tonight
The
to celebrate our 34th Triennial.

history of the association up to the year
is pub1889 has been ably written and
lished in our book of constitution and bySince that time nothing which
laws
would require special mention by me has
occurred. The onward march of time has
brought about many ohanges among
The latter,
mechanios and apprentices.
for whom the founders of this association
made
special provision and whose
interests have over

sidered

we

regret

to

our

Our

fraternity.

; London, October 23.—Dixon Keiup, thi
yaohtlng authority, read through both ol
the recently oabled Dunraven interview f

knew

by the Haydn Quartette.

President Charles F. Dam

volumes has a

general

carefully conbecoming rare
and
own
library
library of over 1300
been

are now

reputation

nb.nn/l nf

nilfi

of

purposes In New

at

home
t! 1H

bflSt

England,

and
for
and

hope that its patronage may be large-

we

Specific Recommendations

forrecord for itself and is now looked
ward to every year by many young and
middle-aged, as a source of valuable instruction, and we trust that this year

will prove

exception

to previous years
for the Triennial makes it
mandatory that on such occasions an address shall be made by a member of the
association, and it now g-ves mo great
pleasure to present to you Brother George
if. Morse, who will claim your attention

for

no

provision

a

brief time.

Following is an abstraot of Mr. Morse’s
interesting paper, which was entitled:
“THEN AND NOW.”
The subjeot of the address was the
economy in the application ol labor that
has taken place within our reoolleotion,
which volumes might be
a matter upon
written describing all that inventors has
the
for
done
saving of labor.
efforts
said:
lecturer
The
My
devoted to
will be
bringing to your
minds the conditions that now prevail in
the application of labor as compared
with those that existed when we were
voung.

Beginning with the simpler vocations
I will say that household help in those
days was abundant, of the best quality
and cheap as prices are now. The monoy
cost I do not wish to introduce because
as a matter of comparison all things now
may be relatively as cheap or ohoaper.
Fifty years ago labor was so abundant
and work sought for so 1 argel.v there was
for combination on the
no opportunity
part of tho laboring clas-es to regulate
wages. A man’s days work was fifteen
per cent larger and women’s was said to
be never done. Then all boys and girls
clothing was made at home. Now, with
the advent of sewing machines and the
ability to buy ready made clothing an immenso'amouut“of woman’s work is saved
NO MORE SILVER COINAGEwork is
All household
lightened by
wringing machines, carpet sweepers, imOnly Subsidiary Coin to Be Issued Here'
cooking utensils and the like.
proved
after.
'Pho ir,t.vnitnotion
of netrolmiTn In Diace
of Che old sperm candle and its advantfor illuminating purposes were dwelt
Washington, October 23.—Ail silvei ages
There are some vocations where
unon.
of
that
subsidiary silver, little saving has been offeoted. Masons,
coinage except
Novemhas been ordered suspended after
plasterers and painters get no advantage
from machinery. A man with pick and
ber 1 next by Secretary Carlisle.
shovel can do no more now, and, if
In carrying out this policy the New Or
stories are to bo believed, not so much,
ant
closed
have
be
leans mint will
Joiners and carpenters
practically
as then.
dismantled after that date and its 70 em been greatly helped. Now lumber is
dressed by machinery. Joiners used to
ployes furloughed without pay.
on doors or sashes and blinds in the
Secretary Carlisle for some time pas work
winter and the moulding and mortising
has been considering the advisability o:
Men apwas expensive and laborious.
stopping all silver ooinage except that o
to be saved more by wood workingsubsidiary coins and since he has Been thi pear
machinery than by any other class of
head of the treasury department only 4,
labor saving
appliances. As a conse382,324 standard silver dollars have beer
are more elaborately
quence all buildings
minted. Since July 1 last only 90 stand
a farmer’s or mechanic’s
ard silver dollars have been issued Thi ornamented,and
dwelling is as commodious as the dwelltotal
ooinage of silver under all acti ings of well to do poople were then.
amounts to *423,289,309.
Reference was then made to the old
The present effect of the action by Sec
fashioned method of bringing produce to
retay Carlisle is to convert all the silve: tho city
by teams whioh has given
bullion held by the government into golc
way to tho railroads. The old oaravans
obligations, under the parity clause o and
bob-sleds loaded with lumber we
*9*
the Sherman act.
see nothing of now.
Comparing tho exWindom, in 1889 construct
Secretary
the railway
pense of the teaming with
Shermar
the law to mean that Pall the
one half cent per
is
about
system the cost
notes issued against bullion were redeem
and by the
railroad
the
mile
ton
a
by
able
in gold. This construction of tilt
The first
team twenty timos as much.
law was concurred in by his successors. locomotives
used in this vioinity had
Secretaries Foster and (Jarlisle, and liai a
and with
wheels
single pair of driving
been
in practical operation during thi | the
tender did not weigh more than fifliavt
$7(5,193,522
Undor'it
six
past
years.
teen tons, and now the ordinary freight
been redeemed.
weighs 75 or u hundred tons, and
The ooinage of silver bullion into stand engine
it takes no more men to manage the
yet
to
proven1
ard
dollars operates
silver
present freight trains than the old ones
Sherman notes being issued upon them, and
accomplish five times the work.
Silver certificates, however, are issuet The they
advancement in sailing and
same
against the standard silver dollars, am stem vessels was shown and how barges
are redeemable only in silver,
that carry eaoh what a
coal
now
bring
The olosiDg up of the mint in Now Or number of vessels formerly did, while
leans, leaves only the United States min j labor saving machinery has been introat
Philadelphia and San Francisco ii duced for handling coal.
operation.
The workers on iron have been vastly
At these mints only gold and subsidi
helped by improved machinery. Tho
ary silver will hereafter be ooiued unlesi
horse shoeing blacksmith of former days
Congress should direct to the contrar; made shoes and nails by hand. Now
should be approved b:
and its action
these are made by highly improved matheJPresident.
chinery whioh saves the horse shoers
labor by an outlay of less than an hunThat Cousinly Feeling.
dredth part as much as would be reai 1
in
—The
23.
October
Temps
Paris,
quirod. The average gain for the is maat
article on the Venezuela dispute says : chinist with
the; modern tools
“It is curious to note how, as soon a s least three fold as oompared with the con*
territorial
appstit ditions forty years ago.
England’s insatiable
threatens to seek satisfaction at the ex
In construction of railroads and other
pense of the new world, all of tilt).liu
work how muoh labor has been saved by
and steam oi
phrases' of blood relationship and angle mechanical excavations
The Hoosac|tunnel
Saxon solidarity lose popularity, land ofti
compressed air drills.have
been
re
in
America
circles
not
oial and
completed
popular
would probably
of machine
vert to the traditions of the war for inde
yet exoept for the invention
pendence, tho war of 1812, and tbo Mon
Continued on Second Page.
roe doctrine.

Bestowed

the

on

Southern Governors.

fessed,

Washington, October 33.—The administration has about abandoned all hope ef

PRESIDENT’S DAY AT THE ATLAN-

a petition to Congress
two
For tlio past
for more revenue.
of
months the President and Secretary
the Treasury, have been figuring out- a
an
way to escape the necessity of such

TA FAIR.

being able to avoid

appeal

and confine the

A

I UUUI-I

Cleveland Speaks, But Says Nothing Im-

portant—The Crowd Expected Some
Significant Utterances, but Were Not

recommendations

to financial legislation, arguing that the
tariff legislation has nothing to do with
It is well
the deficiency of the revenue.
Presiunderstood that the desire of the
for
increased
dent is that the propostion
taxation shall come from the Republicans
us a counter to the
suggestion that the
whole trouble oau bo cured bf the retiremont of greenbacks and Jfinn establishMr.
ment of the gold standard, which
Cleveland would lay down.
It has become apparent that the situaof the
revenue
tion will not admit
question being ignored, and in connection
with the contention that the trouble lies
solely with the financial question, there
will have to be a recommendations that
It is expected
more revenue be provided.
that an effort will be made to prove that
primarily the greenbacks und silver are
responsible for the falling off of the internal revenue and customs receipts, but
the need of additional taxation will have
to be confessed. It will be contended that
from
the revenues
the falling off in
whiskey and sugar, wbioh was most conand
spicuous, was due to hard times.
that, even with the overthrow of the inhave
been
would
come tax, the revenue
sufficient bad business been normal and
the gold standard fully established.
W’hen it comes to the question of recommending a source of revenue, the memseriously
bers of the admiuitration are
embarrassed. They are afraid of internal
revenue tax, and at the same time want
to
to appear consistent in antagonism
protection. The opinion is expressed that
bo
will
recommendations
specific
avoided, and that the necessity for more
the
with
revenue will be pointed
out,
very general suggestion that it be provided in such a manner as to be least
and not
burdensome to the consumers
fall upon the neoessaries of life.
I IIV1C.

Gratified.

Atlanta, Ga., October 23.—President's
States’
Exposition
Jay at tbe Cotton
The
I (roke bright, balmy and beautiful.
j ncoming trains brought thousands of
dsitors, and the streets were crowded at
1 ,n early hour.
At ten o’clock the military prooession
orraed down town and a half hour later
! >assod the Aragon on Its way to the exThe military was not intended
; losition.
j

is

an escort.

Mr. Cleveland and his official family
were driven
rapidly to the exposition
'rounds. They reached the
reviewing
builditand in front of the government
ngs a few minutes before the head of the
hill
solumn of troops wound around the
n front of the administration building.
Beside President Cleveland, Secretaries

Smith,
Herbert,
Carlisle,
Lamont,
Morton, and Postmaster General Wilson
were on the reviewing stand, whore were
Vice President Stevenson, Gov. Atkinson
a ad
ind the Georgia exposition
city
The
ifflcials awaiting them.
military
jarade was long and pioturesque inoludng the United States regulars from Port
McPherson, volunteers from Connecticut,
Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia.
Mr. Cleveland lifted his hat to the

com-

nanding officers as they passed and gave
Lhe governors a special smile.
The review over, IJr. T. S. Hopkins of
a_a:_a'
_4^,. +1...
■

lent, the prosperity of the nation and
success of the exposition.
president Colder of the exposition, in

the
introduced
ten minute speech,
President. Several thousand people were
of
Presithe
within
:n the plaza
sight
dent, and the audience expected someing the Schooner Olys,
ihing significant from him. either as to
the current national affairs or ids future
liiiis and hopes, but this expectation was
[special to the press.]
The conclusion of his
Me., Octobtr 23 —The not gratified.
Keunebunk,
Then
was greeted with cheers.
schooner Mary E, Oiys, of Bath reported speech
he crowd called for Secretary Carlisle.
ashore in the Konnebunk river the 19th, He arose and bowed, but refused to speak.
after being relieved of half her cargo of Vice President Stevenson in the same
for
hep manner acknowledged the shouts
iron pipes was floated and taken to
him.
wharf today at noon by the tug L. n.. j
that
Mr.
announoed
Collier
President
Belknap of Portland, Captain McDuffie, Cleveland would shako hands with the
if they would pass in an orderly
The
vessel
Riverside.
people
and the lighter
line. Instantly there was a break for the
a
appears now to need no repairs beyond
reviewing stand, and for an hour the
partial caulking in order to enablo her to President shook hands faster, he said,
home
her
to
port.
When ho
prooeed
in his life.
not than ever betore
The removal of the schooner was
weary, the committee rushed him
accomplished without much trouble, and grew
Piedmont
the
off
to
and
into a carriage
the exposure of the tug L. A. Belknap
the
outer edge ol
the Driving club in the
The position of
to great danger.
very grounds.
schooner was such as to make, it
was
There a
champagne luncheon
floated,
doubtful whether she could be
jerved at three o'clock to the President,
but Captain McDuffie was of the opinion labinet officers and their wives,
after
this morning that sho might be, and lie which the
party began to take in all the
started his steam pump, keeping alongpuildings systematically.
side with great difficulty. As she lay the
was
and she
tide flowed through her,
THAT DA RTMOUTH-BOWDOIN
After she was pumped
badlr strained.
GAME.
out and floated she was taken by the tide
directly across the channel, and again
of
hours
labor
The
down.
filled and went
Dartmou th Students Protest Against Bnwwas lost and sho was in a more dangerous
(loin's Action.
M
and apparently hopeless condition than
before.
Captain McDuffie decided to
make one more attempt, and at last sucHanover, N. H., October 23.—A largeceeded in again floating her. It required
attended mass meeting of the foot ball
her under tho y
to
by
keep
oourage
good
Sho was saved
just in issociation was hold today and this resocircumstances.
was adopted:
Resolved, That
time, for oven a moderate wind would ution
have broken her up.
owes Dartmouth a return foot
Bowdoin
jail game and if this game is not grantOLD ORCHARD CAMPMEETING.
id this fall, no foot ball games will be

ly increased in the near future. It is not
Others Tag
at present exclusive to members
may enjoy it on payment of a small fee.
Our ovening school in meohanical drafting and designing, has established a

The

ihe President

Likely to

Blade, but Only the General NecessiConty Pointed Out—Need of Taxation

The twenty-fourth Triennial Festival
Mechanics’
of tho Maine
Charitable
at
the
celebrated
was
Association
Mechanic building. There was tho usual

visitors

Dinner.

one

ful Music

Xo

be

Association.

belief that “just as long
traffic in drink we snail have the
*n £*rls..
Miss Willard carried the convention OVER
825
AT
THE
GRAND
with her in the broad movement to include Catholics and Hebrews in fraternal
BANQUET.
relations with the White Ribbon Society.
The question arose with the introduction of the following:
Resolved, That Catholic women and
Hebrew women should bo invited to send Paper by George F. Morse, Esq.—Kemarks
fraternal delegates from their annual
by Gen. Neal Dow, George IV, Beal,
conventions to ours and establish brandiAlderraau Kandall, Edward C. Swett,
es of the White Ribbon Society within
their own borders.
Monro A. Blanchard, Hon. Fred N.
One of the delegates suggested it might
Dow and Kev. Mr. Shepherd—Delightnot

CENTS

THREE

MORE REVENUE NEEDED.

TRIENNIAL FESTIVAL

for

lay snares for them.
Mrs Edholm gave further numerous
anecdotes and personal experiences and
concluded with the expression of the forvent
as we have

certain statements in it,
which man}
Universalists today could not believe.
and carried oil all the tickets in the latHosea Ballou, Father Murray and Dr.
ter, They affected an entrance by breakEddy, were cited to show their belie:
the
No
locks.
the
tracejof
ing open
thieves..

<g3ii‘g.«aS33£l_PRICE

the

He felt it was a crime
this country.
against the white race that wejdid not

[SPECIAL

responsible

starved and

Meriden,

Diners—Green-

Creek, October 23.—Sometime
Sandy
the post office and depot at
last night
this place were broken into. The burgThe neighbors
lars, secured a few dollars in the former

other through his coat.
everywhere but cannot
Jlore than 10,000 women are within have searched the
miser ant.
seem to locate
store.
this
of
easy shopping reach
The young man’s mother is completely
State
services of
We had them ail in mind when get- prostrated and the
secured.
and choice stock of Detectives have been
this

ting

ai

Meriden, Conn., Ootober 33.—At th<
Athol,
annex Hawaii three years ago, and re(not Harrington as formerly reported) gretted that the last Republican admin- seoond day’s session of the Universalisl
General Convention the address by Rev,
the young man whose life was attempted
the
istration
consented to
arbitrate
of Elgin, III who was sus
Monday night, has had hard work to live Behring Sea sealing matter. He spoke in A. N. Alcot,
January 1st. 1896, on t
pended.until
the past month. Several times his life
flattering terms of Hon. Thomas B. Reed,
oharge of horsey, was considered in com
has been attempted, probably by a wild
cheered.
his remarks being loudly
The
this afternoon.
genera
man.
Gov. Greenlialge defended his guberna- raittee
fron
Richardson at- torial appointment of police commission- opinion as far as could be learned
About a month ago,
b<
of the grange, and ers. Lieut-Gov. Walcott and Congressman the delegates, is that nothing will
tended a meeting
Win. Smith of Michigan, also spoke_ the
done with the oase.
while returning home his carriage broke latter on arbitration
Resolutions recommending the unioi
down. He was quite seriously injured
Unitariai
of the Universalist with the
ANOTHER ROBBERY.
and has not wholly recovered.
church was referred to committee oi
A note was found warning him not to
The Post Office and Depot Broken Into at resolutions.
try to find who committed the deed and
creed
revision of
The question of a
Bandy Creek.
since then he has had several very narrow
came up for discussion.
Rev. Dr. Sweet
escapes from death* and one of his sheep
October 23. —Charles Richardson

Roct— TT. S.

Thousand

the Universalists

Adopted by

are

many of these girls. They are paid
starvation wages and there aro procurers
who watch tbem until they are nearly

halge, Walcott and Others Speak.

GREAT

Sold throughout the world. British
depot: F. Newbbry & Sons, x, King
Edward-st., London. Potter Drug

Gathering of the Republican

Clubs—One

KILLED.

SKIN CURE

of

Boston.

the

•

A Notable

Richardson

ECURA

employers

Boston Dinner.

Has to be Exercised

RELIEVED

,

Theodore RooseTelt Praised Him at tlie

DISEASES
Instantly

times and
down
every time sold the girlcursed
into the haunt of
shame. These
™oa‘s are sending more girls to
hell
Millionaire
than anything else.
the blood

PROFESSION OF FAITH

CHEERED FOR REED.

ETERNAL VIGILANCE

Tenuring uisiigurmg

1895.
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Belknap Has Difficulty in Float-

_

The

Annual Meeting Yesterday and
Officers

the

Fleeted.

Old Orchard, October 23.— The annual
meeting of the Old Orchard Campmeeting
Those
held today.
Association was
President, Rev.
officers were elected:
Israel Luco of Portland; vice president,
Edwardd M. Yafce s, Old Orchard; secrePortland;
Randall,
tary, Rev. D. B.
treasurer, M. G. Palmer, Old Orchard.
was
The question of issuing new stock
It
referred to the executive committee.
a
be
would
there
that
quite
was expected
contest in several matters as reports of a
the
very considerable dissonsion among
stockholders had been circulated, but a
was evidenly e£fected,and the

compromise
differences patched

up.

MCKINLEYITES [DISTURBED.
of SlierThey Won’t Like the Kevelations
man’s Book.

Washington, October S3.—The friends
of Gov. McKinley are greatly disturbed
the attention attracted by Mr. Sherand fear that the consema n’s book,
to their favoquences may be injurious
rite’s Presidential prospects. The story
in its
is
meroiless
relates to Ohio
as it
exposition of former party feuds, and
leaders implicated are
as many of the
and still active in affairs,
still living
to
come forward in dethey may decide
In this event the
of themselves.
fense
be called to witness the
country may
most intensely hitter family row of tho
over

century.

Unfortunately for Gov. McKinley, the
oharge already exists that there is a

d ivision of sentiment in the state in his
in that of Mr. Sheroase, as their was
If Charles Foster and Gen. Garman.
field were lukewarm toward Mr. Sherman, so also it is said that J. B. Foraker
and others are lukewarm toward Gov.
McKinley. The delegation will be instructed in the ono oase as it was in the
other, but the effeot will be lost if the
delegation fails to establish credit with
the convention.
Herein lies the complaint against Mr.
Sherman. He has added to tho difficulty
of his home delegation before tho next
convention. Ho has tagged it in advance
Friends of other candiwith a doubt.
dates will be likely to say: “Here are
fellows agaiu, shouting for
those Ohio
a leak in their
candidate with
their
lungs. Their ory is not. hearty. It lacks
How many of them are really for
force
McKinley? And to whom will they be
likely to go with MoKinley out of it?
Garfiold develbe another
Is there to
oped?” Not oven Mr. Sherman himself,
it is
contended, can hope altogether to
neutralize as a delegate the effect of his
work as a historian. Let him plead never
so
earnestly for MoKinley, Ohio’s voice
still
be weak in tho nominating
must
hall.

with her for two years.
It. is a source of dissppoiutment to the
students that Bowdoin did not appear tolay and they hope that a game will be
played before the football season is over.
Manager Hadlock expiainedsthe business
transaction in regard to tho game. It
is evident that Bowdoiu does not wish
to meet Dartmouth atjfoot ball againjthis

played

vear.

American Missionary Association.

Mich., October 33. —The sesDetroit,
sions of tho American Missionary Associate was largely attended today. In tho
morning tho committees on Chineso and
work were appointed,
Indian mission
and tho remiander of,the .ession largely
Condevoted to a review of the work
gregational missionaries among h > ChiAll the speakers denese and Indians..
plored the lack of’funds which prevented
tho extension of missionary efforts.
Rev. J. C. Ryder, secretary of the association, read a paper on “The Indian
factor in the Indian problem.”
Bowdoin Beats Exeter.

Exeter, N. H., October 33—Bowdoin
defeated Exeter today 38 to 0. Bowdoin

piled

up

seven

touchdowns from four of
Exeter was
interference.

goals were kicked.
powerless against.Bnwdoin’s
which

Maine Man

Drowned.

78
Belfast, October 33.—George Holt,
found
years old and unmarried, was
drowned today, it is uncertain whether
coroner
The
by casualty or violence.
will hold an inquest.
Disastrous Pariri. Fires.

St. Louis, Octobor 33.—A speoial to tho
Chronicle
says disastrous prairie Jfires
have been raging in various portions of
and Eastern Kansas for
Missouri
Western
several
days, owing to the continued

drought.

Jlhsolafely
Pure
A cream

Highest
—

Latest,

Food

of

of all

baking powdet
leavening strengt,

tartar
in

United

States

Oovernmen

Report.

Royaf Baking Powder Co.
108 Wall

3t., N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.
‘—

NO SCORING.

j

this
point.
Whitcher’s leg was the cause. Gilmore 2d
made ten yards. Whitoher threw himself
in front of him in his effective style and
Another

Close (lame Between Beering and
Bath High Schools.

i1

•c*-

“time”

at

Continued

EVENLY

WERE

ELEVENS

MATCHED.

Is the SBiBiiiing

five
Gilmore came down.
Bath made
yards then ten yards through tho centre.
Another “time” and somebody’s
leg

Near

Touch-

a

Dirty Flaying—But MaDy Sore Heads, Etc.

down—A Clean Game—No

Another
yards.
A Bath man was stretched out
fine
Marsh made a
rubbing his head.
taokle and Bath lost ten yards.
Gilmore 1st made a run
outside the
bounds and gained fifteen yards. He was
After slight gains time was called with
She ball in Bath’s possession on
the

;wenty-five yard line in Deering’s terriNo

tory.

thing

AULTY and loose
of
tvas the game
football between the
Deering and Bath

that

High sohools on the

people

some

are

Deoring
grounds
yesterday. It was,
however, very close
and exciting.

that Pond’s
Extract is far superior to any of the
preparations of hamamelis made.
not aware

Accept

no

The

game was so
closely and fierce
contested that
ly
neither side

scored

touchdown and
neither had any ap-

a

preaciable advantage over the other
In
advancing the
hall or in plays of

substitute for genuine

Pond*8 Extract.

fOND'S EXTRACT CO.. 76 Fifth Ave.. New York.

excellence.

special

HOW SHALL.

There was

good deal of fumbling and

a

very poor interference and altogether a
lack of the fine points that caused the
rranks to groan. But there was no lack
rf vim and enthusiasm in the players and
best of all there was no dirty playing. At

WE TREAT OUR

WINDOWS P

They
gentlemanly company of players
Bath, and the Deering boys, wore not behind in a spirit of fairness, yet despite
least

visible.

none was

were a

very
from

intentionnl in
as^could be seen,
than
‘time” had to bs called not less
he fact that there

jury to any
If you wish the latest styles of
window
draperies, the latest
novelties in
laces, exclusive
patterns, styles you do not see
everywhere, let us show you
our goods and advise
you. We
make a specialty of this work.

one

as

was no

far

The

sooro.

half

first

SECOND HALF.

previously

nell.
A. Burnell went around the end for fivo
was
Gould
pards. Another “time”.
hurt and Murphy took his place.
Deering gained ten yards then lost five.

ROSE WITHDRAWS.
It Doesn't Look Like An America
Next

\rthur Gilmore shouted “I’m done,” as
re got up with his faoe covered with duet,
tie though better of it after a while and
jontinued. Chapman kioked for twenty
As a result
rards. It was a beauty.
another

Cup

Race

Year.

Day
Now York, October 33.—Charles
Yacht
Rose tas cabled to the New York
club withdrawing his challenge for the
America’s cup.
This action was foreshadowed in the exelusive interview obtained with Mr. Rose
the
with the London representative of

“time”

United Press on Monday.
Secretary Oddie of the New York Yacht
clup gave out the following cable corres-

pondence

this afternoon:

Newmarket, October 23.
Oddio, Secretary New York Yacht Club,

New York :
Owing to the general impression that
my challenge might be construed as an
expression of opinion on the result of the
ask
last race, I must reg:*ft, having to
you to withdraw the same.
CHARLES D. ROSE.
To Charles D. Rose, London:
Cable announcing withdrawal of
challenge received.

Congress St.,

your

ODDIE, Secretary.

PORTLAND, ME.

oct23

Christian unity
proposed
finally adopted by the conferon

d5w

Ryde, October 23.

Secretary Now York Club. New York

NOTICE.
Portland
Meeting of the
Widows’ Wood Society,
for the choioe of officers for the ensuing year
and the transaction of such other business as
may legally come before said meeting, will be
held at their office, City building, Wednesday
evening, Oct. 30th, A D. 1895. at 7.30 o’clock.
R. C. BRADFORD, Secretary
octl0d2w
Portland, Oct. 9th. 1895.
The

Annual

whitchek’s

or
with the wind knooked out of him
with a lame knee or ankle,or dizzy head,
One
rhree men had to leave the game.
Gould of Bath, had his shoulder so badly
called
wrenched that Dr. Thayer was

ifter he got in to the Preble house.
Following is the game in detail: Bath
licked off. Marsh got the ball and ad’ancad fifteen yards.
Deering lost the

AND

N

and Typewriting.
Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
L. A. CRAY & SON, Portland, Me.
of

Shorthand

ZOTT^ir YOUR
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE AND LAMPS

at retail at wholesale prices. Fine goods
price you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.

at the

E. SWASEY&CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassware,
BT3 Commercial St., (foot of Cross street.)
eod3m

oct4

officially.
splendid

;wouty distinct times because of injury
-,o somebody stretched out on the ground

GRAY’S BUSINESS COLLEGE
School

;

on
Then Bath lost it
>all on downs.
lowns. Then Deering made slight gains
md Whitcher kicked and gained twentymen
ive yards. Up to this time three
lad been stretched out. Bath got the ball
and after
ifter the kick
scrimmage,
‘time” was called and another man was
tretched out with the wind knocked out

Gilmore kicked and made thirty
Bath lost the ball and Whitcher
licked a beauty for forty yards. A Bath
■ nan made a return kick of about twenty
*

if him.
■ards.

i

ball,
*-; ■ards and a Deering man got the
ball
liter slight gains, Deering lost the
from
recovered
Having nearly
Gould of Bath made fifteen
< in a fumble.
shall
illness
I
severe
recent
my
friends : ■ards on an end run and was stopped by
he pleased to see my
at my store, : iandall.
customers
and
had
Monument Square.
By this time two more “times”
I shall be able by the first of ] >een called so that as many men might
show
November to
you the 1
Bath
two
their wind.
gained
largest and best line of Christ- again
Deering got the
in this : ■ards then lost a little.
mas goods ever shown
Whitcher made
five
city, and of course my prices ] iall on a fumble.
will be right as they always ■ards.
ure.
Another “time”, while Bath man’s
■

the Jeweler,

Me KENNEY,

Monument

Square.

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Slate at

Order

Chandler’s Musia Store 431

Congress Street

eodtJ

Sept7

BAD

PRINCE

PAK!

Said.To Be Responsible for the Murder of
the Corean

Queeu.

Victoria, B. C., October 33.—Steamship
from
Yokohama
Empress of Japan
arrived yesterday with the latest Oriental
In regard to the Corean crisis all
news.
bethe Japanese papers agree in seeing
of
hind the revolution and the murder
the Queen, the hand of Prince Pak, who

Queen’s comwas banished by the late
an
exile
in
is now
mands and who
America. The late outbreak arose and
the
rogular army
was carried out by
which was organized by Prince IJak and
which is still devoted to him.
Cholera appears to be at last on
decline though on the 8th inst., 379
cases

and

189

deaths

were

the
new

reported

the em pire.
on
received in Shanghai
September 21, stating that a fresh outin
had
occurred
break against foreigners
The outthe province of Kwang-Tung.
rage was the work of a band of six hundred organized armed ruffians,
acting
under a recognized chief who
systematBasel
at
mission
Minthe
attackod
ically
No
Man, a few miles from Swa-tow.
The mission
further details are given.
in
has its headquarters
Hong Kong.

throughout

News was

It is

a

,

.nkle was rubbed.
After two scrimmages, another “time”.
Somebody’ head was dizzy. Marsh made
rush
fine
staright
en yards
by a

hrough.
Whitcher was hurt
Another “time”.
Wbitoher recovered and made a
plendid kick of thirty yards. Bath got
and
then
1 he ball and made ten yards,

gain.

1 ost

_

thon

three, and

five.

Gilmore

lost fifteen
umbled and Bath
yards,
J leering got the ball.
Whitcher attempted to kick, but failed
Gould made ten
1 ,nd Bath got the ball.
1

PIANOS
rhey

-

ORGANS.

We must
go.
Greatest oppor-

must

move.

unity

the

ever

Having sold

our

in

the

.varerooms

world

has

known.
lease of the
world to

largest piano

the

New Hotel

Syndicate, we the Largest Piano Manufacturers
1 the world, must remove as soon as possible,
md must realize on the largest stock, greatest
variety and grandest assortment of Pianos and
Organs the world has ever seen.

rhey Must

be Sold

or

They

Must

be Rented.
fc'o better made. We court comparison. You
vill ffud our prices and terms to buy or enr
inequalled. Look around, but be sure and
,-lsit 1’iano Headquarters.

Risk.

London, October 23.— The Daily News
deprecates Great Britain’s risking a serif or the purpose
ous dispute with Brazil,
of furthering a pri vato.cablo venture, the
only apparent object in.taking possession of the island.

:

withHave received letter from Rose
drawing challenge for America’s cup.
Will mail you
Have called committee.

200 Tremont St., Boston.

NEW ENGLAND PIANO GO.
octleodtf

i.ow

tackle.

called while somebody elso recoveredDeering stopped Bath’s first rush withbut in doing it another
out a gain,
1
time” became necessary. Alvin Gilmore
had to leave the game and G. Gould took

THEULLUSOM, Secretary.

was

To Theuilusom, Ryde, Eng. :
Your cable this date received.
ODDIE, Secretary.
After giving out the cablegrams, SecreThe few
tary Oddie declined to talk.
members who were about the New York
Yacht club when the news was received
were surprised at the action of Mr. Rose.
interThe general impression is that
badly
national yacht affairs are pretty
tangled just now and that there will be
no race for the America’s cup next year.

place. Deering got the ball on downs.
Chapman attempted a kick, but it was
splendidly stopped right in front of him
his

Another scrimmage
Then Deering got
ind another “time”.
die ball on a fumble.
Glendenning fell

by Arthur Gilmore.

DUNRAVEN DIDN’T TALK.

Bath got the ball on a fumble.
it.
G. Gould gained ten
Another “time”.
rards, and was stopped dead by Marsh.
3ould made fifteen yards around the end
jefore he was stopped by Woodford. This
jrought the ball on Deering's fifteon yard
jn

is
that it
The Standard announces
state
authorized by Lord Dunraven to
that the account of his interview on Monday with the mayor and other officials of

A

day morning

ind A. Burnell of Deering.
Following is the line up:
Clifford
Furner
Robbin3
Dunton
5 i pm son
Black

1 g
1 t

iilsby

1 e

r e
r

r

t
g

c

3ould

r

were

the most welcome
speakers
present was Mr. F. K. Swan of this city,
the
who is the oldest polioy holder in
One of

state.

Donnell
Bowdoin,
Referee—C. F. Kendall,
98. Umpire—J. J. Sullivan of Portland
Russell
P.
Linesman—J.
School.
High
if Bowdoin, ’97.
Football

GEORGE W. BEAL.
Mr. George W. Beal, formerly superinretendet of the Portland Company,
“The Meehanio.”
sponded to the toa3t,
He said that he had always been a workHe reing mechanic, not a talking one.
ferred to the agency of mechanics in the
of the country, and to the im-

progress

The following gentlemen were seated at
the tablos: Dr. Edward Lambert, Daniel
F. Nash, Geo. E. Tarbell, W. L. Allen,
F. H. Hazelton, R. H. Turner, Howard
Gould, T. E. McDonald, W. W. Cutter,
G. J.
Charles D. Munger,
Hazelton,

ALDERMAN RANDALL.

annually

more

Notes.

The Portland High school eleven, with
Harvard,
ihe new coach, Mr. Hall of
vcre out iu the grounds in uniform and
A
the
intermission.
practiced during
solored lad, named De Claybrook son of
Bev. Mr. De Claybrook, practiced with
He has showed up so well lately
ihem.
hat there is prospect that he may play on
the first team.
with
Portland is really going to jiiay
A game
has been
Bangor this fall.
November
for
Saturday,
9th, on
irranged
;he Deering grounds and another for NoThe
,'amber liith in Bangor.
Bangor
Commercial says: “As there is a new
in
Portland
this
management
year it is
ixpected that the Bangor boys will rein that city this
vive better treatment
rear than they did last fall.”
H. L. Fairbanks, formerly captain and
and
star player of the Bowdoin eleven,
low coach of Bangor High school eleven
coach
to
ias received an excellent offer
he team of the University of Mississippi
does
Ho
tmt has not decided about it.
lot desire to leave the Baugor boys now
ind will not if they are unwilling.
The Butler Grammar school football
school team
;eam defeated the Jackson
jy a score of 13 to 0.
At New Haven, yesterday,
Yale, 54;
Williams, 0.
At Middletown, yosterday,
Amherst,
16; Wesleyan, 14.
At Bangor, Bangor High school, 48;
Foxoroft Academy, U,

[

and

prominont

Letters of

regret

were

read

manufactured goods

people

those of any other city in the oountry.
He believed in Portland and her future,
and if his hearers hadn’t believed so also
they oertainly would have before he sat
down.
EDWARD C. SWETT
called upon to respond to the toast,
He spoke with his usual
“Our Country.
charming eloquence of the tremendous
meaning of that toast to all Americans,
and of our country’s splendid history and
His brief epitome of
noble institutions.
was

pleasant

Druggist*

enjoyment.

8
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q
S
®

Tb»> Impostamt Poimtii

*

-The Cottolene

Q
$

1

Tba trjloi pan ihould ba cold -bo. tba Cottolooe it put in. Cotloltne beats to
u»* *®okUt point MOBer than l»rd. It never HputMfN wfeen fcot.
trade-marks are "Cottolene" and a steer's head in cotton-plant wreath.

ALT!

O O

Cargoes, Carload* and at Retail. Elevators on B. & HI. R. R.
The best Qualities of Hard and Free Burning Coals careOenuine
LIKENS VALLEY
ful r screened for family use.
FRANKLIN and BORDEN MINING CO., GEORGES CREEK,
Wharf.

CUMBERLAND.

Ce|ebrated NEW RIVER STEAM
Qf
Wood
COAL. Tracks to elevators connecting with all railroads.
of all kinds cut to order.

A. R. WRIGHT CO.,

Office, 350 Commercial St
edtf

534-2.

TEXjEPHONE

mar9

the Rebellion, its result and significance
Americanism
was a splendid tribute to
He was interand was truly thrilling.
He declared that
with applause.
all danger from sectionalism has passed
our future is
away. The best assurance of

rupted

MUNRO A. BLANCHARD
to the toast to “Our Honorary
the
Ho said that it was
custom of the association to have a corps
They have been
of honorary members.
selected from the most eminent citizens.

responded

Members.”

The present list is being lessened every
It will soon be necessary to recruit
year.
this corps. The last time it was recruited
there were only two on the list, now the
list includes Hon. W. W. Thomas, Judges
Webb and Symoads and Putnam, Gen.
He
could
Anderson and Dr. Gerrisli.
only say to the future members that when
for them to recruit the
list, they shouldldo it as well as their
predecessors had done.
it becomes time

Power,

_

by

Sold

Hons. Beware of imitations.
Masonic Temple. Chlcaco.

our

St.
sold in Portland by E. L. FOSS, 639 Congress St., and by L. C. FOWLER, 107 Congress
ieb Jeoati
a &

____

the toast “The Press.” He
said that the press is supposed to have
something to do with the heads of men.
he
If that is so, he had oome up, for
joined the association as a tanner, when
he was engaged in clothing the soles of
is
From the soles to the head
men.
the
He spoke of
certainly going up.
of
influence
and
tremendous growth
printing and the newspaper, in making
He said that the
tho world what it is.
the (newspaper
roason was that through
the masses of the people can concentrate
the
in influencing
their intelligence
In the old days
progress of the world.
individuals,
tho leaders of thought were
isolated men scattered here and there.
REV. JOSEPH B. SHEPPARD
“Our Inwas called upon to speak for
He said that he didn’t
vited Guests.
but
knew
that
kno w just who they were,
they were in hearty sympathy with the
association and had a fellow feeling for
There were people
every member of it.
today who would cast reflections upon
But the
that word “working man.”
world is coming to regard that word as
whether
meaning all men who work,
If we do in
with the head or the hands.
our sphere the work that it is our duty to
to

& «

WORMS IN CHILDREN. I
Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor ti
fet
them for nearly everything else.

TruVs Pin Worm Elixir

I troubles has

never

|

the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best Rem- S
for all the complaints of children, such as Feverishness, id
Costiveness, Indigestion, Sour Stomach, etc. It 1ms .»t«n a m
household remedy for 44 years. Its efficacy in such Bs
been equalled. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cts. At
Is

_

Jedy

U

»U

F^TR ^

il

^ ilPl.'

__flats annul rtf

___

any

This Famous Kennedy cures qulckl ^permanentBrain
nervous diseases, Weak Memory,Loss of
Headache, Wakefulness, Lost vitality,
wastand
dreams,
impotency
evil
nightly emissions,
or exing diseases caused by youthful errors
tonic and
cesses. Contains no opiates. Is a nerve
blood builder. Makes the palo and puny strong and
plump. Easily carried in vest pocket. SI per box;
6 for95. By mail prepn'd with a written guarantee
to cure or money refunded. Write us, free medical
book, seaied plain wrapper, with testimonials and
financial references. No charare for conraltaadvertised agents, or address NKSvS fi»EED CO..

ly all

COL.; FRED N. DOW
resnonded

man.

,,

toasts the
following
the
Between
was
delightful musical programme
rendered by the Haydn Quartette, composed of Misses Tarbox and Kicker and
Messrs. Stockbridge and Merrill:

Quartette
Quartette

Home That I Love,
Jockoy Homer,
Across the Day,

Miss Ricker

Oh That We Two Were Maying,
Miss Tarbox and Mr. Stockbirdgo
Mr. Merrill

Quaff, Quaff With Me,
Good N ight Beloved,

_Qaurtette

The dream
Ponce de Leon was
that he might discover the fountain
oT perpetual youth.
He died searching
for it. The fountain
he was looking for
was

an

impossibil

ity, unnatural and
chimerical. The
nearest thing to the
fountain of perpet-

EXCURSION
be the :
“I want to
Comes
Jeweler
Who
Into Your Mind First/’

ial youth is a foun_ain of perpetual,

perfect health.
Health keeps people

regularity in the difunctions.
ut indigestible matter into the stomach,
and it is likely to
find lodgment m the
bowels. It will stop
their action. Poimat
sonous, refuse

There ia

festive

3 (frwlnati

immediate

caa,.

BOSTOKT
will sell tickets from all stations in the State of
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont
as follows:
Kail & Boat All KaL'o.
Boston and Boston and
return
Statious.return.

nothing

daintier

for any kind of a present
than a.

1
l.ewlston.
! .$2.50
Auburn,
Lewiston Jet. )
Danville Jet. 3.45
New Gloucester. 2-??\
2.1,) |
Pownal.
North Yarmouth. 2.00
Yarmouth Jet..
Cumberland.
Falmouth. 1*70
Empire Road. 2.60
Mechanic Falls. 2.75]
Oxford.
r
South Paris.
Norway. «*•■*■£ I
3.40
J
West Paris.

ter, which should

have been thrown
off, is retained in the
and
as
it
cannot go any place else,
body,
more or less of it
gets into the blood.
That’s constipation. It is such a wonderfully simple thing that people do not regard
it seriously. They let it run on, let it grow
worse, become chronic, and show itself all
conover the body in
fifty ways before they
sider it important.
Constipation causes
nine-tenths of all human ailments. Its first
symptoms do not seem very serious, but
few of
even they are
very disagreeable. A
them are sour stomach, flatulence, heartburn, distress after eating, foul breath,
coated tongue, dizziness, palpitation of the
heart, sick and bilious headaches, general
lassitude and debility. When any of these
symptoms show themselves, you should
immediately take Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets, according to directions. They are tiny,
sugar-coated granules, made on purpose to
cure constipation.
They do this perfectly
and quickly, and they are the only preparain
the
tion
world that will do it. There are
plenty of medicines that will give relief as
long as you keep on taking them, but you
can’t stop.
They don’t cure ; they give
merely temporary relief. Doctor Pierce s
relief and
Pleasant Pellets give

—

AGENTS OF THE GRAND TRUNK RY.

/of all, strength and

Gov.

TO

And riotnrn

young. Sickness
makes them old.
Health means first

citizens

from

a

N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, CHICAGO, 224 Slate Street. BOSTON, PORTLAND, ME £
2e<ieieeeeeeeeeeee»eMeMeMe»ee»g>»e«8«ae@®e«eoea

Our laborers are
than Lewiston itself.
than any
more skilled and higher paid
He said that our
others in the stata
live better, on an average, than

with their ladies.

Cleaves, Mayor Baxter, Judge Putnam,
Dr. Frederick H. Gerrish, Judge Joseph
Paul W. Symonds, Thomas B. Merrill,
who
Frank B. Fish, C. B. Woodman,
the toast.
to
“The
D. Luce, L. H. Nelson, Fremont Allen, was to respond
Mr. E. W. Ayer, Paul L. Chandler, G. Mechanic,’’ and ex-President Lewis B.
G. F. Smith.
I. Lowe, Earlo C. MoAllister,
Dauforth, W.C. Woodbury,E. S. Everett,
The post prandial exercises began with
A. W. Pottle, James C. Boies, A. Sher- the introduction of
man Boies, Dr. Frederick H. Gerrish, A.
GENERAL NEAL DOW
Nickerson, O.
W.
G. Hebb, E. H.
Maino
toast, “Tho
to respond to the
M.
C.
Hon.
Walter
Walker,
P.
Tapley,
Association.”
Mochanic
Charitable
Hon.
Francis
K.
Porkins, F. E. Voter,
the
Dam spoke of him as
H. M. Pinkham, Toastmaster
Swan, Rev. I. Luce,
member of the association,(having
Charles B. Pineo, M. E. Hill, A. B. oldest
and therefore a member
A. Glidden, joined in 1827,
Pratt, A. M. Chase, E.
years.
for
sixty-eight
George H. Cark, A. W. Langley, Lewis
apGen. Dow was greeted with loud
Hall, J. H. White, N. F. Currie, Charles
He referred to tho changes in the
P. Kimball, C. F. Berry, F. H. Cross, plause.
he became a member. “At that
Warren L Parks, M. II. Willey, Wm. F. city since
wore no savings banks.
Why
there
time
Wm.
F. Jenks,
Jenks, A. B. Hall,
no
savings banks? Because
Walter H. Gardner, J. L. Horr, George were there
put into them.
no money to
M. Seiders, Arthur P. Howard, Arthur there was
thoro any monoy to put
wasn’t
And
why
F.
E.
Col.
Dr.
D. Deane,
Boothby,
C.
1 sliau t tell you that.
VV. F. into them? Well
O. Files, Frank L. Littlefield,
(Laughter.)
That would be talking shop.
Jenks, Wm. S. Townsend, J. H. Ellis.
his reminiscences
Gon. Dow continued
and
fascinating
HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Ills, with his vivacious
was listened to with much
and
manner,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
He daeUred that Maine was
laxative* All
\

1

2

8
5

; ; THE
j

in
was introduced to represent the city,
rethe absence of Mayor Baxter and to
He paid
spond to the toast. “Our City.
a glowing tribute to the past and present
of our city. He deolared that it is now at
We turn
the helghth of its prosperity.
out

Should remember to use only two-thirds
as much Cottolene as they
formerly used
of lard or butter. With two-thirds the
will get better results at less
, quantity they
cost than it is possible to get with lard or
butter. When Cottolene is used for frying
| articles that are to be immersed, a bit of bread should be dropped into it to
J ascertain if it isat the right heat. When the bread browns in half a minute
the Cottolene is ready. Never let Cottolene get hot enough to smoke.

I

very difforent.

H. Averill, F. A. Tompson, Nathan E.
They
Redlon, and Abner W. Lowell.
were all present with their wives.
At tho other two tables sat scores of the

respootable

1

<

respectable

John Calvin Stevons and wife, William
Munro
and
A.
wife,
M. Marks
Blanchard and daughter.
The committee of arrangements were
George F. Morse, Charles F. Dam, Win.

most

|

provement in the status of the mechanic.
He could remember when it was barely
Now it is
to be a meohanic.

Thompson,

Hazelton ana
made by President
Brief remarks
Vice President Tarbell.
Messrs.
made by
were
McDonald,
Lambert, Walker and Perkins.

Coleman
O’Brien
Woodford
Johnson
Randall

COOKS j

applause.)

and

proprietors had a most delioious Raymond, Stephen C. Perry, Esq., Presimen and speeches dent
Council,
Fagan of the Common
Ripley spread for the insurance

A. Burnell
Whitcher
Marsh
0. Burnell

g

published

was

some

The

Glendenning

jjilmore, 1st
jilmore, Sind

Aftfcr Mr. Morse’s address, the company
marched by couples to the large and
handsome dining hall, which presented a
Caterer
appearance.
very attractive
efforts that
Kobinson had made special

banquet

DEERING.

BATH.

of
all this gain. First the
hours of labor have beon lessoned 15 to
cent.
20 per
Everyone has gained something in-the comfort of living. All have
a greater
variety of food than was usual
at the time we look back to, clothing
more
abundant
and more ornainonta),
is
wc have more facilities for recreation,
books are more abundant and easier to
obtain, education is more general. The
great fortunes that have been accumulated and which are being rapidly increased
furnish without doubt the most prominent item in the effort to ascertain where
the
results of our improvements are
placed. Between 1840 and 1880 the population of this country increased 104 por
cent but in the same period the wealth
of the country increased 1050 per cent, so
the wealth per capita in those 40
that
more than five
years had augumented
fold.
These improved conditions 'and this increase of wealth,
great'asjthey seem, do
not, to my mind, fully aocount for all
that uan be attributed to the
the gain
economy that has been jj attained in the
application of labor. I believe the
wealth of the country is much greatei
I believe
than is shown by statistics.
the leaders among men have had more
of
the
share
than a just
gain. They are
not
to blamed for this; the conditions
of society have brought it about. I think
the amelioration of the burden of laboi
should be greater than it has beon, and
have no doubt that in the near future
among all civilized nations, the laboring
man, the workman, will receive his share
of the advantages that have been brought
The
about by the genius of inventors.
social problems that are now agitating
the people will prove tho justice of this
and X feel sure that the results of this agitation will be a fairer distribution of the
goods and burdens of this world.
THE BANQUET.

and
These were decorated with flowers
be given in his honor in Cardiff.
In the published interview Lord Dun- plants and laden with delicacies and subraven. after accepting the invitation, was stantials innumerable and delectable. The
to accommodate
three
the tables were set
made to say that until the time of
banquet he preferred to remain silent hundred and fifty people, and about three
concerning his action in connection with hundred and twenty-five sat down.
cup.
the recent races for the America’s
President Dam called upon William'M.
Nevertheless, he declared, there was much
that
had
accounts
to
the
added
ap- Marks, Esq., to invoke the Divine blessto be
peared. and he hoped that his statements ing At the head table were officers of
on
would throw an entirely new light
and
of
the the association, tho invited guests
the matter and removo many
formed
the committee. They included President
been
had
that
ideas
erronoous
Dam and wife, Rev. Mr. Sheppard of St.
The Equitable Banquet.
Paul’s church, Gen. Neal Dow, Col. Fred
The Maine agents of the Equitable Life N. Dow, Ewdard C. Swett and
wife,
their annual Collector John W.
Insurance company held
Deering, Aldermen
last
at the Falmouth,
night. Randall and
Vice
President

AT ni>cV>

Una

_t_s-1,

.-..1

disposition

here yesterinaocurate. everything should be
worthy of the
wholly
Lord Dunraven says that nothing what- dignity and importance of the occasion.
his There was one long table across the head
himself and
ever passed between
visitors beyond the giving and acceptance of the hall and six larger tables extended
of the invitation to attond a banquet to the length of the hall at right angles.
Cardiff which was

inc.
Captain Whitcher came limping
n to take Marsh’s place at this crisis.
At the first rush Bath made no gain and
Deormother “time” had to be called.
: ng got the ball on downs and
a great
But the time limit was
hout went up.
ip before Deering had a chance to rush.
L’he game ended with the ball on DeerThe last half
ng’s fifteen yard line.
One of the Bath
vas fifteen minutes.
and
>oys said that it was the fiercest
oughest game they had ever played. AnJther declared that in point of skill it was
ihe poorest. It was generally considered
jy the two hundred and fifty spectators
;hat, the game was the cleanest, as far as
lirty work was concerned, that they ever
iaw on the grounds.
work
Among these who did the best
disabled, viz:
were the throe who were
ft’hitchor of Deering and Alvin Gilmore
Other good players
ind Gould of Bath.
_

times.
We seem to he able in this country to push
tho adoption of labor saving machinery
without opposition from
to tho utmost
the individuals who are turned out of
And uow
employment by their use.
electricity, tho most wonderful of all
elomonts is tending its aid to the enhancement of the comfort of man. Its
use is another most potent factor in our
labor economy.
By its employment we
can distribute power almost indefinitely
and apply it to very small uses,and by its
agency utilize natural powers which have
been available. To help us
not before
realize how much we have gained by
mechanical helps, improved methods and
inventions, let us imugine what we could
do if deprived of steam railroads, the
telegraph, telephone, use of petroleum
for illumination and lubricatiou, use of
wood pulp for the manufacture of paper,
and
the scores of other inventions we
consider
Put ourselves
indesponsable
back 50 years and wo should feel helpless
a
and
perfeot stagnation of business
would follow.
The stoam engines now in use in this
country exclusive of locomotives and
marine engines,
amouqt to at.leasb 8,The horse power of
000,000 horse power.
steam machinery is rated as being equal
the strength of 20 men so that the
to
steam machinery employed in this country is equivalent, to the labor of 160,000,
000 of men. I would not claim that this
tremendous power is all as effeotive inproduoing food, clothing and shelterjjas
the manual labor of that number of men,
but the amount’ of its assistance is almost beyond comprehension.
C,'-*

(Laughter.) He spoke at
length of the groat change in Maine
from poverty to wealth and said that
he
that was the end of his story since
found himself very much hampered in
the
not being able to tell his auditors
reason for this great change.
(Laughter
that before.”

«f Praetieal lie-

Chapman replaced Whitoher in the
They were
Deering team. Chapman played left half,
ence as follows:
i. Burnell played right half and Marsh
Rosolved, That this ohurch accepts
jlayed full baok.
the religion of Jesus, holding in accordball
the
off.
Gould
got
Deering kicked
ance
with His teachings that practical
1 ind advanced it to the
twenty-five yard
religion is summed up in the love to God
ine. Bath made slight gains.
and love to man. Wo cordially invite to
Another “timo”. Gould of Bath was
who while
our working fellowship any
itretched out.
differing from us in belief are in general
Bath lost two yards by Glendenning’s
sympathy with our spirit and practioo.
taokle.
Resolved, That this National Couuoil
out
stretched
Gould
Another “time”.
givo the above declaration the widest
igain.
possible publicity as a sufficient basis not
Gilman kicked for a gain of tne yards.
but for
only for “Christian unity,”
Marsh fell on the ball after a slight gain the
unity of.tho world
religious
Doering lost the ball on downs.
Several addresses were made on temBath gained ten yards, then five yards. perance at tonight’s session.
Carroll Everett, dean of HarCharles
Bath fumbled and A. Burnell got the
vard Theological School, made au address
ball. It was clever, quick work by Buron Unitarian theology

OSCAR F. HUNT,
563

I'p

Washington, October 33—At the Unitarian business meeting Carroll D. Wright
reported the revision of the resolutions

was

twenty minutes.

Bath got the ball and

Page.

ligion.

had to be rubbed.
Bath gained
fivo

stopped by Whitclier.
Neither Side Even Came

First

Panama
drills and tho main iiopo of tho
Canal lies in the application of machinery yet to be invented.
the changes
In agricultural machinery
tho implehave been very great. Besides
horse
ments used in haying, including
and loaders, as woli as
rakes, tedders
to
seem
last
mowing machines, these
more in tho saving of labor
UNITARIAN
accomplish
THE
SAYS
GENERAL
SO
than any others. Each of these improved
three or
CONVENTION.
machines enable each man to do
four times os much as ho could 60 years
We are, continually seeing some
ago
of labor
new appliance for tho .saving
diffiand still laboring iuod have little
Sufficient
a
This
Basis
for the
And yet
And Believe
culty in finding employment.
labor
of
saving
the World—The Re- with all this abundance
Religious Unity of
machinery, there seems to bo a greater
solutions as Adopted by the Convention
olden
in
the
human
of
than
help
soaroity

‘time”.

BOTH

From

M18CKLLASEOC S.

the
prosperous state in
Union. “Why has it now become so rich,
Well I shan’t
when once it was so poor?
I’ve said something about
tell you that.
the most

now

“LOVE TO GOD AND MAN.”

Whitoher made a fine taokle
throwing himself in front of the runner.
yards.

...

piece

Our line Is
That’s

1.9{j}

of Cut Glass.

a

bran

new

!

Bryant’s

good point.

Pond

to)

Sraiford Hollow

[.

)
inclusive,
North Stratford.

Islaud Pond.
Lake
Norton

%%%%%%

$3.-5
s-2°
3 10
^.00

$2.90
2.80
3.3o

3.50

3.50

3.75
4.00
4.35
4.50

3.75
4.00
4.35
4.50

Mills..
Good going by Regular Trains and Boat,

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28th,
•

Willis A. Cates,
575

CONGRESS ST.

Agent Stevens Silver Co.

•

and good to return until November 6, 1805.

Leaving Lewiston and all other points by any
regular train in time to connect in Poniand.
Union Station, with Boston & Maine trains
Eastern or Western Division, for Boston.
Or passengers going by boat and wishing to
remain in Portland a few hours, can come by
regular train to Portland and leave on the
PORTLAND STEAM PACKET COMPANY’ S
Boat at 7 p. m.t from Frauklin Wharf, and arrive in Boston early next morning.
Boats
leave Boston 7 p. m. daily except Sunday.
Do Not Miss This Cheap and. Delightfu
Trip.
oct2Idlw
L. J. SEARGEANT, Gen. Mg*,

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE ARMENIAN
10

Cholera Morbus
Cholera Infantum
can

express

A

A

Missionary Speaks

flammation. Internal as much as External. It
soothes and heals burns, bruises, chaps,
sprains, stiffness, swellings, backache, and

lameness. It cures asthma, bronchitis,
colds, catarrh, colic, croup, cramps, whooping
cough, toothache, sore lips, throat and lungs.
every

Johnsons "issr
AnodvneLIMIMENT

Invented in 1S10 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its extraordinary worth,
merit and excellence have satisfied everybody
for nearly a century. It is marvellous how
many different complaints and diseases it will
cure.
It is used and recommended by physicians everywhere. It is the best, the oldest,
the original. It is unlike any other. It is
superior to any other. It is the Universal
Household Remedy from infancy to old age.
Be not afraid to trust what generation after
generation has endorsed. Every Mother should
have it in the house, dropped on sugar suffering
children love it. It is the great vital and muscle
Its electric energy everlastingly
nervine.
eradicates inflammation without irritation.
For more than two years x had been afflicted
with that distressing complaint, chronic diarrhoea; had been treated for it by some of the
best physicians in this city and other places,
but without any good result. About three
months since I was urged by a friend to try
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment, and did so. I
must say, as soon as I began to take it I began
to feel better and am now well and strong.
James Pendergast, Bangor, Maine.
The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle.
IU’gt’d Pamphlet free. Sold everywhere. Price, 36 eta.
Six bottles, $2.00. L S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
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The English language cannot express it.
The Kourds and the Turkish soldiers are
friends.
They have been brought up to

Rev. L. S. Bean.
Mr. Adams spoke of

can

is

today

1

God’s

Wc

thought of what it
assimilate the two to
He looked at tho ques-

When Lydia E. Pinkham first sent out
the news of her great discovery, there
was no lack of harsh speech from those
whose practice and opinions she set at
defiance.
But when young girls by the hundreds
were absolutely cured by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, then the
tongues of the traducers were stilled, and
faith was allowed to live in the hearts of

more

Heaven.
immoral.

are subject to this trouble.
It robs them of the buoyancy of youth.
It makes all effort distasteful.

It causes retention and

be,

and

thought

these are all symptoms of the one cause
of nearly all the suffering that comes to
women; and to save their daughters
ought to begin treatment at once.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is the surest and most natural
remedy for women ever compounded. It
will accomplish its work with certainty.

region of Armenia are engaged in distributing relief. The whole territory is
wrecked. Thousands of people have been

upon'tho spiritual side
subject.
Rev. Mr. Wright believed in organized
work for Christ. He spoke of a picture
in Ram’s Horn that causod bird feelings

of amusement and then serious reflection
There was a representation of a seashore,

spirit of religion has largely passed away,
the
and they worship the pictures of

a
man dressed like Ja clergyraun
leaning against a rock with a telescope
at his eye, looking seaward for the coming of the Lord, while right back of him
was a great wheat field, with the wheat
ripe, and the Lord standing in its midst

saint. Their Bible is in the old Armenian
language, which the people do not underare
stand. So also the ohurch services

to
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literature also. A Portland bookseller
told the speaker that morning that the
sale of trashy literature nad greatly diminished tho last few years. That was a
healthful sign, and it must keep on until
Christ is crowued. The right end will be
attained by bringing in the people one
by one. The first question must,be what
Christ wants.
Mr. L. S. Bean, of the West Church,
had heard of a nation born in a day. In
that case the one by one theory was deHe did not want to criticise
molished

preached by

pants
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service followed.
The building of a new Congregational
church at South Portland and the
enlargement of the West End church were
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MRS. M. A. CROSLEY’S
Select Party will leave New York. Jan.
8tl), 1896, by Express 8. S. Xoimanla, for 118
days tour through Spain (one weak), Greece,
Turkey, Islands of the Mediteranean. Asia
Minor. Syria. Palestine (10 days), Egypt “up
the Nile” to first cataract, Italy, Switzerland,
France and England.
For particulars address at once.
MRS. M. A. CROSLEY,
786 Putnam Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y,
octlOTh&S2w

dlw
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Mr Erod Miller, of Irving, II'., writes
that lie iiad a Severe Kidney trouble for
many years, with severe pains in his hack
and also that his bladder was affected.
He tried many so called Kidney ernes but
without any good result. About a year
ago he began use of Electric Bitters and
fouud relief at once. Electric Bitters is
especially adapted to cure of all Kidney
and Liver troubles and often gives almost
instant relief. One trial will prove our
statement. Price only 50c for large bottle. At Geo M. Young’s. Drug Store. 489
Congress St. H. G. Starr, Westbrook.

The
The

B.
Wren.
Larceny of one
Coffin ; finod $5
liarness from David P.
and easts.
ior entering
the
Samuel Israclson.
Bernstein
quarantinedtohouse of Thomas
with
the
comply
and failing
quarantine regulations; fined $5 and costs.
Search
and
Patrick F. O’Connor.
seizure; discharged.
for
the
of
one
Atkins,
William
larceny
suit of olothes valued at $10, continued to
Octobor 24. Bail, $301).
diaries Murphy. Search and seizure;
lined $11)0 and costs and appealed.
Search ami seizure;
Daniel Meehan.
fined $100 and costs anil appealed.
John J. Founoy, Edward T. Day and
and
Martin J. Hanrahan, for breaking
entering the shop of Matthias A. Conley
and stealing thirty-nine
cigars of the
value of $1.95; pica, not guilty. Probable
Bail
fixed
at
found.
$500.
cause
Small Pox at Wheeling,

Wheeling, W.Va., October 23—This city
is undergoing another scourge of small
new
cases
were reported
pox. Twelve
yesterday, making 20 in all. Teh situaThe
is
schools
in the inalarming.
tion
fected districts are closed. For businoss
reasons the local papers are suppressing
of the reappearance of the dithe news
sease.
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house

was

elaborately decorated.

DEFENDERS!

Our

the happy finder „of the ring, Miss Wig’gin of Blddeford, the thimble, and Miss
Bessie Cameron of Deering, the money.
The wedding cake was a present to the
brido by Mr. J F. Cummings.
The happy couple departed for their
future home on Glonwood avenue, Deering, at a late hour.
Huff—McCmlman.
Mr. Frank M. E. Huff and Mrs. Julia
F. MoCalman were married at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Huff,
which was tastefully decorated for the
occasion
yesterday morning. Kev. Dr.
of Chestnut Street
formed the coremony. There was a large
After the reparty of friends present.
ception Mr. and Mrs. Huff left on the
ohurch per-

Parsons

train for Montreal.

WEATHER^

heating stoves ever introduced have
proven as invariably satisfactory.
No

BUliop Neely’s Triumph.
his point in
won

Atlantic Grand

AND_

Ideal Atlantic

Highest grade and
Cooking Ranges.
fully warranted.
We make

St.

octlHeoatf

Opposrite

Preble House.

or

OF PORTLAND, ME.

CITY

a

specialty

of

heating by

HOT WATER,
HOT

WHITE,

F*. O,
480 Congress

AIR,
COMBINATION,
Also by STEAM,

Estimates cheerfully made without

charge.

Notice of §alc of Real
Estate.

Repairs for our goods sold at moderate
prices, and without additional express
sharges necessary on goods of other

of Portland will sell tlie lot of land
containing sixty-four hundred and seventy
four ir>474i square feet, situated at Nos. 254 A
and 254 IS, on the southerly side ot St. John
street, in said Portland.
The committee on sale of unimproved real
estate will be in session at the Aldermen s
room, Cltv Building, at 7.30 p. m. Oct. 28th,
1895. fur the purpose of receiving bids for the
above mentioned lot.
The right to reject any or all bids is reserved.
.TAMES C. KENT. Sao’y.
octl8dlw

rpHE
City
1

make.

Retail store at

onr

works, Kennebec St.,

foot of Chestnut St.

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY GO.

the

great discussion at Minneapolis over the
use of the $45,000 raised by the Episcopal
The idea
for the mission work.
Alaska where
was to send a bishop to
aro only 3000
people abundantly supplied
with Christian churches, English, Roman
und Greek, as well as Baptist and Conwomen

attacked

FLORIDA
—AND THE—

ATLANTA
..mill

<■»«<■—«■

It. S. DAVIS &

CO., Exchange St.,

PAIR.! JAMES
yj

It

Ml*

L.

RICE, Grocer,

Jet. Congress & Portland Sts.,

CHEAPEST I
BEST
anil
SAYS :
route, including all ex-'
Penses. Call or send for prices auu family il-1
Cash
1 think
my National
lustrated advertising.
of yon, all you
•I. A. Flanders, li. Afft.. T. G. Kger, T. it!., Register bought
and
am
well
for
it,
201 Wash’ll St., Boston. 5 Bowling Green. N. Y.
claim
TS&T4U10
octS
with the system.

will be
used for the evangolization of the colored
race of America as suggested by Bishop

WOOD 31 AN !’ELS AND TILING

majority.
reconsidered and the money

PI VnF
VLlUL

Obronio coughers are stupid bores and
should be forced to UHd Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup, the only infallible remedy.

ILine
INF

pleased

linest stock.
est Prices.

Largest anti

Neely.

W. A.

ALLEN,

Foot of Preble Street.
oct5

LOCAL AGENTS.

1

this
in
the papers
Minneapolis referred to him as “the
and the vote
peppery bishop of Maine,’’
to send the money to Alaska was carried
Afterwards the vote
a small
was

ouk-

_

,,

Bishop Neeley

gregational. The bishop
plan so forcefully that

and

St. Nicholas Parlors.

wedding

i

by

Sparkle

ib e—

Will be the programme for the approachforewarned is foreing months, and as
armed we warn yon in lime to fortify youryou for
selves mid those dependent upon
severe
the
agaiust
care and protection
oui full
received
weather, and as we have
some, among mem uemg an uiugaui »iue- line of Fall and Winter footwear we
are
board from the clerks In the store where offering some rare bargains in the same,
call
see our Mot orman’s Balm orals; call
and
Mr. Houston Is employed, silver service and see our Men’s three soled boots in lace
Women’s
from the bride’s father and mother, and and congress. Call and sea our
$2.00, $2.50 and 88 boots in needle, razor,
many oher beautiful and useful articles. opera and wide toes, and we have also comThe bride’s cako was cut'and passed plete lines of boy’s and youth’s, misses’ and
children’8 footwear in all styles and at all
around to the young lady friends of the
prices.
bride. Miss Alice Sawyer of Deering was

does not contest.
X). A. Meahet for libellant.
George Gould for libellce.

Stephen

oct21dl\v

ceremony was performed
under a wedding bell of pinks’and roses.
The presents were numerous and hand-

wxvvcv

ROBINSON.

CHAS. H. REOLON, Proprietor.

26 AND 28 MONUMENT SQUARE, PORTLAND, ME.

COLDER

and abusive
treatment
and adultery, and he claims that she is a
morphine cater and totally unfit to have
The divorce he
the custody of the child.

JUDGE

The One Price Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,

Royal High School of Music, Berlin,

Studio,

her libel cruel

BEFORE

the

PRICES

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,

Maine
annual meeting of the
General Hospital will be held in the
four
at
sep24eodtf
Portland
in
office
treasurer’s
o’clock ill the afternoon of the first Tuesthe
for
of
1895,
November,
fifth
day, the
day
WEDDINGS.
following purposes:
To elect officers for the ensuing year.
To see if the corporators will change the
Houston—M ountf ort.
hour of the annual meeting and if so to fix
hour.
another
A very pleasant and large party’gathmay
To transact such other business as
ered at the home of Mr. and.Mrs. V. C. legally be presented.
of
the
Directors.
order
By
Mountfort at 55 Chapel street.last eveF. R. BAH RETT, Secretary.
ootlSdtd
Portland, October 15, 1895.
ning to witness the marriage ceremony of
Mountfort
their daughter, Miss Hattie M.
to Mr. Ansel E. Houston of Deering, a
popular clerk with W. L. Wilson & Co.

The

Wednesday—Mary A. Doherty and
Annie Welch. Vagabond; thirty days in

L.OW

Violinist,

are

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

and

STORE OPEN EVENINGS.

Germany.

missionaries.

was

LAJTISOSf,

CARL

able to educate their childreu.
The recent persecutions have made the
Gregorians muoh more cordial to the

William Cookson

ORIENT,

Tenth

from the

missionary boarding school, yet

Bright

N

EUROPE and the

very poor. It costs
year to support a boy or girl at

brethren, but ho believed that the
county jail.
individual theory of religion was unsafe. the
Michael P Conley. Common drunkard,
Christ came to save a race. The speaker thirty days in the county jail.
John Riley and Edward Donovan thirty
wouldn’t be^atisfied to believe in a rein the county jail for intoxication.
ligion that saved him and not his race. days
William H. Doherty, Michael
Foley,
Ho believed the multiplied activities wero Charles
J. McCarthy,
Norton
Mcgreater than the individual. The world Donough, John A. McDonough, Richard
is driftiug either hell-ward or to the Goth and Albia F. Putnam. Intoxication ; lined $5 and costs.
kingdom of God, and that movemont toDennis Lahe.v, Timothy W.Shea, James
day is more towards God’s kingdom.
Intoxication; fined $3 and
MoGonagle.
Rev. Mr. Southworth then invited the costs.
his

Rev. Rollin T. Hacit, and
was followed by the
communion, Then
Secretary Hood of the Congregational

si

but $60

our

GEORGE H. LIBBY,
Treasurer aud Collector,
dtd

sepll

are

VS.

sung, and the conference adjourned to
afternoon.
At 2 p. in." the regular conference was

pants.
If

not understood.
So the American missionaries are trying first to convert the Christians, before
attempting the Turks.

number.
The Armenians

Goods
Store.
Music at Qur
and

Discount of One Per Cent

Kngland colleges the present danger testimony for libellant was concluded
comes from leaving out the moral ele- about the middle of the afternoon and at
ment, that devotion to Christ that can llIIO ailjummuuuv
help on tho kingdom. Our education not concluded their testimony and it will
must be subordinate to Christ and our be resumed this morning. She alleges in

audienoe to dine in the hall above with
the ladies of Bethel church; a hymn was

a

difference
wear

m

to

you

•

H

II

cwksi i

A person who does something radically different

m

people will come to the minister for
help. A prophecy in Isaiah says, “the
people shall be brought back one by one
and the kingdom of God restored.”
Mr. McKinley said that the kingdom
moant where God was king, whether in

Keynote

the

is

Sales

Quick
H

will be allowed on all said taxes paid on or before Thursday, October 31, 1895, and on all
taxes paid after October 31st interest will be
charged at the rate of 6 per cent annum.

doing

the

50 dozen Natural Wool Hose at 12 1 -2c.
100 dozen Suspenders at 8c a pair.

is

1st, the individual; 2nd, family life. Is
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT
God your king is the question that should
be asked by each of us. God must be
Yestorday morning the hearing of the
vs.
king in acts of the legislature and the divorce libel of Emma B. Cookson

■“

•

was

ohurch or state. A part of God’s world
is in insurrection against its king. Human life is divided into several spheres:

impurities.
m

sheaves all
believed in

60 dozen Natural Woo! Shirts and Drawers at 45c each.
Contoocook A Shirts and Drawers at $1.08 each.
100 dozen Lined T Back Gloves at 19c a pair.

1

the most for the. build churches.
are
salvation of society in proportion to its
In the vicinity of Constantinople
Too much of our two colleges, Kobert College foj young
means and numbers.
Students
work is too general; our sermons are men, and a college for women.
these
too general. The minister must have from all over the Empire attend
Then colleges; but few Turks are among this
an individual need in his mind.

Army today

B. L-. Tobacco
never

golden
gathering. He
to the

pairs Odd Short Pants at 21c a pair.
200 pairs All Wool Short Pants at 45c a pair.
100 pairs Corduroy Short Pants at 45c a pair.

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Treasurer’s Office,
September 10, 1896. )
\fOTICE hereby given that the tax bills for
nave
been committed to me
the year 1896
with a warrant for the collection of the same.
an
ordinance of the city a
In accordance with

sales

200

TAXES FOR 1895.

the

Armenians
The
oppose
priosts
ready for the
the power of the individual acting on Protestanism, and converts arc persecuted
Dr. severely. In the old days the priests only
the individual to accomplish good.
imStrong says the greatest power isJSthe were educated. It was considered
But
power of consecrated individuality. Ly- proper for a woman to be educated.
said the power of person- the schools have changed all this.
man Abbott
The Turks are trying to smother the
ality is to do the most in the saving of
In
Constantimissionary enterprises.
society.
to
Mr. Cousins thought! the ; Salvation nople it is impossible to get permits

and cleanest

factory

pointing

of

leucorrhoea, severe headache,
waxy complexion, depression, weakness,
loss of appetite and interest.
Certainly mothers ought to know that
menses,

and

the word
not
allow
Turks do
Armenians
The
Armenian to be used.
nation to
claim to be the first
accept
Christianity and their national church
has remained faithful.
They call their
which is
church the Gregorian church,
But the
muoh like the Catholic church.

as

suppression

higher and higher. Our prices will
tendencies. Our great display of

our

Men’s Suits from $4.98 to $25.00.
Men’s Overcoats from $3.98 to $30.00.
Men’s Ulsters from $4.98 to $30.00.
Boys’ Ulsters from $3.50 to $ 18.00.
One lot of Short Pant Suits at $ 1.48. Would be cheap at $2.50.

people.
Young girls

Christian dogs they
in

place they have
They are passionate

kill the better

determined to roil up

Our store is tilled with
Does surpass any and all of our previous efforts.
We
Winter.
have not space enough
Hew and Choice Goods for Fall and
different
and
grades we offer but suffice
to enumerate the many styles
.
it to say that we have

the

and God’s

power of God so
citizen.
Mr. Mann dwelt

have the best

arc

meet the most economic

Mr. Libby dwelt upon the foes of the butchered, and their villages wiped away.
Christian state, and upon the Chrisancestry
The Armenians trace their
Their land
tian idea of education and the great back to Japhet, son of Noah.
need of the individual receiving
the on the map is called Kurdistan, because

Lyall

claimed,
o

As to the outrages in Turkey he could
told.
say that the half had never boen

believe that the

the unity of the
state as it was in the time of Moses. Ho
thought we should take the world as it
should

and

READERS-]

troubles.
That form of disease, it was
came only to married women.

ing very few railroads.
Tho language that he used in his work
and
ference
Proceedings of
Day
of
All the people
was the American.
Evening.
An Armenian is
Turkey arc not Turks.
There
The Cumberland Conference of Congre- insulted by being called a Turk.
gational churches was held with the are also Kourds, Arabs and Circassians.
Bethel Society yesterday.
Tho Armoniaus alone are Christiana
These
Rev. Mr. Hack, of the Second Parish, The othors are Mohammedans.
was moderator, and
Rev. J. E. Aiken Mohammedars are very pious. They pray
five times a day, according to common
soribe.
whenever
The committee on nominations was ap- report, falling on their knees
pointed, consisting of Revs. E. M. Cous- the call from the mosque is heard. But
ius, J. E. Aiken and Deacon J. M. this is not true. The Turk does not pray
Gould. Later they reported that the next until he has washed himself, there being
meeting be hold January 24, 1896, with many fountains for this purpose.
The Turks are fanatics, and consider
the Warren church of Westbrook, with
They treat them as
sermon
by Rev. Mr. McKinley of Yar- all Christians dogs.
mouth, alternate Rev. Charles E. An- such also.
The Turks are very
unprogressive.
drews, and committee in charge, Rev.
Messrs. Mann, Adams and Merrill. The Around Erzroum the farmers are ploughing with the same crooked sticks that
report was accepted.
No progress is
The first topic taken up at the morning were used centuries ago.
considers
it dissession was “The Kingdom of God." made, because a son
First, its relation to the state and to edu- respectful to know more than his father

r

^Buchanan

TO OUB LADY

—

local community, discussed by Rev. Win.
G. Mann, Rev. A. R. Wright, Rev. E.
M. Cousins, Rev. Mr. McKinley and

__

DAUGHTERS.

Regular Session of Cumberland Coufer-

knew.

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

|

Only a few years ago even the medical
profession scouted the idea that young
girls could suffer from the misery of uterus

Ho left America twenty-five years ago,
Black
and went to Trebizone on the
Thence ho went to Erzrouin where
Soil.
Since then he has
he labored ten years.
been in parts of Asia Minor nearer Constantinople. Mr. Pierce has travelled all
there beover Asia Mhuor on horseback,

cation, discussed by Rev. Mr. Adams ot
Westbrook, and Mr. J. R. Libby of Portland, and secondly, its relation to the

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bear Repeating, ar
Their Importance is Immeasurable*

TURKEY AND AMERICA.

EVENTS THAT ARE MAKING THE
TURK

Then Rev. J E. Pierce,
introduced to speak of

I

Suggestions Which

ohurch.
was

teresting Matter.

misery and
complaints have

the

mourning these common
caused.. Little graves and aching hearts
everywhere, silently record their terror. This
Anodyne has repeatedly cured these awful
bowel troubles after the best medical skill had
failed. It has probably saved more lives and
relieved more suffering than any other remedy.
All who use it are amazed at its wonderful
power and are loud in its praise ever after. Its
special province is to allay pain and cure in-

of This Inter-

~"ors

DUTY

MOTHERS

TOWARDS HER

the thanks of tho conference wore given
Bethel
to tlie pastor and ladies of the

Chronic Diarrhoea
No words

QUESTION.

|

considered and rocommonded favorably to
the denomination.
In the evening, after tho praise service,

Low-

R. H.
104

JORDAN,
Exchange St.,

STA.TE
sep7

AGBXT.
dtf

GILDEMEESTER &
Grand and
HAVE

Upright Pianos,

ISTO
v
11

SUPERIOR.

P. .1. GILDEMEESTER,
Manv years managing partner of
Chickering & Sons.

Cressey,
sep 5

KROEGER

Jones

HENRY
KROEGER,
For 20 years superintendent o
Steimvay & Sons Factories.

&

MUSIC HOUSE ,538 CONGRESS STREET.
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PORTLAND

DAILY PRtsSS

—ANDMAINE

STATiE PRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Daily : advance) $6 pttr year; $3 for six
months; $i .50 a quarter; 50 ceuts a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of 37 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, *2 per year; ftl for six months;
6u cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Mr. Olney’s position in the Cabinet precarious, for it is hardly possible that he
will always be of the same mind as the
President and yet exact agreement with
retain
to
is
essential
the
latter
If he differs with the Presihis

DR. SWAN’S

umn

and

one

Special

inch

long.

Notices,

first

on

page, one-third ad-

ditional.
and Auction Sales. $2.00 per
each week. Three insertions or less,
$1.60 per square.
and
Scadiiw Notices in nonpanel type
15 cents per
classed with other paid notices,
Amusements

square

insertion.
matter type,
Reading Notices in reading
26 cents ner line each insertion.
adverWants. To Let. For Sale and similar
for
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
Displayed adverdo words or less, no display.
tisements under these headlines, and all advernot paidl lin advance, twill be
tisements
li

e

each

rare

If you see ours, you will have no other. Let
We do it quick.
us make over your old Furs.

OCTOBER

24.

the
If Secretary Carlisle had ordered
complete cessation of the coinage of silver
six months ago there would have been a
at the present
tremendous storm, hut
time his orders to that effect will produce
scarcely a ripple. One of the most striking
things of recent politics is the subsidence
of the silver agitation, and nobody quite
it.
The
knows how to acoount for
question is scarcely referred to upon the
stump in any state where an election is
has
Even in Kentucky it

pending.
dropped out completely.

serious of

causes

breaking off of amicable relations. While
the two nations do not love one another
very deeply, yet there are veiy strong
motives of policy impelling both of the

doctrine and her statesmen may say
that it is no part of international law,
but wo may be certain that any action
she may contemplate in Venezuela will
be scanned by her ministers very closely
to discover if there be any reasonable
for complaint of it on the part of

The'Duke of Marlboro and his friends
in England have pretty well filled the

New York custom house with presents
lor his bride, and cannot get them out
the duty, wherefore he is
extremely wroth. He thinks as long as
the presents are to be exported along
with his bride the duty ought to be remitted. But the law is inexorable and
Without

paying

the only way to get around it is to allow
the presents to remain in a bonded warehouse until he gets ready to depart. This
would interfere seriously with the show
however, so the Duke will have to go
down into his pocket, or what is more
likely, into the Vanderbilt pocket, for
the duty and fork it

over

to Uncle Sam.

In the tenth annual report of the department of labor Air. Carroll D. Wight
treats at length of strikes in this country
during the last fifteen yeears. It appears
that since 1881 there have been 14,390
strikes, 69.167 establishments have been
affected, 3,714,406 employees have been
thrown out of employment, and the per
cent of establishments where strikes have
succeeded is 44.49 The statistics of strikes
for the past seven and a half years for
the New Eengland Stat es appears in the
following tablo:

State

Massachusetts 2,453 134,5*5 $4,561,538 $1,039,108
133 10,943
Alains.
408,210
107,060
New
Hamp101
shire
220.092
9.105
42,808
202
Vermont.
4,700
455,349
64,609
201 17,268
Ithoda Island.
817,089
381,335
542 21,745
Connecticut;..
735,191
685,004
The total wage loss to employees sinco
1881 has

by

been,
lockouts,

ponding

by strikes,
$26,685,516..

j

Holders

t have recently expressed,

WOULD
YOU
SEE the

■ in convincing letters,
9 their belief and
I confidence In the

j,

| 'UnionMutual Life**

\
j?

Portland, Maine,
a-»

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

A Policy in this
reliable Maine Company
is the

We call attention to
all THROUGH
LIFE.
At death,
the most:

of the

participants

private

life

though

the names in the latter case may not be
used.
Appleton &
(New York: D.
Company; Portland: Loring, Short &

has discovered for us is all the greator.
For the tales, which Iagoo, the story tellthe Indians has written down for
er of
the little pale-faces we have a hearty welcome.
They are tales of fairies, the

giants, the dwarfs,
maaicians

that

the

dwelt

witches and the
in our America.

If India lias its Jungle Book, we can
now boast of our own American Indian
Book with its wonders of bird and beast
and Eavage which are as refreshing and
marvellous in their revelations of natural
simplicity and supernaturalism, as any
contributions to the folk-lore of p rimitive peoples which we have read. For

sired, at a slight additional
price of those in stock.

average
man.

this

Have you

“INVEST IN MAINE”
Is the UNION MUTUAL’S motto!
Is it yours?

WISEST POSSIBLE INVESTMENT.

__1
Will enable

vou

to have

music in your home

'times, without tho aid

of

a

tin
used by every member of
as the operation of
playing it is si
simple that it can lie learned by anyone with
few days’ practice.
not a mechanical instrument, hut 1
of the most delicate shaaiugs of tempo

It is

capable
and expression.

Any piece of music can be obtained for tin
Alolian, but it is designed for and particular!:
adapted to the highest grades of classical am
operatic music. Ail the Wagner Overture
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together wit]
works from alt the masters, are arranged fo
it
and
are
the Afoiian,
played by with wonder

The H. STEIHERT & SONS GO..
Sole New England Eepresontatives for thi
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, an(
other First Class Pianos.

T. C.

WIcCOULDRIC.WIgr.
517 Congress Street,

octlC

dtf

emphasis

Secretary Oluoy doubtless still has a
mind of his own and in that respect
differ., from several other Cabinet officers
Who, sinco thoy becamo members of the
President’s official|family, have careful-

ly laid away whatever opinions they may
have entertained and substituted the
President’s, This fact of itself makes

IF

%%
%

Rheumatism

Jpt

jrfEk

Op*

“

steel frames,
“
fact the tinest line ol
glasses you will find it!
we
fi
and
Portland
them

1*01,H I.

what

\
JW

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
weak
and
debilitated, gives
the
etrength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
where
sickness,
happiness
gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

primary, secondary and tertiary
for blood poisoning, mercusyphilis,
rial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may say, without fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
in all cases.

or

STUDIO,

Drawing, Paintino- r,d Modelling
Clay.
$10
a

Springfield, Mo., Ang. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak la the highest terms of
own personal
your medicine from my
Knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
85 years, was treated by the very best
physicians ana spent hundreds of dollars. tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it has done me more
than anything I have ever taken.
can recommend your medicine to all
cofferers of the aDovo diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY,
Springfield, Green County, Me.

AND OLD SORES
CATARRH, MALARIA,
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

ir

month, Antique Class.

.

Are entirely removed by P.PJP#
—Prickly Ash. Poke Book and. Potaa*
alum, the greatest blood purifier oa
earth.
Aberdeen, O.. July 21,1891.
Messrs Lipfman Bros. savannah,
Ga.: Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle o|
yourP.P. P. at Hot Springs,Ark.,and
has done me more good than three
months’ treatment at the Hot Springs*
Send three bottles O. O. D.
Beapeotfully yours.
JA8. M. NEWTON.
Aberdeen, Biown County, G*

J
^>s

^,
«*•-

of the studio for a mor
au31 eod2m
comprehensive study of art.

improve-

surplus

ments.
We recommend the

proposed exchange at this time, the holders
thereby obtaining a long, choice security at a moderate cost.
The 4‘s not exchanged, as above,
will be offered to the public at an
advanced price.
PORTLAND TRUST CO.

alm

sep30

ENTERTAINMENT
AND

BY THE

AMERICAN CADET BAUD,

Prof. R. B. Hall, Conductor & Soloist.
CITY HALL,
Wednesday, Oct. 30, 1895.

Grand Entertainment from 8 until 0. Grand
March at 0 o’clock. Gent’s tickets, 50 cents

Ladiesl^S^ceutSi^^^^^^^^^cgirhT^
AUCTION

SALES

A

4

T>

Air

«./4

ro

Kz.

villi

oennn

.,

dtf

arl^
L'I> ANC1AL,

BA, MKs

AI BI

Water Works Co.
FIRST MORTGAGE

Gold

Fund

Sinking

4’s.

DEE JULY 1, 1905.

INVESTMENTS.
Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4’s.
City of Zanesville, Ohio. 41-2's.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5 s.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Borough of Braddock, Penna., 41-2's and ffs.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Ratlroad.

This Company is earning NET about
three times its interest charges.
The bond is virtually the promise of the
City of Auburn as it ij signed by the
Water Commissioners and the City of
Auburn owns the Water Works plant.

WOODBURY

&

MOULTON,

SgAtSrKBRS.
Cor. Middle and

Exchange Sts.
octlldtt_

concern:

Teitimony from the Mayor of Sequin,Te&
/ Sequin, TEX., January 14,1893.
Messrs. Lippman Bros. , Savannan,
Ga.: Gentlemen—I have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
standing, and found great relief: Ifc
purifies the blood and removes all Irritation from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
I htve taken five or six bottles
sores.
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
and stomacb
me from indigestion
M. ^
Attorney at Law*

ALL
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PROPRIETORS,

Jfj'j

SOLE

*

a

BREAD.

KEWT,

Corner Pearl & jviiik Streets,
MANUEAUTCRERS PURITY BRAND MALTINE

«

$1000
JOOO
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

665
668

June

409
414

$500

July

415

600

420
421
422
431

500
500
600
500
600
500
600

June
*•
••

428

••

429
430

500

$20,000

Total,

order Finance Committee.
JOHN LOVEJOY, Mayor.
EVERETT A, JONES, Treasurer.
Rockland, Me., Oct. JO, 1895.
octl7&24
Per

5

Per

Cent.

Bonds,

CEO. E. DUNCAN,
42 Exchange Street.

"MEN
Easily, Quickly, Permanently Restored.
Weakness, Nervousness,
Debility, and all the train
or

of evils from early errors
) later excesses, the results 01
overwork, sickness, worry,
eto. Full strength, development and toue given to
levery organ and portion
of the body. Simple, natural methods. Immedl-

..

improvement
^,000 references. Book,

seen.

ate

Failure impossible.
explanation and proofs mailed

ERIE MEDICAL

(sealed) free.

CO., Buffalo, N.Y.

to dll

These bonds are issued by the Sanitary District of Chicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
of a popular vote of the electors within its
limits, which include practically the entire
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns of Ctcero and Lyons.
FOR SALE BY-

SWAN & BARRETT,
octl4

BANKERS.

dtf

C t

TXXE

l
MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING
and

Typewriting.

ENTENNIAL BLOCK, 93 EXCHANGE ST
o edit
ja.nl

Rio Grande Western R’y.
Gold

Bonds 1939.

Mort, 4 per cent

1st

Bangor & Aroostook

R- R.

1st Mort. 5 per cent Gold

1943.

Wabash Railway
1st

Mortgage 5 per cent Gold 1939.

Mexican Northern Ry.
1st
6
Mortgage

per cent Gold

& CO.,

SPENCER TRASK
27

&

29

PINE

1910,

APPLICATION.

STREET.

NEW YORK.

-OF-

PORTLAND, MAINE,

195 Middle St P. a Bn 1108.

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

AND

Bangor and Aroostook Rail-

SURPLUS

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Accouuis received

favorable

allowed on Time Deposit*.
Correspondence solicited from Individual*, Corporations, Bank*, and ether* desiring; to open account*, as well as from
those wishing; to transact Banking; business of any description through this Bault

STEPHEN H. SMALL. IMU
MARSHALL H G0DIN3, CttVw
Jan 4

road
First

Company.

Mortgage 0 per cent Gold Bonds
DUE J AN. 1, 1043.

payable January and July.
to $10,000 per mile single track.
I would call special attention to these
bonds as a sate investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
1 am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Corrospou
deuce and personal interview invited.
FOK SALE BY
Interest

Limited

on

terras.
In ter eft

\

INVESTMENTS.

FULL PARTICULARS ON

Currant

.

dtf

octlD

Interest Payable Jauuary and
July l.

eodlyr

Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

BREAD.

Due July 1, 1901.

Casco National Bank

T

New Process. Finest Materials. Sweetest and Best in
all the Land. Label attached to every Loaf. Presentation of 40 of said Labels at our office entities the bearer
to a prize of one Cristy Bread Knife, FREE.

»ep"

a

a

£

J

L8PPR»AP3 BROS.

BUY PURITY MALTINE

GOUDT

6

co_g
1881.

612
615
610
617
604
605
619
620
672
673
64!)
650
664

>

13

2

«

g
S

S

£
S

_a_g

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Iitppmm'i Block,Snvanuali, 69

DUE 1912.

DRAINAGE,

.2
**

23
o

?

Boon on DM Diseases Honed Free.

CHICAGO

g

CJ
o

2

I here®

Savannah, G&*
©
Skin Cancer Cared*

troubles.

CONSOL. 4 s,

2

5»

\

>.

bv testify to the wonderful propertiea
of P. P. P* for eruptions of the skin. I
taffered for several years with an unon
sightly and disagroeable eruption
I tried every known roma*
my face.
dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used,
and am now entirely cured.
J. D. JOHNSTON*
by^
*
(Signed
%

JFL. 3FL.

dtf

^

Capt. J. D. JohiiBioffi.
To all whom it may

CO,

1lyl7

holders of the following described four
City of Rockland, Knox County, Me.,
option bonds, series of 1881-1911, notice is
hereby given tfiat the following said described
bonds are now due and are hereby called in for
payment by said City of Rockland, Me., and are
payable at the office of the City Treasurer.
DESCRIPTION.
Said bonds read as being due “A. D. 1911 or
after ten years from the date hereof at the
option of the City,” and are of the following
dates, numbers and denominations. On the
following said described bonds INTEREST
STOPS on the thirty-first day of October, A. D.,
eighteen hundred and ninety-five.

m?

month, Portrait Class.

resources

Strong’ Company.

a

MAGNIFICENT SCENERY.
Tickets. 75, 50, 25c.
Seats now on sale
at box office.

outstanding [when the
Farmington are converted]

253,300

To the
per cent

fet>2

Evening class, 25 cents per week. Studii
open all day. For full particulars write to 478VS
Congress St., or apply after Oct. 1st. Day ant
evening classes reopen Monday, Oct. 14th.
A new collection of 300 phot or/ray hs has beet
added to the

Supported by

April 1st, 1896, at 4 per cent per anreceivnum for the unexpired time,
ing in exchange an equal number of

H. M. PAYS0N &

KNOX COUNTY, ME.

dtf

478 1-2 Congress St., Portland

a

THE
S .VER
KING.

-FOB SALE BY-

CITY OF ROCKLAND.

Maine

FOX

$13

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an Impure condition. due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wongkerful tonic and blood cleansing properties of P. P. P.-Priokly A?h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

food

Myopia, Hy-promolropia. Presbyopia, Asthen'
Astigmatism.

live and to paint for the true brother
hood of man.

BOAKD.

\

trouble.

Both to

EXAMINING

\
/T?«

youi

aug22

City of Portland.
mfeetimr of this
rflHE mrular quarterly
JL Hoard v,i!l b held at City Building,
Room 8, on Tuesday, October 29tb, 1895, at 8
o’clock l). m. Per order,
GEORGE TftEFETHEN, Chairman.
oct2id{d
Portland, October 23, J8P5,

\
slim

wr

FREE OF CHARGE

suggest-

Insist upon Hood’s.

and Scrofula

For

Portland,

25 cents.

Wakes

i

a,

assimilation
of food, move the bowels easily and thus
prevent and cure Biliousness, Torpid Liver,
,nA/Cmht jpat ion. They are tasteless and
do li 't gripe or cause pain. Sold by all

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

Marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

rfBa

Hood’s Pills.
They aid digestion and

drngg. i:-.

PIMPLES) BLOTCHES

MT

matter

Grand Scenic Production,

NUMBER FOUR.

pmf

WE GOT 'EM
Glasses that will fit you.
In gold frames,
“
silver frames,

Notice.

Call

Bond

\

no

Those who desire private treatment and
able and willing to pay for the same
may call anv day except Sunday, 10 a.
8 evenings at his
4 p. m., 7 to
m. to
Cumberland
307
parlors,
private
exwhere
consultation,
Street
will
be given enadvice
and
amination
tirely free to all.
Dr. Teuiple holds certificates issued to
him by the State Board of Health of Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York. Indiana, -Iowa, Illiuois, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, California and Territory of
Arizona.
Diploma issued from the Albany Medical College, Albany, N. Y.

t

|

E. S. PMDEXTER
561 Congress St.

Is answered in the negative with tremen-

■____

5

In the stomach or feeling
of fulness after eating is

upon strikes and lockouts the question
whether those methods ot settling labor
disputes are good ones for anybody, employer, or employee or tho general public,

r

ful orchestral effect.
The tone of the diolian is peculiarly soft am
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else
a small orchestra, with the different parts.
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call am l
hear it.

tion.

prevented by

physician.

octl9eodtf

family,

tile fancy into the tales which help them
to anpeal more strongly to the imagina-

effectually

MANUFACTURERS,

MONUMENT SQUARE.

a

The

corres-

♦

musi

$163,807,866;

employers have been re$82,590,386 and $12,234,451.

disease,
epilepsy
diabetes. Brieht’s
fits, tumors in all conditions, diseases of
a delicate
nature, diseased bones, hip
disease, deafness heart disease, bladder
disorders, nemorrhoids or piles, chronio
rheumatism, obstinate constipation, disorders of women, cataract of eyes, canlistular,
sciatica,
paralysis,
cer,
troubles,
liver
kidney
complant.
disordthroat
gravel,
scrofula,
ers,
impotenoy, and in fact, all chronic
diseases quickly yield to animal magnein the hands of this phenomenal
tism

An jEOLIAN

has contributed pictorically
to the valuo of the work and his illustrations throw a large suggestion and fer-

as are

♦

or

are

opia

losses to

CLOAK

prostration,

nervous

diarrhea, neuralgia,

-AND

To insure your life is the

ough’s pencil

arrangement aud notation
ed by modern experience.

,,

Tailors, Clothiers, Furnishers,

;

are

Mathematioa
of
Series
(New York:
From the
American Book Company.
Publisher. Price 81.25.) An endeavor is
made iu this volume to present the elements of geometry with a logical strictthat of Euclid, while
ness approaching
taking advantage such of improvements in

treatment.
He not only cuies the blind, lame and
crippled, but all diseases yield to his
strange power. Catarrh, incipient consumption, chronic bronchi cis, chronic

cost to the

HASKELr&JONES

Helpmate?

any and ail
cian.
It can be

CARLA. HASWIN’S

per cent Bonds,

DUE JULY I, 1896.

going

comprehend his meaning and take

and make to order if de-

measure

of the

thor

Elements of Geometry, plane and solid.
By John. Macrie, A. M. author of Theory
of Equations. Edited by Emerson E.
White, A. M, L. L. D. author of White’s

very attractive

possession

not pure imagination; the auinto the Government
delved
has
records of early American Indian life and
has consulted the report of several authorities tor the material upon which
theso fairy tales arc founded. Mr. Green-

they

our

display of Cloaks and Capes in Seal,
Mink, Persian Lamb, Electric Seal,
Velvets, I'lushes, Cheviots, Kerseys,
Beavers, Astrachans, Ac., in great variety, and to many new styles received
We take
since our opening.

valuable

iD

Mortgage 6

First

1

IT HELPS

In Defiance of the King. A Romance of
the American Revolution
by Chauneey
C. Hotchkiss opens with Lexington and
Concord and details the early complications of Tory and colonial patriot. Political intrigue, a bold spy, disloyalty in

Might.

R. R. CO.

Leeds &
By F. 0. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
out of a total of $9,000,000, to take
the place of prior lien bonds; in five CJATURDAY, Oct 26, at 10 a. m.. at sales£5 moms, 46 Exchange street, a large lot o£
(rears this balanoe will have been re- household furniture moved to rooms for contired and the consolidated mortgage venience of sale, consisting of plush parlor
suite, easy chairs in plush; cherry, marble top
become a first lien.
and oak center tables; mahogany card and
Knowlthey be surprised at ms wonuerim
work tables ;1 haircloth bed lounge, oak sideinterest
concise
The
in
the
explacharges
saving
edge of disease, his plain,
nation of every cause and effect, but at in the next few years is approxi- dinner set, 1 large rosewood and marble ton
center table, chamber sets, mattresses and
the rapidity with which he relieves and
this mately $75,000; this is in addition to springs, oak desks and hat tree, 12 carpets, 2
cures the most obstinate diseases by
and general household furniture.
The
druggets,
only sys- amount saved in 1894 of $21,000,
verv progressive system.
oct24-,!3t
aid of which, coupled with
tem by the
a
total
or
ot
nearly $100,000
his knowledge of the structure of man, making
BAILEY
&
O.
CO.,
and his experience"with the peculiarities 2 per cent on the stock; increasing F,
of disease and their actions upon the the present net
to over
earnings
demonstrate
so
the
body,
functions of
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
or 10
percent, on the capito the patient whose life is endangered, $500,000
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
the real cause of their trouble, that the tal; 6 per cent, is now paid, the balof men and women
most enlightened
to
und
C. W. A I. LIU,
F. O. BIAI.KY.
his ance

HASKELL PHONES

Insurance Company,

consultation

tient’s inherent power over
all their weakness and debilities which lead ;to all
various diseases incident
to their natures ;gives the
proper remedy and a course
to a perfect and
0* treatment necessary
should doctor
permanent cure. No personmore medicine
take
any
any
longer, nor
Not only will
1dm.
Iwfnrn consulting

PAMPHLET

That Distress

spectively
These figures need no comment. They
6peak for themselves. With losses aggregating nearly hall a billion in fifteen
years in this country alone
consequent

dous

-

PUBLICATIONS-

very
certainly
Harmon. Price $1.00.)
nary or very stupid clergyman. His name
is Hoeffer and he is running for repreSnowbird and the Water-Tiger, and
sentative to the legislature. Recently a
other Fairy Tales. By Margaret Completter has made ics appearance in the
ton, with frontispiece in color and fullcampaign bearing his signature in which
illustrations and decorative cover
page
he is made to say that he will vote for
by Walter C. Greenough. (New
designs
Senator Brice or any other Democrat for
the
York: Dodd, Mead & Co. From
United States Senator for $1500. Hoeffer
Price $1.00). It surely were
Publisher.
admits the genuineness of his signature
time that wo had a collection of fairy
but claims that be signed the letter in
tales founded on the folk-lore of the aborblank and that some wicked person afterigines of our own land. And if it has
wards filled in the text. That is he acbeen a neglected field the delightful surquits himself of dishonesty by pleading
prise of the treasure-trove which the auguilty to the grossest stupidity.
thor of Snowbird and the Water-Tiger
merce-

Policy

•

the United States.

~NEW

j

■^MAINE^

ground

English of the book are thoroughly good
The battles fought in and about Groton,
Mass., are flnoiy reproduced, and we suspect that not only are the public characters of the story real people but also some

one

PROMINENT

bring about any

will

tain, hut the reason is yet to appear.
Rumor says that Dunraven has inspired
him with the idea that it would not bj
to him to challenge at this
courteous
time, though the theory on which this
proceeds is a mystery. Perhaps the fact is
that since talking with Dunraven, Rose
has

|

G. E. LOTHROP, Lessee and Manager.
-ftTonight and Tomorrow

E1HIINGT0I

Leeds and Farmington bonds, allowing par and 6 per cent accrued interest to date of exchange.
No explanation is necesThe above is equivalent to selling
sary from the patient, no
Leeds & Farmington bonds on a
the
the
previous knowledge of
case.
Every ache, pain or 3 7-8 per cent interest basis, and obdisagreeable feeling pointthe long consolidated 4’s at
ed out and described bet- taining
ter than the patients can par, by using the premium obtained
themselves. He looates, de- on the former in
purchasing the 4’s.
sorj bes, understands and
We beg to call attention to the
explains diseases at a
glance, historizeses incip- Fact that these 4 per cent bonds are
iency,
progress and tera first mortgage on
mination.
Teaching in now practically
his consultation the pa- the road, as there will be only $1,-

eodtf

0Ctl2

1

All diseases diagnosed without asking

questions.

337-23© Middle Street.
.>

men

ad-

and

Consultation, examination

vice free until Nov. ltith.
After that date regular
fee will be charged.

Hatter ail Furrier,

MERRY,

LEEDS

_

Portland Theatre,

We have bought $633,000 Maine
Central Consol. 4’s, due 1912, and
offers the holders of Leeds and Farthe opportunity to exA number of other testimonials from mington 6’s,
the
same
for the former on
change
prominent people can be seen at
the following favorable terms.
St.
Cumberland
307
office,
On or before Nov. 15th, 1895, we
will deliver Maine Central Consol. 4’s
NOTICE,
at par, and prepay the interest due

WINDOW FULL OF POLKA DOT TIES AT 50c.

EVERYWHERE

very closely allied in substance. Their
commercial relations are so intimate and
vast that a conflict between them
so
would do both tremendous damage. The

the home circle in the person of a woman
in the family life itself adds excitement
which is very spirited and
to the tale,
excellently constructed. The style and

Ohio

SOLD

$633,000

paralysis,

W. T. Knight, Westbrook,
cured.

We have the finest in the world, young Hen’s
Hats is our hobby.
'B'ry us.

governments,

It is not quite clear what is the matter
with Mr. Rose, who recently challenged
He has backed
for the America’s cup.
So much is cerout of his challenge.

has contracted hear1! failure.

TRY
IT AT
OUR
RISK

are

who guide the governments of both
of them know this, the people whom they
represent understand it, and hence we
can safely assume that only the most

Collin, 343 Congress St., Paralysis one side, used crutch
and cane, cured.

L. F.

ELECTRIC SEAL.

should want to life on terms of amity.
They speak the same language and their
though differing in form,

roe

THURSDAY,

Mrs. Alicia Murray, 114 Oak Street,
Rheumatism, for oue year could
not raise right arm, cured.

Fine Fur Capes

dent be true, sooner or later he will cease
to be a member of the Cabinet if he is
tho kind of a man he has generally been
understood to be.

PRESS.

THE

Or. Temple’s Cures.

story

AMUSEMENTS.
__

EXTRA

It is pretty safe to assume that public
sentiment in England is just as much
opposed to trouble between England and
the United States as it is in this country.

FWASCIAl.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

dent in regard to the policy to be pursued
in the Venezuela case, he must yield his
opinion or his place. The rumor of his
be untrue, but if the
retirement may
of his disagreement with the Presi-

charged at regular
In Maine State Pkess-SI-OO per square
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for to keep the peace and live in harmony
each subsequent insertion.
These facts are to be kept in view
Address all communications relating to sub
when speculating concerning the outcome
to
Portland
and
advertisements
rcriptions
From motives
of the Venezuela dispute.
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
of policy England will be very reluctant
PnnTT,A\D. Me.
to take any action in that matter that
will seriously affront the United States.
Her newspapers may sneer at the Monrates.

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

place.

Advertising Kates.
first
Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
but a most serious cause would
Every other Nothing
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
the English government in the
justify
these
than
les3
third
one
advertisements,
day
opinion of the people in hazarding a conTates.
is the case
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week flict with us, and the same
with our government. There are the
first week; half price each succeeding week.
countries
“A Square” is a space of the width of a col- strongest reasons why both
In

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Jtf

—

—

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Seetirities.
51

1-2

ted28

Exchange

Street

Portland. H
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J 'il 1

epworth

league.

District Meeting
Yesterday.

Portland

at

Gorham

ot
a gathering
bright young
people who attended the meeting of the
Portland District Epworth League in the
(School street Methodist church at GorWith tho young people
ham yesterday.
came many of the pastors of the churches
in Hi' district. The church had been

It

was

prepared for tho occasion by Charles Cobb
and Fred Harding, who had decorated it
with streams of bunting and an abundance of plants aud flowers.
Ranged
along tile wall wore tho bright lined banners brought by the delegates of sonio of
tho Leagues. Tho session opened with a
devotional service led by Rev. Win. Caohmcre.

Then the Rev. K. C.

Strout, pas-

church, spoke

few words of

tor of the

a

to which tlio president,
Eev. Waiter Canham, made an appropri-

hearty greeting,

ate

response.
who
Rev. Wm. Wood, tho secretary
took that place on the resignation of tho
last incumbent, in his report said: “For
j-lie last eight weoks I have been a Sir
Artegal’s flail, attemtping to beat tho

j

saloon
service of tho
He urged tho
Epworthians to
see to it that through the ballot box they
did not permit encroachments upon the
toi
and to rise in their might

Sunday
keepers.

to

the

Sabbath,

its preservation.
Kennobunk
Mr. Everett Kimball of
told of “Looking on the Bright Side ol
Epworth League Work," and spoke
of the bright prospects for

particularly

work by the active members in bringing
Mr.
into the fold the associate members
Kimball referred to the change in conditions since the days of the fathers whc
were
to be dragged out to be made
..

apt
martyrs.

Wo can sleep at night without
fear that the executioner will arouse us
to drag us out to bo executed because we
will not worship wooden
gods. Mr.
the
believed
Kimball
Epworth
Loague would to a great factor in the
making of the perfect man of the future
League of his
and told how the
that

Epworth

young
Town town are among the best
men
ministering to the sick and

there,
having the fire of faith and enthusiasm
that
Mr. Kimball said
in their eyes.
Epworthians were light hearted people

would
and if ho could have his way he
from
town
in
every
leagues
golden grain of Epworth League Loyalty plant
to the Golden Gate; from
Rock
Plymouth
out of the pastors and secretaries of the
South.
the frozen North to the Sunny
district. In many instances it was ripe
have his young men pray at
He
would
In other casos, if there is
and ready
tho sailois
the ruinseUer’s door and in
corn it is still in tho sheaf aud not in
inns.
the bin.”
Mills
Miss Lottie E. Hill of Goodwin’s
The secretary reports 009 activo memlittle essay on
prepared
a carefully
read
bers; 531 assooiato members; an increase “The Epworthian and the Pastor,” in
of 166; but tile total’mombership is over
in
which she told how the Epworthians
1300, as in tho returns to tho secretary a return for the advice and assistance of
are
missing.
number of largo Leagues
the pastor should strengthen his hands
Of 35 charges returns wore made from
attendance at church services, urging
From tiiese charges are re- by
only 23.
others to attend and helping him in other
a memwith
Junior
Leagues,
ported 15j
ways.
bership of 453. Fifty-two conversions are
Kezar Falls,
Miss Mabel L King of
reported. The average attendance is said in
“The Average Epworthian”
describing
to be 503. Twenty-eight have been added
indeplored the growing fondness for the
to the church membership, aud twentyat the expense of pioty; and the
tellectual
of
one to the list
probationers.
at
levity of some of the young poeple
The convention appointed the followtimes when it is manifestly improper, aling committees:
all
should in
Whitehouso, though the Epworthians
Cn Credentials—Edward
the
as much as
propor ways enjoy levity
of Goodwin’s Mills.
But these are only the
Nominations—Mr. Green, of Brown s world’s people.
Hill; Rev. G. F. Millward; Mr. Huff, slight failures of people actuated by a
Old Orchard; Jere Mclntire, Biddoford;
Christian
Good- high purpose to lead a true
.Ipssa Waldron and Harry Davis.
cnostnuo lilt).
Turner,
win’s Mills: Miss
street, Portland; Rev. E. W. Konnisou,
Miss Christie Files of Gorham described
Eliot; Georgo Stansfield, Sanford; Jenny the
Epworth Herald and its value to the
Mrs. Strout,
Moulton, Kezar Falls;
a
The Herald now has
Woodfords; Rev. Win. Cashmore, Stan- Epworthians.
riish; Miss Emma Waugh. Kennebunk circulation of 90,000 copies, a larger
port; Miss Ada Clark, Hollis Center; circulation than that of any other deMrs. Spear,
Westbrook; Mrs. Webber,
in
this
Kennebunk ; Rev. Hosea Hewitt, South nominational paper published
Boi wick; Miss Florence Harford; South country.
Portland.
Rev. Robert Lawton of Newfield, told
Resolutions—Rev. M. E. King, Kezar
“The Etiquette of the Bible,” which
of
Falls, Rev. W. S. Jones, Pleasantdale;
manho conceived to be the shaping of
Rev. G. F. Millward, Sanford.
Bible
To the outsider, perhaps, the most in- ners and habits in accordance with
will not
teresting feature ou the day’s programme teachings. The Bible gentleman
on Sunday for that
dinners
elaborate
of
short
list
the
occupywas
papers,
give
long
work.
from five to ten minutes each indeliv- will keep the maid servant at

ing

take long drives for that
ery and prepared by the members them- Neither will it
aDd
man
selves. Rev. W. S. Jones, of Pleasantdale, means work for his cattle
servant. 'J he polite and cultivated of the
was the first speaker, and read a carefully
his exprepared essay on the Epwort h League as world may sneer at God and deny
the pastor. istence but such are not the elite of the
seen from the standpoint of
Mr. Jones paid a high tribute to the Bible.
Rev. H. E. Frohock of Biddeford, dework of the leagues and spoke especially
of their capacity as instruments in en- livered his address, “God’s Word Tried.”
how in many
abling the young to discriminate between A scholarly paper showing
worldliness and religion. In worldliness instances the Scriptures foretell the disof
the events
Mr. .Jones included “so called Sunday coveries of science and
The

sacred concerts.

warned

speakor

the young people however not to fall into
the error of allowing their zeal to so carry
them away that they should be load to
make a subordinate of the pastor in

At the close of his address, Mr.
history.
Frohock asked that all those who had
read the Biblo carefully through should
The show of hands was not
manifest it.
In fact it was so small that in

Resolved,

That

we

are

The Time Table On

the past history, tin ;
outlook o
present standing 'and future
the Epworth League are such as to cal I
forth our deepest gratitude to God, oil]
appreciation of the wisdom and foresigli
of the originators of the movement and
to
excite and widen effort for the ad
a means o
vance of its spirit and law as
increasei
adhering in with sploudor and
glory tlio triumph of rightousnoss am
as
member!
That
earth.
truth in all the
of the various chapters in this district
more earnest
wo pledge ourselves to
study, prayer anil effort for the aecom
committed by Goi
work
the
of
plishment
and the church to our hands.
That we expross our trui
Resolved,
sympathy with the action of the Bostoi
Preachers’ Mooting in nominating a com
mittee appointed by the Young People’!
Society of Christian Endeavor as to the
possibility or advisability of federatior
the two societies, so that ii
between
matter of
moral, religious and political
the
united voice of the Christian
roforrn
our
commonwealth should b<
of
youth
listened to in tiieir aggregate power.
the aggressive spirii
That
Resolved,
of tlio liquor traffic demands the mosi
vigorous blows from hearts and hand:
that aro bravo and loyal to prohibition
and that we will recognize our mission!
to secure political righteousness through
the ballot box, and to destroy the salooi
by the rigid enactment and enforoemem
of righteous law.
M. E. KING,
TV. S. .TONES,
G. S. MILLWARD.
That

Daniel

F. Gerts.
a

former rosiden

of Portland died in Chicago yesterrday,
His son-in-law Mr. N. S. Fessenden re
ceived a despatch to that effect yesterday
afternoon. Mr. Gerts was
born in Ox
ford county 78 years ago.
He was a po
lioeman in this city for 10 years beiiq
appointed under Mayor McLellan. Hi
was one
a

of the

California pioneers beinj
He was one of the twe
members of tho Maine Lodgi

Forty-niner.

surviving

Fellows. The other is Samue
of Odd
Rolfe. Mr. Gerts leaves two sons C. M.
His daughter Mrs,
Gerts.
and L. B.

MUSIC AND DRAMA,

to

make

a

good play

good sconio effects, notice
ably the Grange at Gardenhurst, Nellii
Denver’s cottage and Coombs’s retrea*
at Kotherlithe.
But the best feature of the play las
night was the acting. Mr. Carl A. Has
win was excellent as Wilfred Denver, tin
Silver King. His personation of drunk

in

:

the

star
but you can become a
crowned saint.
conof Biddeford,
Mr. J. Mclntire
sidered the question of ‘‘The Kpworthian
Mr. Mclntire said
and the Sabbath.
that as the result of large immigration
from lands where tho observance of Sunin
day is neglected, tho word Sunday

preacher,

many parts of this country is coming tc
mean a day devoted to baseball
games,
hand concerts anil excursions to the seaGreed for the
side and the mountains.
so-called Almighty Dollar is also tending
In
to destroy the observance of Sunday.
York city, the metropolis of the
Sew

keepers are now
arrayed in a struggle to keep their placeWith the millions ol
open on Sundays.
the whiskey trust backing them and not
content with tho ruin they have wrought
in six days, they demand the privilege ol
This
Keeping up tho w'ork on Sunday.
question, Mr. Mclntire believed, was one
nation,

the saloon

morals

in which the preservation of the
Hu urged
of the country was concerned.
that it was the duty of Christian people
t»

w

omint

—.

iUtx

rlonrrarIa.fiinn

<•'

hi

;

follows:

as

President—Rev. E. 0. Strout.
First Vico President—Rev. Geo. Stanfield.
Second Vice President—Miss Grace Tibbetts.
Third Vice President—Miss Edith M.

Rogers.

^Fourth Vice President—Jere Mclntlre.
Secretary—Rev. W. P. Lord.
Treasurer—Rev. Edward Whitehouse.
Executiev
Committee
Mr. Atliur
Chase, Rev. Wm.^Cashmore, Rev. W. A.
Boston.
The renort was accepted.
—

It was voted to accept the invitation oi
of Chestnut street church of Portland, tc
hold the next meeting with them.
Adjourned for supper in vestry.
The report of the treasurer, Rev. Edward Whitehouse,
The committee
as

on

read and

accepted.
resolutions reported

was

follows.

Resolved, That we express our thanks
to the pastor of our church at Gorham
and to the members and frionds of the
Mizpah chapter who have extended to us
a cordial
reception and generous entertainment.

Resolved,

That we duly appreciate thf
favor, and send tnanks to the Boston &
Maine, Maine Central and Portland &
Rochester railroads for their reduction
of fares.

pure and Sure.”

ands

Baking Powder,
pies and buns,
Dumplings, puddings, Sally Luns,
Muffins, waffles, griddle cakes,
The very best it always makes.'

Biscuit, cake, pot

the afternoon and eve-

ning. This is an admirable arrangement
and will accommodate perfectly the public travel.
the cars will have regulong
stopping places, marked with white

Before
lar

stopping places will be genthe corner of each street, and
perhaps at shorter distances apart than
that.
They will average about 100 yards

posts.
erally

These

at

The

people

on

the

boat,

Confederate

the

Badges.

Assistant
Quartermaster General Williamson, G. A. R., and comrade Fred
Johnson, aid on the staff of the DepartCommander of Maine, have eaoh
ment
from JJoe
handsome badges
received
U. C. V. of Bridgeport,
Wheeler Camp,
Ala. These
badges are reversible, the
side being of crimson and bearing
one
U. C. V., with a medalion
the letters
is painted the Conwhich
federate
flag with the dates 1861—1895,
and underneath in silver letters, “Joe
beneath

on

Wheeler Camp, No.360,Bridgeport, Ala.”
The other side is used for funeral observance, is on blaok with “In Memoriam”
U. C. V.” surrounded by a laurel wreath
amlfthe name of the camp in silver letters and the badge terminates in a heavy
gold friDge. The camp was one whose
and
Comrades Williamson
members
met at the National KncampJohnson
mont at Louisville.
Samuel Israelson

Fined.

Samuel Israelson was yesterday morning arrested for going in and out of Mrs.
Bernstein's place on India street, where

He was then taken before tlie’court where

an
interpreter was found necessary to
(The New York Herald, July 13.)
make him understand the charge against
The small boy, who when asked hi
fun b
him. Recorder Turner fined him $10 and
age, replied that, judged by the
costs.
had had, ho was 100 years old, pretty ac
eurately described the feeling of the largi I-Contagious Diseases.
audience at the Academy last night
Lilian Kennedy made a decided hit, an< *
These cases have been reported: Oct.
tho amusement that was crowded inti
21st, Willard Gooding, aged six years
three hours to unravol “A Midnigh
and Henry Gooding, aged eight years, 93
Frolic” was enough for two nights; am 1 Carleton St., scailet fever; Judas Rosenall the^rolls essayed by Miss Kenned;
berg, aged six, Abraham Roenberg, aged
aud| tho strong support, were cquail; three, No. 3 Vine St., whooping cough;
charming and successful. The company Mark Bernstein, three months, 414 Fore
is far abovo tho average, and is sure o
St., whooping cough; and Ott 33tli,
big business.
William Richards, aged 37, No. 13 Ponce

in

child-

The signs of nerve disorders
plain. There will be a pale look,
darkuess under the eyes, pinched featand
ures, and restlessness, irritability
nervousness. The appetite Is irregular,
toswith
the sleep restless and disturbed,
sing from side to side, starting in sleep,
gritting the teeth; there is indisposition
co play, the child remaining quiet and
inactive, and complaining of feeling
tired. These are the first symptoms and
ren are

for

Tickets

Salvini

will be

on

sale

a

St., typhoid fever.
Odd

Installation.
Bov.

X*’.

X'.

Nelson will be ordainei

installed as pastor of All Souls
and
church, Friday evening. The new pas
tor is a graduato of Canton Theologica l
He lias been filling the pul
Seminary.
pit sinoe the latter part of August am [
has given excellent saisfaction. Ur. At
wood, president of the Canton Theologi
cal Seminary, will deliver the ordinatioi
Rev. Messrs. Hooper, Kimmell
sermon.
Leighton and Blanchard will assist ii |
tho service.
The

Fellows’ Home,

committee on Odd Fellows’ Home
S. Kimball of Norway apHon. Alfred
praiser in the Portland Custom,House
Fessenden of Fort FairHon. Nicholas
The

cept

Grand Bodge of Maine

Mary E. Olys Gotten Off.

Messrs. Chase, Leavitt & Cu., have re
ceived a telegram announcing that th )
schooner Mary E. Olys, which was ashur
was gotten oil Wed
at. Keuuebuukport,
nesday afternoon ami to the wharf. Tin
tide hail linen ebbing anil flowing in lie
for several days.
schooner Emma, from Paritai *
The
river, en route to Portland, has put int
Salem in a leaking condition.

Veteran Firemen.
a meeting of tho Vete-

There will bo
Firemen this evening at City Buildiug at. 7.30 o’clock preparatory to moving
All members having white
the, engine.
hats are requested to wear them.
Tho firemen will have a band of music
ran

inspire them while hauling their
gine from the City Building to their

to

rooms on

South street.

ennew

blustering type

for his

tiser,
will

away his would-be-

scare

OUR simply telling

advertising

you in the
the simand
quietest tones,
a small perplest language possible
centage of the actual facts concerning the garments that are daily comi ing and going here.

TURKISH FRINGE.
Home made goods and really sell regularly
at $10 and $12.
Don’t wait long to think about this offer.
Comeat once. Its a cash price, but you can have
suit.
your money back if the goodsplon’t

friends from the

made

THEY

“The winter my little daughter was
she says, “she had a long run
seven,
of rheumatic fever. Then the St. Vitus
dance came on,, and she got so bad she
Several doccould hardly walk or talk.
tors treated her, but they did not help
her.
“I tried several remedies, and as I built
up her general health she slowly gained,
but never got entirely over it. Tho next
year it oamo on again in a worse form
than before.
“I tried Dr. Greeno”s Nervura blood
and nervo
remedy, and I could see a
change for the better before she had
taken the first bottle. She took three
bottles regularly, and since then I have
given it to her when she got tired and
was restless at night, but there is now
no
sign of the St. Vitus’ dance about
her in anyway, and I trust she will never
be troubled with it again.
“I recommend Dr. Greene’s Nervura
to all those who are suffering in a similar manner.”
It is only necessary to say that Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy is purely vegetablo and perfectly
harmless, and may be given to sleepless,
restless infants, nervous children, or the
most delicate invalids with absolute asIt is insurance of benefioial results.
deed a wonderful medicine for children,
because it makes them strong healthy,
vigorous and well.
It has what no other remedy has, a
well-known physician responsible for its
good action and effects. It is tho disoovery and prescription of Dr. Greene,
of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., the
most successful specialist in curing nervous and chronic diseases, and he can be
consulted in all cases without charge,
personally or by letter.

yesterday forenoon. The folcity,
lowing directors were elected: Galen C.
Moses, Bath; Hugh J. Chisholm, Portland ; Charles A. Brown, Portland; E.
B. Dennison, Portland; W. W. Brown,
Portland; Fritz H. Twitclieli. Bath; Edward
Falls; W. H.
Plummer, Lisbon
Goodman,
Lewiston; Frank
Nowell,
this

Lewiston.
Mr. Goodman takes the place of Hon.
Waldo Pettengill, who declined to serve
longer owing to tno pressure of his othbusiness.
A. Fair.

Women’s Auxiliary of tho Y. M.
C. A. are this year holding theii fair in
tho Y. M. C. A. rooms. The parlors of
have been very prettily
tlie association
The

these
decorated and the sales tables in
loaded with beautiful aud
are
rooms
Tho assembly hall has
articles.
useful

dainty

diuiug

room.

per formed a very attractive feature at
aud
tomorrow
tlie
Today
opening.
dinner will be sorved from 12 to 2 and
supper from (i to 8. Among the churches
be Higli street,
assisting today will
Chestnut street, First Free Baptist aud
the West Congregational.
Everyone in
terested iu tlie association will he glad to
ibis
take
pportunity to help It along
iu its good work
Tlie uuiou meeting of tlie Connecticut
Valley and New England Dental Societies, opened at Worcester, Wednesday. Addresses wore made by President Barber
and President James H. Daly. Papers
Drs.
Marion L. Woodwood
were read by
L. Clapp and Geo.
of Boston,' Dwight
Hartford.
of
Parmalee

the front in

Hooper,

son
&

sy
LEIGHTOn

Cumberland Teachers.

meeting of the Cumberland
Teachers’ Association will lie

next

County

held at Lewis Hall, Woodfords, Friday
and Saturday, November 88 and 33.
The proposition lias boon made that all
be
the papers, discussions and addresses
of
English”
“Teaching
the
subject
upon
from the Kindergarten to
in all

f

sweep,
30

our

("TI

to.

as

$22.50.

birds down.
This cape is 30

$10.00.

seal. This Fur
is crowding Alaska Seal hard
One cape of this distinguished
Fur measures 100 incties around the
bottom, 27 inches deep. Price

Electric

charming Cape

A

Electric

seal

of

cape, edged

with marten, 30 inches loug,
110 inches sweep,(notice that

$35.00.

job lots, everything
clean, fresh and quite up

One having a sweep of 120 inches,
$68.00.
36 inches long, is

to date.

JACKETS.
there’s

arrival,
some

lace

some

odd

some

new

conceit,

artistic creation

of

feathers

or

jet

or

or

Another extra fine fur, is

$37.50.

novelty

always.

Every day

Jackets, made of
covert cloth,
close-finish
snug,
tan
winter weight,
mixture,

VERY

to

juncts

small

a

cos-

tume.

it’s

To-day
Capes

of

line

a

Shoulder

French

small

$12.00.

Mandolin sleeves,

Astrachan Jackets. The
crisp tightly curled curls
crowd each other on the sur-

BLACK
face.
The

vice,

garment is cut shield front—a

no

buttons in

new

de.

sight.

$15.00.

Ripple back,

Collarettes.

or

smart

$12.00.
reefer front,
Another covert Reefer has fancy
piping on back and sleeves.

fur; works of art many
of them, all beautiful ad-

Flower is one of these, anc
ho has employed Clarence Hale, Esq., 01
Portland as his counsel, and will make
a
light for registration. The board has

inches long, very

deep collar,

fullness)

here

R. C,

These

petite wraps are as
chic and dainty as things

invited Mr. Hale to appear before them.

from

MARRIAGES.
23. Ansel E. Houston,
Miss Hattie M. Mountfort

SHEARED

the choicest and best exNo rubbish,
clusively.

And

Fight,

city, Oct.

CONEY. This Fur
is difficult to distinguish from
Electric Seal, as soft as sea-

French
Coney; collar and front edged with
$18.50.
Thibet, is

no

The board of medical registration lias
so far'refused to grant registration to the
travelling men from outside the state.

they

o
o

ftlt.v.
Iii this

this

Paris
are

raiive

city, Oct. 23, by Rev. Henry mcgii
very, Woodbury S. Slmmonds and Miss Annii
M. Nelson, both of Portland.
In Peering, Oct. 23. by Rev. H. S. Whitman
Wm. F. York of Portland and Miss Minnie S
Rallard of Deerhig.
In Bath. Oct. 16, Wm. T. Chapman and Mis
Minerva L Moore.
Ill Bath, Oet. 16, Harry W. Anderson am
Miss Helen L. Dutch.
Ill Buxton Center, Oct. 12, George M. Sawye
and Miss Daisy Towle.
In Farmington, Oct. 12. Elmer J. Weymoutl
and Miss Gertrude M. Jennings.
In Farmington, Oct, 12, Elmer ,T Weymoutl
and Miss Gertrude M. Jennings.
In Skowhcgaii. Oct. 10, Eugene Moore o
Canaan and Miss Clara E. Burrill of Skow

always

are,

exceedingly

dec-

For

instance.—
black velvet

of

One is

oust

uuu i

auu

much.

points, Vandyke, corded
black silk
with heavy
cable, the tips and edges
fringed
&

with

$2,97.

Another

bit

began.
In Calais, Oct. 9, Harry I.ynn and Miss Floi
ence Huntington.
in Calais, Oct. 12. Charles H. Hooper am
Miss Flora McLaughlin.
In Hallowell. Oct. 16. William A. Harvey am
Miss Emma Sabins of Lewiston.
In East Bradford. Oct. 17. James D. Mulane;
and Miss Rosie Danforth both of Bangor.
Hi Harrington. Oct. 16, John D. liathawa
and Miss Ruth M. Leighton, both of Columbi;
F'alls.
_

fur

mink
one

elaborate

more

a

at

$3.19. A deep one, perhaps ten inches, in broad

points

with escurial lace

insertion in the points,
heavily cabled in fanciful

DEATHS.

designs

In this city, Oct. 23. Nellie, daughter of An
nie ami the late Edward McCann, aged 11 year
4 months 12 days.
[Funeral services FTiday afternoon at 2.3( 1
o’clock, from No. 169 Lincoln street.
In Peering. Oct. 23. Maria J. Conley, wife o
Clias. F. Waterman, aged 31 years.
Funeral Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, a
No. 8 Davis Street.
IliPrinceton. Me., Oct. 20, F’rancls S. Corey, o
Calais, formerly of Portland, a graduate o
Bowdoln College, class of 1879, aged 37 year
and 9 months.
In Stamtish. Oct. 19, Cora E. Morse, wife o
Arthur H. Wiggin, aged 27 years 8 months am 1
22 days.
In West Cumberland, Oct. 22, Mrs. Sarah E.
wife of Nathaniel I.. Wilson, aged E6 years am
4 months.
[Funeral Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock fron 1
her late residence.
Ill Saco, Oct. 20, Miss Eliza A. Mitchell, agei 1
70 years.
In Biddeford. Oct. 20, William M. Newel 1
aged 49 years.
In Macliias, Oct. 13, Emma L. Campbell, agei
22 years.
In Macliias, Oct. 16. Elizabeth S. Peabodj
aged 7 6 years.
In East Madison, Oct. 13, Mrs. Tliirza H
Ames, aged 62 years.
In liniDden, Oct. 13, Mauoah Delling, age 1
69 years.
In Rockland, Oct. 13, Lottie Frances, daugli
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George II. Merchant.
In Rockland, Oct. 13, Charles T. l.arrabet
aged 42 years.

;

i

over

with cut

$6.50,
on

and encrusted all
and

the

$7.98.

a

jet

beads

better

same

order

Both these

beaded.
also

These

come

Capes

in rich lustrous

at

MISSES’

$9.—They're
seeing.

worth

Beaver,

Kersey, Chinchilla, Piped

ion, four buttons, 12, 14, 16
size. Prices right.
Gretchens, $5.50 to $13.50.

year’s

it is better to have
your garment made for you.
All right, here are cloakings,

SOMETIMES
All the newest

things.
The curls

BOUCLE.

that it can’t

so

tight

shut its

eyes.

$2.25,

Black,

three combinations

$2.75.
ASTRACHAX, B1u<
$2.00.
A higher grade in bluq
black, cardinal, seal, brown, $2.75,

WOOL

and Black,

CHINCHILLA.

Plush and
Astrachan for

SEAL

style

Blue

64 inches

black,

$6.50, $7.50

and

Boucle

Mellen sleeves cut in the latest fash-

Fancy Boucle,

and

Scotch

REEFERS,

mixtures.

at

Black Duchess satin with
lace and beads and fur

trimmed

square lapels, velvet collar,
stitched seams, mandolin
double
$12.50.
sleeves, very swell,
Another Boucle has velvet collar,
$10.50.
football sleeves, lap seams,
Cute Scotch mixture jackets.

have

braided

also

BOUCLE

Blue and

high standing chocker collar

the French; a
Jock of hair.) Black reefers,

(from

one

and

wide,
$2.00,

high gradi
altering tbi

garments. Prices les

of

than last year.

OWEN,

MOORE

& CO,

_

“DON’T

high

as

$6.

trimmings

nothing else; and
selections comprise

and

___

Heeling, and

$5.00.

inch length.

$18,50.

trimmings

voted to dress

Dominion line steamers will run to this
winter.
in summer as well as in
They oannot see the advantage of hauling
when there
from Montreal to Portland
are excellent wharf facilities in the form

In tills

popular

close to

are

favor.

to

come

One entire section de-

port

a

the

for

Summer Line of Steamers,

Hr. Flower Will Mmlie

but

thereof.

understand
Those in the best position
the situation here do not credit the de
spatch from Montreal published in the
PRESS of Tuesday to the effeot that the

Dr.

Portland, Oct. 24tli, 1895.

us

to

city.

'*

the cloth for your
costume where you

Robbins, Woodfords.

er

Coney

Coney Capes select skin, 27 inches long, luli

full sweep,

weather today
likely to be

IThe
GETwill,
is

Free entertainment for the women who
wish to attend the meetings can be had
by writing to Superintendent F. E. C.

.That

and Centre Sts.

Congress

Our Store surrounds the corner of

The

of Fur.

Capes

Household Outfitters.”

“The

mittee.
MART E. DANFORTII.

These

Those made of

Some

the
subjects above named, will please
or
send requests
suggestions to W. ,T.
Cortkell, Gorham, of tlie executive com-

field, Secretary fof State Henry fP. Cox,
The fair opened last evening and will
Esq., of Portland and Byron Kimball, be in progress today and tomorrow, unEsq., of North Bridgton, went yesteray til tomorrow night. An antiquarian supThorndike to meet tho executors of
to
tho Hon. Joseph Farwell’s will and with
them inspect the property in Unity. It
remains with the committee either to acor reject the
property acting for the

WILL A ROARING adver-

is

Couches,

Corduroy

the grammer school do, an^ wliat ought
it to do; what does the high school do,
and what ought it to do!”’
Parties desiring to have other subjects
considered at the above named meeting,
or
having suggestions to make about

a

Japanese proverb

a

GARMENT

do,

converted into

j

customers.

the high school, inclusive.
It is suggested to take “What does the
exKindergarten aim to do in teaching
the primary school
does
what
pression;
and what ougl t it to do; what does

boen

SO

S6.81.

grades

Y. M. C.

M

start.

■

Stockbriiigo’s Monday.

OPPORTUNITY!

says

Dr. Greene’s IVcrvura Makes Them

er

—____

“A Roaring lion will starve
howeverhard he hunts/’ so

WITH SPRING EDGES.

there was a case of diphtheria. Israelson
Ruml'ord Falls & Kangeley Fake Road.
Stockbridge entertainments and for th s keeps a shoe shop near by. Ho was takThe
annual meeting of the Rumford
Paderewski matinee, But don’t fail ti 1 en
to the
pest house and thoroughly Falls & Raugeley
Railroad Company
secure your soats if you have not alroad;
washed with powerful disinfectants, his was hold at the offioq of the Portland
them.
prooured
being fumigated. & Rumford Falls Railway Company in
clothing meanwhile
Notes.

_

aiToctober

Must be Fed.

Strong and Well.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

_NEW

J, R. LIBBY,

of Children Delicate and

which

time under
way, pulled
by this
Lahey aboard, overooat and all.
And so Lahey and the coat started for

the boat.

-*-

the principal speaker of the evening.
The committee on nominations reported

during

town
was a story afloat about
last evening that he had a case of beer
under his arm when he fell in. This was
erroneous, since the polico saw him aboard

...

was

minutes

Boston.
There’

large.
church work.
announcing the result, Mr. Frohock said
Miss Lizzie Loring, of South Portland, that he had sad tidings to oonvey to the
so her
scene was naturally done.
was unable to be present,
paper convention.
was capital througout
The short addresses were then resumed
The support
“Common Sense in Epworth
League
Work,” was read by the secretary. It and Mrs. E. S. Baker of the Congress Francis Campbell as “The Spider,’
hearers Cutbert Cooper as “Father Christmas,’
was a well written plea for the use of street Y. P. S. C. E., told her
about the Frank Davis as
interest
“Harry Corbett” auc
common sonso methods in the work of much that was of
i
“Nellie Denver’
as
Frances Haswin
the organization. Miss Alice O. Chi ok, poetry of the Bible.
street
We must
no
Miss Eunice Wilbur of Chestnut
were exceedingly good.
of Kennebunk, read a paper on “Ability
i.
t,,_
[
the Measure of Responsiiblity,” which OUUiuii uau xux J 'c; auujccu,
forget to mention that sterling old acto
Work
earnest
the
see
in
as
Jakies
Brains
with
of
League
H.
family
was
many
S.
Verney
Epworth
interrupted
the vant. Mr. Verney was a member of th
Miss Wilbur spoke entertainingly of
ana
Alliens
louaiy appiauuca ■»' *
Boston Theatre Company with th
close. Miss Chick urged that it was the value of education.
old
was late John Gilbert and John H.Stoddard
duty of everylperson to try to do the duty
Mr. Georg} Stansfield of Sanford
P
assigned him and not shirk because of the next speaker, his topio being “How and was for a time stage manager o
lack of confidence.
Mr. Fanny Marsh’s theatro in this city. Th
to Sustain a Perpetual Revival.”
Mrs. A. Hodson of South Berwick in Stansfield was followed by Mrs. Morse of little girl who personated Denver’s chili j
Soui
her paper on ‘‘The Kpworthian a
“The was very cunning.
Woodfords who read a papor on
The audience was delighted with th
Winner,” argued that the fundamental, Books Most Helpful in My Religious
called the curtain after th
basal principle upon which the Kpworth Life,” by Mrs. G. E. Knight of
Woodvital
piety. fords. Other speakers followed.
third and fourth aots. The play wil 1
League should be built is
Mrs. Hodson regarded tho League as one
This
evening there was a
large be repeated tonight.
of the most important of the means for audience present to listen to the address
Tile Stockbridge Course.
carrying on tho work of tho church. Mrs. of Rev. Dr. Win. Mart Brodbeok, wlic
The tickets are selling rapidly, for th
Hodson said that not even the
Angol
Grant
Gabriel can do our work for us.
did not take Richmond. He directed the
army, but the boys in the blue captured
stai
bo a
the city. You may never

Nerves

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Approach.

was

first two acts; it is too Ion*
;
drawn out, which is the great weakenes
of the pieca Mr. Haswin’s characterize
the deaf old idiot in the fourtl
tion of
act, was
capital, and the whole of thi
ness

with each train until 11.30 a.
m, and then every 10 minutes up to 8 p.
m.
This
gives a car from Monument
Square to the Union Station every 5

tect Its

to connect

water.

first act, and his acting
especially the soene in the office of Geof
frey Ware, where he discovers the murder
was
powerful and never overdrawn
There is too much of the barrowing busi
in

when by any reason they are delayed.
On Spring street line thojears run every
15 minutes up to 8 o’clock and every 10
minutes
thereafter until 9 p. m., then
every 15 minutes until 10.30 p. m.
The Union Station cars run as usual

lloiv It Comes On and How to De-

come

some

enness

leave
and

15, 25, 35, 45 and 55 minutes
after each.
The time allowed between
the
lull and Union Station is 35 minutes. It should be stated, however, that
until
the motormen get thoroughly accustomed to their work the trips are liable to be somewhat irregular, because at
present the cars do not make up time
hour

Getting Fearfully Coni mouEpidemic Among Children.

aboard again. The boat was by this
time swinging off, and Lahey fell off the
A
narrow gang plank into the water.
at
the
wharf fainted
woman on the
catastrophe, and a man with an overcoat
it onto Lahey in the
on his arm droppod

is of the best known to the stage
beoause the interest is kept up, the situ
ations are exciting and it does not violat
the probabilities any more than is abso
necessary

cars

•

At the same moment two drunken
The mate drove thorn
started aboard.
Office
with them.
back and Lahey
Emery explained and Lahey was told to

King.

It

It has

hours, and
thereafter.

!

men

It js some eight years since that ex
cellent melodrama, “The Silver King,’
was seen in Portland until last evening

lutely

10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 minutes
the
From the Union’Station
live minutes
past the even

Nerve

Childhood’s Terrible

return,
to go back to Boston and never
Last evethe sentence was suspended.
ning Turnkey Emery took Lahey to the
boat in the patrol, and ho went aboard.

Foosonrlon flflnpacnH

Tlie Silver

t0

Congress

ST,VITUS’" DANCE.

should be attended to at once, in ordea
to check serious trouble.
If St. Vitus’ dance or fits are to result,
from one and another.
there will be an unnatural, rapid winning of the eyelids, an involuntary twitchCHAPTER OF ACCIDENTSing of the face, hand, arm, leg or some
portion of the body, the pale pinched
a
the
Dock,
Dennis
look will be more marked, and the nerFahey Falls Into
It
worse.
Woman Faints and a Citizen Coses an vousness will grow rapidly
treatment is delayed, there is tearful
Overcoat.
danger of serious and fatal prostration
of the nervous system.
If parents will give their children sutThis chapter of accidents happened at the
uring from any of the above symptoms,
Boston boat:
Dr Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
of remedy, thev will be as rejoiced as Mrs.
man
a
Donuis Lahey of Boston,
F. B. Danforth of 10 Everett St., Malforty-three years, who was arrostad by den, Mass., whoso little daughter lias
drunkfor
Officer Morse several days ago
been cured by this wonderful medicine
enness and disturbance, had an interest- of severe St. Vitus’ dance.
The court
ing adventure last evening.
found Lahey guilty, but on his promise

OBITUARY.

Mr. Daniel F. Gerts

Are

Which the Cars

street cars now begin
they
run at 6.10 a. m and from that time
make 10 minute trips all the forenoon,
afternoon and evening up to 11 o’clock p.
m.
The cars
leave the hill on the .even
Tha

true hearts.

Resolved,

ELECTRICS.

Running;.

work from man;

nobler

to

response

X

PORTLAND

Ihighlylpleasei

with the programme given by our secre
tary for.this meeting, and that the read;
the persons to whom t hi
response of
topics were assigned is very commonda
hie, and that the excellent papers pie
sented have furnished us with an enter
tainment of high orderkand must awakei
a

1

BORROW TROUBLE.”

BUY

SAPOLIO
’TIS CHEAPER IN THE END.

DOWN for Children!
garments. Plain cream, liglii
blue, pink, gray, cardinal, 25<

EIDER
to

oe.

Fancy
designs.

Eider

Down,

20

different
50 cts.

J. R. LIBBY,

MAINE TOWNS.

Ileiiii

iif Interest

Gathered

by Corres-

pond ente of the Proas.
Vinalhaven.

Oct. 21—G.

Vinalhaven.

Of Portland, is spending
liis sister, Mrs. W. S.

IT.

Brown,
a fow days with
Carver, of this

piare.
Rav. \V. E. Gaskin and wife, will attend a Universalist convention in Mqjidan, Conn.
Rev. W. IT. Littlefield filled the pulpit
Rev. \V.
nt the Union church Sunday,

E. Gaskin being away from homo.
Measles are very

plenty

in

the

village

now.

The Band Loveo concert at the Memorial hall Saturday night, was a very enjoyable occasion. The tables were woli
supplied and very pretty and the band
did credit to themselves by discoursing
some tfory flue
music. Financially it
wtis a success as well as socially.
Tho Is 3d well Granite Company disci urged about 30 cutters this week shutting down two fires.
ha Vinalhaven F'sh Co. have a large
fo-co employed curing and putting up
t.
in different ways. They have orders
for a winter’s work on hand.
P. VIon Lane, of this place, contractor
'-.hr. has been missing for the
B-..I*
h,
;neks. This week his workmen
dealers have put an atiili ami v
:.
onto several houses.
They
ti
re lort him short about $7,000.
a
of
corn
received
cargo
C. P. Noyes
this week from Boston.
v

Cumberland.
Oct.
22.—The
Centre,
Cumberland
Ladies Social circle was held at Union
hall on Thursday evening of last week.
After spper an interesting entertainment
by the Melba Concert Troupe (burlesque)
was
given and onjoyed by alk after
which the young folks participated in
games.
The annual Harvest concert, postponed
from!Sunday evening, Oct. 13, on account
of the storm, was given last Sunday
evening. The church was prettily deoorBted with autumn leaves,
overgreens,
cut flowers and potted plants, while the
exercises, which were among the best,
were listened to by a large and appreThe following prociative audience.
gramme was carried out.

Choir.

Anthem,

Song—“God of the Harvest,”
Responsive Reading,

Rev. P. W. Davis.
Song--“ Thanks to Thee.”

Prayer,

Recitation—’1 ‘Thanksgiving Welcome,

”

Harlan Swcetser.

Responsive Reading,
Recitation,

Seven Girls.

Recitation—“Sow Thy Seed,”
Katherine

Merrill.

Solo and Chorus—“Gone is the Summer,”
Edith Edwards and School.
’1
Reading—‘ The Harvest Feast.
Eunice Crickett.

Recitation—“God’s Secrets,”
Little Children.
Recitation—Seed-time and Harvest-time,
Eva and Carrie Blanchard.
Dnet—God’s Promise,
Eva and Carrie Blanchard.
Reading—“What shall we render unto
the Lord,”
Helen J. Foster.
Trio—“The clouds give back,”
C.
Blanchard, Inez M. Rowe,
Ethel
Blanchard.
Nellie P.
Quartette—“Praise His Holy Name,”
bless
us,”
Song—“God
Six

Doxology,
Benediction,
Mr. and Mrs. J W. Shaw entertained
friends last Friday,
a small company of
who were pleasantly entertained with
music
and
by Prof. Brooks,
song
piano
who is stopping there a few
ot Saco,
da vs.
Kev. and Mrs. Davis are visiting his
parents at East Hiram.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Chase are visiting
relatives at Watertown,Mass.
Dover.

Dover,

Oct.

brakeman

on

22—Joseph

Pelkey,

one

Dry Mills, Oct. 22—Walter Goff has
bought the place owned by the late Wm.

Goff! and moved on to it.
Freedom Strout is moving into the
Gifcbs’ house, down below Gray Corner.
The friends of Mrs. May Hawkes will
be sorry to learn that she is failing fast.
Mr. L. E. Hill, of Wilton, is visiting
at H. L Morse’s.
Mr. Herbert Goff has moved into the
house vacated by Walter Goff.
Mr.
Isaiah Hawkes, of Westbrook, is
at M. C. Morrill’s.
Gilman Quint was home from Portland
last Saturday and Sunday.
John Brown is at Portland at work.
Mrs. Nettie Haskell, of Poland, is at
Mathew G. Morrill’s.
Geo. A. Morrill of Portland, was in
town Monday.
Kootlibay.

I

_m

A Cold in the Head
quickest

way

to (

)

get rid of it—the simplest

j

and surest—no bother,
trouble—is with

r

no

I

(TIJADE-iTAEK).

It

Catarrh.
ail inflammation.
cures

[cures

It
It

|

£
<

j

>

Diseases, \
Sare Threat,
Burns,
|
Toathaehs,
Wounds, <
Ssre Muscles,
Saraeke,

Files,

j

S

>

cures

j

\
\
5

ISalva-cea

^

Skin

j

EsuraSgia,

S3 —Monday afternoon
fire was discovered on the roof of John L.
Harris’ house,apparently well under way.
The alarm was immediately given and
help arrived in season to extinguish the
flames before the arrival of the fire department. Gause defective chimney.
About the same time Mr. Lassoll, the
Grand Trunk station agent, having occasion to step out on business locked his
two children in the office for safo keeping
Finding some matches they set fire to the
waste basket and would soon have been
suffocated but for the timely arrival of
help who extinguished the fire without
much damage except to the books
The now shoeshop is now a settled fact.
The job has been let to Mr C. H. Adams,
of Norway, who built the new church
and school house, for a little over $12,000.
It was first designed that the town should
guarantee the bonds to raise the required
sum, but ou investigation it was found
they had rot power to do so. So that
article was passed at the meeting called
for that occasion, but It was voted to ex
empt the company from taxation for th<
It was feared that thi
next fifteen years.
effort
to raise the
required amount
might prove futile, but they scarcely eve)
know any such word as fail in Norway
A meeting of stock holders will be held
Friday evening next, when farther par
ticulars will be made known Severa
small buildings have already been re
moved preparatory to laying the founda
tion. Real estate is changing hands and
house lots are in good demand.
The running of the eleotrio plant day
and night has drawn the lake to a very
low mark so as to prevent running the
rail
We think that unless
steamer.
oomes
soon the plant can not be run,
thereby stopping the cars and leaving us

Norway, Oct.

The Congregational conference is ir
atsession this week at the new churoh
tended by a large number from abroad
and several eminent divines.
The enterprising ladies of Norway art
the
putting forth every effort to pay forfinest
new organ, which is said to be the
in the county. Some manufacture and
peddle candy, others make and sell
edging. One lady takes a team, goes tc
her husband’s mill and loads it with
shavings which she sells at ten cents per
barrel. Mrs. Wristley, an aged lady ol
means, pays $500.

at the residence of Mr.. M.
dam supper
evening. Th«
P. Hunnewell Tuesday
ladies have quite a little sum of money
on hand and it would not be surprising
if

stable

a

were

built for the parsonags

this this season.
Mr. Prince has had an offer for hii
farm and is talking of buying Jthe housi
and lot near the churoh now occupied by

Henry Skill in.
Miss

Carrie

Rheumatism,

Two sizes, 25 and 50 cents.
At druggists, or by mail.

( The Brandketh Co., 274 Canal St., N. Y.

j
?

5
7

one

John

Fortin,

dealer on
tho furniture
Bridgo street, is adding another story to
his storo which will make it throe stories

Libby, who has been il
cold, is on the mending

with a severe
hand.
Mr. and Mrs. James Gooding are botl
in better health than they were last sum-

“It Saves Her

high.
Mr. L. W. hid wards who has been
flned to his home for the past week,
able to be out a few hours yesterday.

Much

conwas

«

The Westbrook Driving Club will hold
another meet at Naragansett Park next
Saturday, if ploasant. This is likely to
bo the most interesting occasion of the
season

as

long time, and find it
powder. At house cleaning

for

Cutter,

Assistant—Certainly.
“on

I could

He

said

lie

plainly that

see

Rev.

and

Mrs. Geo. L.

Mason

expecl

to attend the Cumberland Conference ol
Free Baptist churches at;Gray next week.
There is a great deal of travel by team
on the road from Portland
and bicycle
this place.
Gorham.
The Presampsoot local union of Christian
Endeavor, will hold its annual
meeting at the First Parish church. Gorham, Thursday. October 24th, afternoon
The following is the proand evening.
gramme :
3.00— Devotional
service, Mrs. G. W.
Reynolds, Gorham.
3.30— Business. (Reports from'Societies,)
4.00— Aadres-. Rev. J.E.Aiken, Windham.
4.30— Open
parliament on Junior Endeavor, conducted by Mrs. Mary E.Melclier, Cumberland Mills.
services; annual election
7.15— Praise
of offioers; free will offering.
8.00— Address; consecration service.conducted by Rev. Win. G. Mann of Cumberland Mills.

DEERING.
Bofore Judge Hopkins, Tuesday morn
John Foster of Westbrook, was
drunkenness and
fined for
disorderly
conduct the night before. The fine and

g
i

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.

\

Makers of Williams1 Famous Shaving Soaps.
sent Free upon Request.
Jgg“List of Choice premiums

i

j

do you Know

Mothers,
most

remedies for children

are

composed

Do You Know that opium and morphine

are

them

poisons

of

opium

or

a cough
daughter.

hollow sound of
or

perhaps

a

not lar

from

one’s husband

disease knocking
certain silent visitor waiting,
Arrest that
cough. Stop it.
It is

away.
Stop it at the stain. A few days use of Ely’s.
Fineola Balsam and the danger is past. Relief
is immediate; a cure certain.
This remedy is
rich in the curative principles of the balsams
anu also contains certain ingredients that are
new.

“This predicting the
easy.” said the sceptic.
“Could you do

weather's

mighty

morphine ?

unless

are

not

permitted

to

you

or

your physician know

of

sell narcotics

what it is composed ?
a

purely vegetable preparation,

and that

a

list of

its ingredients is published with every bottle ?
Do Yon Know that Castoria is the prescription of the famous Dr. Samuel Pitcher.
more Castoria is now sold than

of all

other remedies for children combined f

Do You Know that the Patent Office Department of the United States, and of
use the word
other countries, have issued exclusive right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to

Castoria ” and its formula, and
Do You Know that

of the

reasons

because Castoria had been proven to be

for

a

state

cents, or

one

cent

a

prison offense ?

granting this government protec tion was

absolutely harmless?

Do You Know that 35 average doses of Castoria

are

furnished for 35

dose ?

Do You Know that when possessed of this perfect preparation, your children 3oay
be kepi well, an I that ycu may have unbroken rest ?

Of

aggregated 814, which wore paid.
Monday night John Foster, his brother
ueorge and George Knight, of West
brook, were so obnoxious upon the Westbrook car that they were put off at Oakdale.
They fought and howled for some
little time till a hayrack came aloDg. II
was bound for Westbrook and they were
given a ride. When they got to A. L.
Goudy’s house, at the head of Spring
street, they began fighting again. Mr.
Goudy heard a great uproar, and coming

"

The fac-simil»

signature of

*«

on

out found that one of the drunken brutes
had another down and was beating him
Tearfully. He attempted to interfere and
this John Foster drove him away with a

pitchfork taken from the hayrack. They
Westbrook.
then drove away towards
The officers out there were notified and

ond story,
use
for a law
office. His term expires next December.
It is rumored that ex-Mayor Sawyer is
to succeed Mr. Motley and
a candidate
that in case ho gest he appointment Mr.
Alfred Huston will take charge of the
office

as

clerk.

SOUTH

PORTLAND.

i
■Quite a number of people from Cash’s
Corner attended the Advent conference
held at Cumberland last week.
While the school children were at play
Master Frank Cash
Monday morning,
in the head by a stone thrown
by one of his companions, making a bad
out and otherwise bruising his forehead.
hit

Mrs.

James

Sltillins of

Long

Croek is

entertaining company from York,Me.

a.

rg-

o

&

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
or

Plain

W. T. KiLBORN &

CO.,

HASTINGS.’

of good address capable
goods to act as our represen
and
vicinity.
tative in Portland
Apply to
GATELY A O’GORMAN, No. 47 Middle
22-1
street, Portland, Me.
IIT ANTED—A
of selling

limn

IirANTED—50 more men shovelers for the
Sandy River Railroad. All winter job.
Good pay.
Agent will be at Union Depot
Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons. Oct. 22
and 23.13-1
Christian roan wanted, not employed,
acquainted with Church people, SIS. per
week. Wiite J-tandard Manufacturing Co.,
lawSwTh
11 Franklin St., Boston, Maes.
MAKERS WANTED—First class
on leather bound white w sli
brushes.
Steady work an
and
good wages. Apply by letter to J. B. DUNN,
22-1
Crawford Rouse. Boston Muss.

BRUSH
nailers
kalsomine

work on
the Sandy River Railroad; good
pay;
meet agent atUNluN DEPOT. Monday, Oct.
21 st.29-1
shovelers to

men

WANTED—100

salesman to sell
good
nursery stock. Salary $40 per month
D.
H.
Address
and
paid.
expenses
PATTY, Nurseryman, Geneva, N. Y.
18-1

WANTED—A

W ANTED—FEMALE HELP.

24 Free St-

any

week for 25

cents,

American
two

woman,

in

now

first
TO LOAN—On real estate
commercial
property, ot
lowesf
at
good collateral security

market rates.
A. C. LIBBY,

FOR RICH FURNISHINGS
Cost

-out-

Axminsters,
Wilton Velvets
Darker colorings
will be found the most attractive and desirable.
being more in demand, a larger variety in magnificent rich designs
has been procured and are special to us for Portland.

prices

on

these

T.

Goods will surprise you.

KILBORN
24

23-1

to buy a house arranged for
\\TANTED
v
two families, wirhiu live minutes walk

City Hall, name price
ber. Address P. O. Box 1558.

street

of

Cl

*

permit

S

n

octl 9

A

&

CO.

35 & 37

one

from live

to

six men;

no

hundred per cent profit on goods.
N. R. C
Daily Press,

§145.00.
octave,

§135.00.
Congress
Manager.

saloon

dining
purchase
Federal
WANTED—To
situated
Congress
tlnd
wishing to sell
a

or

on

Any partv
a purchaser by calling
185 Middle s»ree'.

can

streets.

N. S. GARDINER
19-1

on

WENT WORTH—Having been newly
under new
now

opened
11HEfitted up is
management. Rooms single

or

iD suite with

class
table
iirst
modern conveniences.
board in connection. For further information enquire at the house. No. 1*8 bpring
street.

LEVY is

SAMUEL

street, J.

WHEELWRIGHT

P.

24-1

SALE OR RENT—A thoroughly built
room house at westerly end of
Congress street, bay windows, sunny
exposure, new plumbing; newly painted outside
and inside: corner lot with fruit trees and
stable. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61^2 Exchange

FORsquare ten

city

near

241

street.

SALE—Three storied brick house of 12
large rooms and bath, hot and cold water,

ID OR
*-

improved boiler for steam in all main
rooms; .snoo per annum is now paid lor the
3 minutes
rooms, beside what owner occupies
from Monument Square, price SG,00<>, cost
180
W. H. WALDRON & CO.
§12,000.
1
Middle St. Portland Mo

_24
FOR SALE—The best, cheapest, and
_10-L__ (HOKE
A'
Prices— At the Gas
most desirable fuel.

particulars address,

For

prepared

now

MR.buy cast off clothing of all

to

descriptions for
Address letters or postal

highest cash prices.
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.9ep4-tf
persons in

want

of

trunks

’IIT'ANTER—All
W and baas to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
59a Congress street, one door above Snuvr »
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
therefore give bottom prices;
and can
trunks repaired. Open evenings.

Works, to be removed by purchaser, eight cents
per bushel. Delivered by the Compauy (twenty
bushels or more) ten cents per bushel. Twentylive cents per load for carrying in.
24-1
SALE—In Gorham Village, on ‘State
street, a dwelling house with a splendid
garden lot and orchard, beside an abundance
of small fruif. For further particulars enquire
of H. N. FRINK, Gorham, Me.
24-1

Ij^OR

SALE—In Cape Elizabeth,
I^OKlino
of tJio proposed electric

the

on

railroad,

cottage of seven roou s. stable, good wtll of
water and 10,00u feet of land.
Also cottage
lots at low prices. Now is the time to
ipA. P. WELCH, 93 Exchange street.
vest.
23-1

FOR

SALE—Having
HORSE
my horse I shall sell
driver
750

no
at once.

for
Small
and al;
use

norse,
pounds: good
sound; about 15 years old; very cheap; §25
cash. Address boxJ28, Deering Centre, Me.
22-1

wanted to
SALE—A neat comfortable home. No.
nicePHYSICIAN
office, furniture and practice. Address, FOR
179 Pearl streer. It has nine
Box 143, North Conway, N.
with most of the
take my teams,

rooms

PHYSICIAN.
H.

_87-4
buy from S1000 to $15,000
I
WANTED-To
pay the
worth of east off clothing.

highest cash prices for ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent a
Call or address ie‘ter
winter overcoats.
or noatal to S.DE GPcOOT, 7G Middlo 6treet.
a-i)

RINGS!

RINGS!

RINGS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest
style ot setting- Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument

septSdtf

Square.

TO LET.
head
week for 25 cents cash in advance.

Forty words inserted under this
one

LET—On South street, Gorham village,
within five minutes walit of Churches,
schools, stores and depot, two-story dwelling
house containing eight rooms. Large garden
plot, fruit, apples, grapes, &c. Inquire of J. T.
24-1
McLELLAN.

TO

furnised

AND BOARD—A
ROOM
and board with
private family,
three minutes walk
a

room
cen-

from
rttlly located;
Ring right hand bell. No.
City Building.
23-1
284 Congress street.
furnished
room;
f|10 LET—A pleasant bowl
with hot and
J
heated, lighted, set
Call
cold water, use of bathroom.
DOW STREET. So. right hand bell.

at 17
23-1

LET—House at 49 St. Lawrence street;
laiee yard,
rooms all in good ordrr,
Apply at 9 Oxford
price $12.59 per mouth.

TO 7

22-1

reet.

fEtO

JL

front
LET—Pleasant
room,
large
alcove, well heated, at 486 Cumberland
22-1
References.

ly fitted for cue family
Inquire of
modern imprevipents: lot 50x50.
A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street. 22-1

wo story
house
central1 y
near electrics, 9 rooms fitted for
Emilies, will bo sold low the owner
others at
equally
leaving ‘he oi»y; two
Call
good bargains for two families each.
N. S. GARDIh» once and secure them.

TT10R SALE—1

JF located

two

or

22-2

a.

m.,

1.00 p.

Lewiston,
Bangor.

m.

paper train for
and Bangor.

For

Bath,

Brunswick A

FOR

11.00 p. m.. Night
cars for ail
points.
ARRIVALS

Express with sleeping

very

FOReiili*

desirable

bouse

of

wife
iMoms suitable tor man and
electrics; new house; all modern imset
furnace
hent;
range;
provements: bath,
well
e emeu ted
cellar;
good location;
finished throughout and sunny; will be sold
N. S. GARDINER,
75.
for $2100; lot 50 by
22-1
185 Middle St.
near

SALE—A two family house apd land
near
Pearl
street,
141 Oxford
rooms each;
street, two tenements, five
yarn in rear. Price ]G00; 2408 square reel.
BENJAMIN SHAW. 51 1-2 Exchange street.
22-1

FOUNo.

BERNARD PUPS, full blooded and
Will be sold cheap if purJOHN
from
at
MR.
A.
once
CLARITY, United States Hotel, City. 21-1

ST.handsome.

chased

-,---■

bigger, biggest bargains,
lota on
Island,
ljong
desirable, best situated,
sell,
rapidly rising value. Don’t want to
but cruel circumstances compel: sell for
now
two-thirds value. One dollar buys
will
soon.
more
than five
Address,
19-1
Press
Office.
REALTY,
SALE—Big,
FOR
.iFour building
finest and most

A RMS FOR SALE—The longest list to
be found in Portland, 50 of them have
this
been marked dowD 10 to 15 per cent
tall: no\v is the time to examine as bay and
other crops can be a Ben. A few to exchange
for city property. W. H. WALDRON & CO.,
19-1
Ib0 Middle street.

1.1

FOR

Furnished

FOR

TO

22-1

street.

for
LET at South Portland, bouse
the winter. Nebago water, furnace in
ceilar, near electric cars and ferry, terms
moderate. Address Box 26, South Portland.
21-1

110

SALE—A Remington Typewriter in
FOR
Smith
nearlv
good condition; also
new

a

Premier, at MISS A. L. SAWYER’S,
cbange street.

93J£x17-1

SALE-At Sebago Lake for §500,
FOR1 3-3
with large stable,
story house
a

LET—The
TO
street, fitted
Rent

store No. 559 Congress
suit occupant at once.
per mnntb."lnquire of CHARLES
19-2
543 1-2 Congress street.
new
io

$75

PERKY,

DESIRABLE suite of rooms to be let
together or singly, with carpets and
draperies, on Spring street near Park
street. Convenient to
Wentworth, •*Sher-

A

land with apple and pear trees
in bearintr, located within three minutes
walk of station, a tine summer or winter
house for one half its value.
E. G. S.
J<-1
KICKER, 473 Congress street.
a

good

lot of

SALE—Any man of push and ability
be apprized of the fact that a forawaits
him in the display window of
tune
H. H. Hay or Hooper, Son aDd Leightons’

FOR

can

Will bear closest investigation.
use by people from all
Address
C. E.
the coraass.
points
5-4
SMALL, North Raymond, Me.
window.

Represented by and
of

«

SALE—Please call or send ora era in
for
HAWES’S Music Store
popular
Music
Organs.
music.
Rooks,
Pianos,
Violins,
Guitars,
Banjos. Mandolines.
Harmonicas, Cornets, Accordeons, Superior
Violin and Banjo
Congress
Strings, 414

FOR

5-4

street.

SALE—One of
the best
located
bouses on Brackett
street, between
C&rleton and Neal, 10 rooms and bath in
great
complete repair, will be sold at a
sacrifice as owner contemplates leaving the
city. W. H. WALDRON & CO., ISO Middle
5-4
Street.

FOR

SALE—The

FORThomas Quiuby.

Homestead
near

of

the

lata

Stroudwater in Deer-

Four acres of land with gooa house. On
line of street ^ars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deeriug.
Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
jly27-tf

lug.

STOCK
JUNE
SALE—One
suburban farms

I

OR

DAIRY

FARM

FOR

tire meat
desirable
York county;
finely
located wiihin fifteen minutes drive of the
two cities, excellent laud and very easy of
cultivation; modern farm buildings, all in
thorough repair and surrounded by beautiThis property has never
ful shade trees.
The only
been offered before for. sale.
health of owner.
reason now being the ill
For full particulars address box 647, mico,
26-3
of

in

Me.__sep

WEDDING RINGS.

u

Brunswick Lisbon Falls.
Augusta, Waterviile, and

SALE- A

SALE— A fine driviug horse, stands sixteen hands high, weighs 1025 lbs., six
RENT—On Congress street, near City years old; is perfectly sound and kind, is not
Hall, three rooms with furnace heat; affraid of electrics or anything else; lias been
suitable for a doctor’s or dentist’s office, driven by a lady for more than a year. Inquire
dross making parlors or light housekeeping. of GEO. D. LORING, 45 Exchange St.
23-1
For further information, apply at No. 53
2-12
SALE—The fine residence property No.
Brown street.
|?OE
A
58 Deering St. All modern improvements;
Terms to suit purchaser.
rooms to let-quo large sunny exposure.
ail fur- A. R. & E. A. DOTEN, Room 25, OS Exchauge
room, bed rooms and kitchen;
23-2
St.
nished; good for light bouse keeping: only
Call at 199 Middle
two dollars per week.
22-1
SALE—A magnificent overcoat, size
street, Portland, City.
40, lined all through withmJnk nnd
LEI—First class rent at No. 223 High irimmed with sea otter. Almost new. Will
street; all modern improvements. Price sell very cheap.
Can be seen at
Preble
825. GEO. C. HOPKINS, 88 1-2 Exchange House office. MAX MAYER.
18-1

”MORE CLOOKS

FOR YOUR GROCERIES.

A
Thousandl Solid
Gold
Kings,
Diamonds.
Fmeralds, Pears, Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock. Best
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKENNY. the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
auglOdtt

IN

PORTLAND.
8 cts.
25 cts. Tamarinds, peril*.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
12
cts.
25 cts. Best Bound Steak,
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
7
25 cts. Salt Pork, by the strip,
_cts. 8.30 a. m.; Waterviile, Augusta and Bath,
50 ct». bushel. 8.35 a. m.; Bartlett and Bridgton 12.15 p.
25 cts. Best Potatos,
Rockland
in.; Mattawamkeag, Bangor
aud
25 cts. Best St. Louis Flour,
SALE—The above house at Deeriug
12.25; Kingfleld, Phillips, P’arramgton, Rumft.00.
10 cts. ford Falls, Skowhegan.
Center on corner lot head of Pleasant,
25 els. Good Canned Salmon,
Oakland and Lewiston
street. 12,700 feet of land, fiuished in natural
50 cts. peck 12.30 p. m. j Skowliegan, Waterviile. Rock25 cts Pea and Y. E. Beans,
land 5 25 p.
wood, with thirteen rooms, fitted for two
Stephen.
m.; St. John. St.
WEST'S
2.
C.
NES72
AND BBAI1T TB2ATH31TT families, two bath rooms with hot and cold
Aroostook County. Bar Harbor and Bangor pa.
5.35 p.m.; Rangeley,
Farmington. Rumford is sold under positive written guarantee, by water, cemented cellar, heated by furnace
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.46 p. m; Chicago authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory; also stable and carriage house; will rent for
Mountain Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Mai hood; $4.00 per year. Big chance for investment,
and Montreal and ail
White
octet f
8.10 p.m.; all points on B. & A. R. 1L, Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of E YE NT ON EARLE.
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
a. m.:
Bar
1.40
Sts.
Rockland
angor,
Harbor,
54 to 60lndia
9

NEW"

rOK

3VE ADDOX
Saints.
Middle,
express Halifax,

.

employing

of

risk, and

Cumston

Hallett and

octave,
full size. TV's
One Upright $00.00. One Square 71*
elegant carved case, carved legs,
Everett Piano Ware Rooms. 548Vi

new

TO

7.30

5 lbs. Good Raisins,
12 lbs. Rost Sweet Potatos,
10 lbs. Silver Skin Onions,
5 lbs. Good Prunes,
5 lbs. Cleaned Currants,
.! lbs. Seedless Baisins,
40 cts. Molasses,

22-1

October 6,
1895.
In
Effect
noieia.
auuresa a.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway woou ana oiuer
19-1
Square, for stations named below ana inter- N. V., this office.
mediate points as follows:
7.00 ». m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland, jlJTONEY TO LOAN—On mortgages ot real
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowhegan, Pittsfield, UJL estate and good endorsed notes. Real
Bangor, Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via estate i'or sale, houses, farm*, house lots,
business Tor sale, etc., etc. N. S. GARDIBrunswick.
NER, 185 Middle street.
l‘J-1
8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls,
Lewiston,
Livermore Falla, Farmington, and Philips
TO LOAN—On farm
mortgages
Oakland and Waterviile.
as well ;is loans on other
real estate,
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling- also on second mortgages
and personal
ton, Lancaster, St- Johnsbury, Sherbrooke, property, notes discounted at satisfactory
estate
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis rates, farina and all kinds of real
and all points west.
bought aud sold. Inquire of 1. P. BUTLER,
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lisbon 50 Exchange street.
4-4
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augusta and Waterviile.
or
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon nPO LET—Very desirable rooms, single
74 Spring
P'alls. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor X connected, with board at
street.
2-4
Oldtown and Boulton, via B. & A.
1.15 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
No. 88 Exchange street
Rumford F'alis,
station. Mechanics
F'alls,
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
Lewiston. Farmington,
Phillips
Kingfleld,
will
in
fixtures
to
suit tenant
put
Immediate
and Rangeiov, Oakland, Bingham, Waterviile,
possession. BEN J A MAN SHAW 51% ExSkowliegan. Bangor aud Vanceboro.
lm
street.
Aul-tf
uge
1.30 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick,
gusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterviile, SkowLET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
hegan. Belfast. Dover and F'oxcroft. Greenfurnace heat and use of hath room at
ville, Bangor. Bucksport. Oldtown. Vauceboro, 457 Cumberland afreet-.
20-4
St John, Halifax, Houlton and Woonstock.
1.25 p. iu. Bridgton, Fryeburg, No. Conway
LET—Dress making rooms; iliree connectand Bartlett.
ing rooms over the X. John Little store on
Lisbon Congress street, up one
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick. Bath,
flight; one room fronts
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
on street; set bowl; city water;
large closet and
5.10 p. m., F’or New Gloucester, Danville toilet loom. Enquire of M. G.
LARRABEE,
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanio 248 Middle street.
7_tf
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
F’or Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fry5.55 p. m
LEI-Furnished room with heat and
HPO
3f)
X
ai
North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
ga*,
High streoet.
burg.
U-tf
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Jolinsbury, Montreal and Chicago.
11.00 p. in. Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Bath, Rockland. Lewiston, Augusta, Waterviile than all the other dealers
Clocks for
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vauceboro. St. every House, Ottice, Store orcombined.
Hall.
Alarm Clocks
Stephens, St John and all Aroostook Comity, 85c UB. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
Halifax and the Provinces, but does not run to McKB^NBY, the Jeweler, Monument
Square.
Beliast, Dexter, Dover and Eoxcroft or beyond
soptSdtf

gusta, Waterviile

US

nutu-

RE AT OPPORTUNITY for a man with a
small amount of capital; business will

Bangor, Saturday nights.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

TRY

and

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

SALE-Pianos.
I^ORUpright
Piano,

*

TO

Free St.

octl8dt£

four
$1.00, mailed. Pamphlet with testimonials
which fully explain, mailed to any address.
C. E.
Correspondence solicited.
LEAN,
Me.
Agont, 23 Prospect street, Portland,

]HORRENT—Store

A fine line of ORIENTAL CARPETS and RUGS have just
been opened.
isearlyjall are ;ANTIQUE pieces and some exceptional bargains are among the lot.
Our assortment of lloor coverings aDd drapery materials has
never been more complete than at the present time.

W.

24-1

MONEY

Coquettes and
TEie

particulars inquire

For

42 1-3 Exchange street.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

-at--

Moderate

Cumberland

cure,

s

under this head
cash in advance.

MONEY

uf
dtr

PhiMKuYAL PILLS,

_dtt

OPERA CLASSES.

and take no other.
Ask for DR. MQifT’S FEinTTROTAL
for circular. priee sil.o© per box, ® boxes for $5.00.
Cleveland, Ohio.
DR. MOTT’S
HEMlCAL CO.,
For sale by Landers & Babbige, 17 Monument Square, Portland, Me.

St. John, Bangor Waterviile
and Augusta. 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G.M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T- A.
Portland, Oct. 1st, 1895.
oct4

fit/" Send

W. P.

under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

second mortgages,
and
paper, stocks, bonds, personal

at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

HELP.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ORGANS
Very Taney

WANTED—MALE

family.
Best
For right person good home assured.
or
Write
call, W. G.
reference required.
Smith, 490 1-2 Congieas street, two flights.

Westbrook.

FIRST CLASS

or
as stationary
YETANTED—Situation
Have first class
locomotive engineer.
Will
for
both.
any
North,
go
place.
papers
f'OUtb America or West Indies. Address, A.
B. BA1LL1E, E. S. B. House, Portland, hie.
17-1

aged
WANTED—Middle
general housework,

for

A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
in the latest styies of settings.
Mv prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
#10.00 to $300. McKENlNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
junlldtf

a

HOUSE-Has been
opened; elegantly furnished rooms, steam heat, gas aud. use of
bath, central location, first class table board in
connection. For terms inquire at the house, No.
221 CUMBERLAND STREET.10-4

Wostbrook.

mAMONDS

WANTED—A

BUTTERFIELD
THEnewly
fitted up and is

The Ideal Panacea.
James L. Francis, Alderman, Ciiicago,
says: “I regard Dr. King’s New Discovery as an Ideal Panacea for Coughs,
Colds and Lung Complaints, having used

in the world

family of
two or three, where there are no small
children, to work through the winter. Address by mail only, L. M., 145 High street.
17-1
City. No postal cards answered.
situation in

rea-

street.

wrapper.

out.

THE BEST SALVE

street.
19-1

MAINSPRINGS 75c.

One day last week, J. Alexander and
G. W. Moulton of Denmark, took from a
spring which thoy wero cleaning out on
the laud of said Moulton in Denmark,
one bushel
basket full of frogs. Thoy
found the frogs so numerous that they
got a bushel basket, tiod a cloth over the
top ot it, slit a small hole in the cloth
and through the hole in the cloth filled the
basket full of frogs, then carried them
nearly half a mile and emptied them
into an unused spring, that thoy might
not get back into the spring they were

Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Tetter, Chapped Hands,
arrested John Foster. The others es- Fever Sores,
Corns and all Skin ErupChilblains,
caped, but will soon be arrested.
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
Postmaster Motley of Woodfords is en- pay required.
It is guaranteed to give
larging the postoffice. He is making it perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
box.
For sale by Geo.
about four feet wider and will add a sec- Price 25 cents per
M. Young, 489 Congress St., H. G. Starr,
which he will

wants

or

MRS. WEBBER,

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 75c.
cleaning, *1.50. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY.the
Watchmaker, Monument Square.jan!8dtf

John Cusaok, the hermit proprietor of
Moose island, Moosehead, lias not had a
eent to his name for years, but good luck
seems
to have
struck
him at last.
Moose island contains nearly 600 acres, 40
acres of
which have already been sold in
lots. The remainder, excepting 200 acres,
which Mr.
Cusack has reserved as a
farm, has just been sold to Philadelphia
parties, for which he will receive several
thousand dollars.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

situation
skirts.

FIRST class seamstress
A
week.
C5»n cut
by the day
Address
38 Brown

the

Terms

craving
opium.
WANTED—Persons
morphine, liquor, tobacco, to take infallible
to ten
days.
Package

Portland, Me.

every

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria*

INTEREST.

it in my family for the last five years to
the oxelusion of physician’s prescriptions
or other preparations.
Rev. John Burg us,
Keokuk, Iowa,
writes: “I have been a Minister of the
Mothodist Episcopal Church for 50 years
or more, and have never found anything
so beneficial, or thac gave me such speedy
relief as Dr.
King’s New Discovery.1
Try this Ideal Cough Remedy now. Trial Bottles Free at Geo. M. Young’s Drug
H G. Starr,
Store, 489 Congress street.

WANTED—Situation

Forty words inserted

One night last week a number of men
sitting around the stove in a wellknown grocery store in Bangor, telling
stories, when they were surprised to see
one of their number lean his head over
to one side and hit the other sido a resounding whack. Then he shook his
head and swore a little, after which he
went through
the same
performance
again, paying no attention to the inquiries of his companions. At last, to
the surprise of
his companions, out
walked a fly from the ear and flew away.

cleaning

25-1

by type writer and
stenographer in the city or country.
Satisfactory reference. Address If, Press
22-1
othee.

one

predict

hot wave when it’s cold and a cold wave
when it’s hot, and stick to it.”—Washington
Star.
TOPICS

one

that to imitate them is

during

board

Forty words inserted under this
one

180 juiauje street.

?

Do You Know that Castoria is

a

STATE

ly. Good cook. Inquire
Exchange street.

Forty words inserted

Do You Know that you should not permit any medicine to be given your child

it?”
to do is to

capable girl to
a

one

Well, these things are worth knowing. They are facts.

“Certainly. All you have

a

that Paregoric,

stupefying narcotic poisons ?

to

24-1

by
small famiWANTED—Situation
do general house work in
at Rooms 3 and 4, 98

Bateman's Drops, Godfrey's Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and

That it has been in use for nearly thirty years, and that

ring of your doorbell in the dead
of night is alarming. So is the first

Portland

moving. Address F. J. H. 895.
Daily Press.

women.
a
competent
conk
a private family as
wish
general
work; a housekeepers
5
hotel
in
widowers’
families;
positions
cooks waiting for work, and 25 general
work fiilrs. Apply ut 399 1-2 Congress street,
17-1
Mrs. Palmer’s office.

A Joud
hours

STRONG young man, married, sober and
reliable, seeks employment. Understands
horses and is experienced in heavy hauling and

WANTED—By
situation in

was

the mend.”—Richmond Despatch.

widowers family. 25 table, chamber, kitchen
and laundry girls wanted for employment in
hotel or private families. Apply 399 1-2 Con24-1:
gress St. MRS. PALMER’S OFFICE.

or

costs

was

s

\\TANTED—Horses

WANTED
ow

inserted tinder this
words
head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

.Forty
one

by smart Danish girl situation in »» winter. Good care and feed,
HENRY
NELSON,
private family. A young American wid- sonable.
woman wishes housekeeping position in
Centei., Me.

farm by a
situation on a
married man with two children, underWife good bu»»er
stands ull farm work.
Will
maker and can care for the poultry.
Inwork on share or rent, a small place.
Commercial
quire of W. S. .JORDAN, on
17-1
street.

was

lie

perfect washing 1

were

mer.

under this head
words inserted
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

SALE.

FOR

WANTED.

ANTED—A
YEf
""

without labeling

(to assistant)—Did you call on Mr.
Waxend this morning?
Assistant—Yes, sir; and found him at work,
as usual.
Doctor—Did you ask him how he was?

a

mmmbwbm ———HB———I

Doctor

worse, but

a

Do You Know that in most countries druggists

WIT AND WISDOM.

||

J |

time it saves me
much hard scrubbing. I would not be without it.
Mrs. F. Warner, Crompton, R. I.

down entirely.
Dr. J. L. Horr, G. J.
Hezelton
and C. B. Woodman attended
the banquet given
by Mr. F. H. Hazelton to the Maine agents of the F-quitablo
Life Assurance Society at the Falmouth
Hotel, Portland, last evening.
Alderman Wescott is quito ill.
The
manager of the Westbrook High
School Football eleven is trying to arrange for a game with the Deering High
School eleven next Saturday.
A serious runaway accident
oocurod
hero
Wednesday afternoon. Mr. John
his fast mare
Robert,
was speodiug
“Belle” on Longfellow street when she
began to hit her heels "against the road
Mr.
cart in whioh he was driving her.
Roberts was unable to uold her and she
started on a wild.run. As she was pointin towards the main street of the city,
lie thought it would be bettor to point
for a door yard, so he tried to rein
her
her
into Mr. Phillips’s yard, hut only
succeeded in getting her out of the street
far enough to collide with a tree which
completely wrecked the road cart and
threw Mr. Robeert out. The mare kept
on th rough Main
street and was stopped
at the
east end without doing any furthe r damage. Mr. Roberts was bruised
and badly shaken up, but no bones were
broken.

I have used

WASHING POWDER

the manufacturers as they are not abl
to run but a short portion of their works
at a time. If rain does not"',some soon, it
wilt oblige
some
of
the mills to shqt

Mayor

Scrubbing”

j

vorinel I

the owners of fast
horses in^this city are getting their horses in tine form.
Tho low water in’the Presumpscot river
is getting to be a very serious matter to

with

Eight Cornors, October 23—The Ladies'
of the Free Baptist church had
Aid

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

Forty

wife, son,

Scai-boro.

ing,

Boothbay, Oct 23—Rev. F A. Palmer,
a former pastor of the Free
Baptist
churoh here, came on to preach the fun-

The

SEVERAL FIRES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

miscellaneous.

WESTBROOK.

t ind this

Norway.

a

Gray.

*

from 1*0 cents to $1.00 per bushel.
improveJE. S. Burnham is making
ments around his house digging out a celetc.
new
foundation,
lar, laying
E. C.
Giles. Dennis M. Hagen and
James O. Seavoy, are attending the S. J.
court at VViscasset as jurymen.
Mrs. B. P. Giles, who was so severely
injured some time since by the upsetting
of a carriage in which she was riding, is
be (bo better.
reported

leading.by

of the Maine Central
freight trains, fell undor a moving car
bauly crushing one foot.

?

enjl services of Miss Lottie liplgiit, a
whose death
m Sell respected young lady
was due to lingering consumption.
Quite a number of our young men aro
digging clams for the canning factory.
Apples are scarce and high, bringing

0Ct5 tu.th&Slne

I have lust imported the largest and best line of
Opera Glasses ever shown in this city. They include a number of new patterns that are entirely
unique and will surely please von.
£3.00 to $26.00.
Opera Glasses to let. McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
octl8utf
Monument Square.

Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
>ALE—Three storied brick bouse of
caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
K> rooms with b«th. nil in perfect repair,
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor, one of the best central local ions between
which lead* to Misery, Consumption, Insanity Chestnut and Fianklin streets and wiihin
and Death. By mail, $1 a box; six for $5; with 200 feet of Congress street; a great sacrifice
written guarantee to cure or refund money. to dos.- an estate. W. H. WALDRON
&
Sample package, containing five days’treatment, CO., 180 Middle street.
19-1
with full instructions, 25 cents. One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
C'OR SALE—An old established grocery
and provision store on Congress 6treet,
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and *Center Sts.; L. C. Fowler, corner Congress and doing a business of fortv to fifty thousand
dollars per year. Best of reasons for selling.
Lafayette Sts., and H. P. S. Goold, 581 Con
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
gress St., Portland. Me.
19-1
sex,

FOR

\ Nutmegs.o6@65

"Leather
New York—

Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.
of

Quotations

Light.26®27
Mid weight... ,27@2fc
Heavy.27@2fc
Good d’mg.26®27
Union nacks.. .40®42
Am. calf.... 90@l.lo
Lead.
fSheet.6*4 @7
Pipe.6 Vi® 6
Znc.7 V

I Pepper.I4<S>16

1

Cloves.14® 16

j Ginger.x8.®19
Starch.
j Laundry.4V»(®5
I Gloss.6Va(&7V»

J

Tobacco.
Be9t brands.... 60®60
Medium.30® 40
Common.26 ®39

Natural leal....60&70

18®20c.
Eggs Mich. 20®2lc; other
Reans. pea, l 60401 60:mediums, 1 46@1.65.
kid.l 60® 1 6o.
70:red
1
60@x
Reans. yei. eyes,
Reans foreign 1 40^1 oO.
Hebrons 3S@40c bush.
Potatoes. N Y Hebrons 36.
Rose 30835.
do
\nples, new ehoiec 1? bbl, $2 SO®2 75.
\ODles No 2 at $1 2581 75.
New York and Can, fancy. $1H 00810 00.
Fair to good $*16 00,3$ 17c ;lower grades $L1

PoUMeslIroostookCo.

WHEAT.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORE, Oct. 23.
Money firm at 2<22Vs per cent; last loan at
Prime mer2 per cent, closing at 2 per eent.
cantile paper was quoted at 5%S6 per cent,
with actual
sterling Exchange was firm,
busiaess In bankers bills 4 871/4^4 87V* lor
60-uay bills and 4 8S&4 88V4 for demand;
post id rates at 4 88r^4 89. Commercial | Dills,
60-days at 4 86*4 @4 86%. Government Bonds
steady. Railroads lower.
Bar silver 67%.
Mexican dollars 54.
At

London

l-16d ■&

31

oz

to-day oar
and steady.

quoted

silver was

64 Va

Opening.60V&

64%

Closing. 6OV4
Dec
Opening. 27%
Closing.27%

May.
29%
29Y3

9.10
9.10

WHEAT.

Deo.

May64%

Closing.60Vi

Portland'Wholesale

Market.

PORTLAND. Oct. 23. 1895.
quotations of Grain,

The folio wing are 10-aay’s
Provisions. Produce, etc.:

Grain

Flour.
Superfine &
low

@72
@43

Wheat, GO-ltiS.
grades.2 9QS3 1C Corn, car....

Wneat bakers.cl and st.3 40@350
Patent burn®
wneat... 4 10.2,4 25
Mich, str’cm
roller.... 3 75^3 85
clear do.. 3 60^3 65
ttLouis st'gr
3 75®3 85
rooier.
clear do. .3 60«£3 65
Wnt'r wheai
3 90@4 10
patents.
Fisli.

Spring

■

••

tod—Bar ge
Shore

.4',76526

..

nmalldo. .2
Pollock_2
Haddock.. .1
1! ake.1

503£3
26363
50@2
60&2

@47
I Corn. Dag lots..
®45
Meal, bag lots
lots
car
[Oats,
28@30
5
l Oats, bag lots
iCotton Seercar lots. 00 00@20 50
bag lots 0000.322 00
Sacked Br’r
car ots.816 00318 oO
bag lots.. 119&21 00
Middlings.. *18@20 00
bag ots.. S20@22 00
Coffee.

@24 ¥2
25 Rio,roasted22
25 1 Java do.28@31
Molasses.
25 1
Ou [Porto Rico.27@33
00 1 Barbadoes.27@28
30@36
i Fancy...

Herring, box
Scaleo....
9@12c
M ackerei. bi
Extra Is 00 00(<£$0C
Shore 1SI525 00(&*28
Shore 23 »19 Q0®$21
Mea.3 s.SO OOOfgSOO
largess 00 O0®$0 000
Bananas.
1 26@1 60
No Is,
75c«l 00
No 29.
Mediums. 1 00@1 20
rrodnce.

| A moys.17@2o
143 5 0
;

1

Congous

...

Japan.18@35

i Formoso.20@b0
Sugar.
Standard (Iran
4%
Ex-uual’tv ftn«»
granulated.. 415-16
4%
Extra c....
Seeds.

Red Top—r6Cape Cran’os$7 00@$S ! cleaned.... 16Vi@17
(312V*
,1 ersey,ct
o 00®0 OC i good.
Timothy...$5V2@5 50 |
New York
@13V2c
Pea beans 1 G6(§11 7-5 i Clover —10
Provisions.
Foreign do 166(2.1176 1
(22 00 1 Pork—
Yellow Eves.
13 25®
clear..
00
2
al. Pea.... 15@G
lrl3h Fotat’s. bbi I 25 ibacKs... 13 25®
2.
(312 25
No
75
i
Yirg.f»weets2 50@2
do Jersey3 00(jg)3 26 1 shortcutl3 25@
00
1
9
50310
Beet,iam.
onions—
Native,bbll 65@l 75 1 plate... 10 00310 50
11
00®1160
ex-plate
Bermuda..
@
14(1^15 1 BneiessV* bS 5 75®
Sp Chickens.
Turkovs..... ±5(®16c Lara, tbs eom5 v* @
Fowls....
l2(gl3C I tubs, pure 6% @7
I tcs.comp’nd 6V*®
Apple®.
2 7."@3 25 I tierces.pure 7
107Mk
Fancy....
@6%
l 75@$2 ; pails, compd 6
Fair to good
@8Mi
8£3c ! pails, pure 8
bvap Jf*it>.
1
9V4@9s/4
Lemon*.
pure If
.10
1 flams
(3101/*
Maori.
83@$
Messina.
$6@G 50 i aocov'rd 11 @11 Vi
Oil.
Malaga— 5 003£5 50
Kerosenel20 fir ts 914
Oranges.
3 75
Ligoma.lOMl
Rodi
Centennial.10V4
r ioriaa
000@0 00
Pratt’s Ast.iai ..12V4
do 714s, 0 00& 0 nO
"3 00®3 50 Devoe’s brilliant 12V4
Messina,
ilnhalfbbls lc extra
Eggs.
liaising.
2:i® 1
Nearpy.
22@0e ;Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@5
Eastern ext..
©2( London lav’ll $2@2 25
Fresh Western.
@0
15utt.ei.
lonaara iay’r.0
Coal.
Creamerv.fncy.. 24^25 ■
Retail—delivered.
Bill Edge Vr,mt.l8(32C }
Choice.16@17 jCumberiand.O u0@4 50
i Chestnut...
@5 50
Cheese.
»

...

..

■

N.

Y.!icrry.llV»@12

1

7 26

Framtiin....

So o 50

Vermont.. HVa W12

[ Leiiili.....

Sage.l2Mt($13

i Pea.

ersart

1

4 00

LamDer.

Pet Sun_7
@7V2 | White wood—
I No 1&2, l-in$32@$35
do sq.6
$26@$28
Ci ac kers—4Vz @5 Yz I Saps.1-in.
1 'nmln
1 in
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & lids—
1V4, 1V2&2Mol. city. 160@176
in, Nol&2$33@$35
lV4,lVa&2-in
oug.counry soc&i- u'Saps.
$28@$30
Country Mol.
$36@$38
hlid snooks
Squares.
ml
hlid hdg
Cypress—
1-in No 1&2 $35@$36
82 n. 24@26
1*4,1% &2bug hd36in 23 @23
in.Nol&2 $34@$36
Hoops 14 ft. 26@30
2va, 3 &4-in$40@f 46
12 ft. 26@28
S’tli pine.
8 t. 8 @9
$25@$35
Clear pin*—
Cordage.
A mer’ n # lb 10 ¥2 @11
uppers.$65@65
7 V2 @8 ¥2 Select.$45@55
Manilla...
iFine common. .$4z@45
Manilla bolt
00 a9 Va I Spruce..
$13 @14
rope.....
@18¥a Hemlock.$11@12
Russia do. 13
7
@8
Clayboaras—
bisau.
Drugs and Dyes.
j Spruce. X.$30@32
Acid Oxalic... 12®D I Clear.$26@28
Acid tart.33@3fc 12d clear.S23@25
Ammonia.16@2C | No 1.Sl6.a?20
A snes. pot.... 6% @^£ Irine.$26@50
Bals couabia.. .45@5; I Shingles—
Beeswax.37@42 IX cedar.... 3 00@3 50
Blch powders... 7@£ jciear cedar. 2 75@3 00
Borax.9@1( IX No 1.1 85@2 25
2
Brimstone.
@2¥t jNo 1 cedar.. 1 25^1 75
Cochineai.40@43 I Spruce.1 26@1 50
Copperas.i¥2@ 2 iLaths.spce..1 90@2 00
Lime—Cement,
Cream tartar.... 29@32 I
Lx logwood.... 12&3 6 j Lime.^ csk. 1 Oft®
Gumarabic.. .70@1 22 Cement.140@
Matches.
22
Glycerine
@67 t
55
Aloes cape.16@2a I Star,^ gross
7
2
IDirlao.
@55
Camphor.70®
Metals.
Mytrh...,-,- 52@5S I
Opium.... 2.26@3 25 ! Copper—
Shellac....46@6G i 14@4S com.... 00@14
22
Indigo.85c@S 1 l Polisnea copper.
35
lodme.4@8 4 26 14x48 planished.
54
7u
Bolts.
Ipecac.160@1
12
Licorice, rt.... 15@2G 1YM sheath12
Lac ex.34@4C 1YM Bolts.
22@24
Blorphme... 1 70@1 9C I Bottoms
oil bergamot2 76;a3 25 I Ingot....
11@12
Nor. Cod liver2 25@25C l I ip—
16@1/
Lemon.1 75@2 26 Straits....
Olive.1 0Q@2 50 I English.
Teppt.300®3 25 Char. I. Co..4 75@o 00
1. X..5 00@5 25
Wmtergreenl 76@2 OC lCiiar.
6 00@8 50
Totass br,mde. 45a;47 • Terne
i 2@ 14
Chlorate.24@2£ l Antimony...
.0 OGw 650
Iodide.2 58 "3
{Cok*4
5o®4o5
58 @62 l Spelter....
Quicksilver.
Ouinine. .34¥2@37¥a •bolder V2 x v. 14^ @15
Nails.
Rlieubarb, rt.75c@l 6G t
Rt snake.3o@4< lCask.ct.base 2 40@250
wire. .2 66(g.2 75
Saltpetre.3 @12
Naval Stores.
benua.25@3G I
bbl. ..2 75@3 00
(Janary seed....
4®o Tar
Cardamons 1 00@1 75 Coal tar_4 76@5 oo
Soda. by-carb3*/4 @63/4 Pitch.2 76^,3 00
Sal.2 ¥2 @3 Wil. Pitcn. .2 75@3 00
Suphur.2; @214 Rosin.3 00&4 00
Sugar lead.20@22 Tupentine, gai.. 34r<tf44
White wax.... 60@55 Oakum....
7
(£28
OIL
Vitrol. blue.... 6 i&S
Vanilla.Dean.. S10@13 iLinseea.= 44@49
1

..

....

....

..

Duck.

«47@

• Boiled..

2

No 1. .32 j Sperm.
65@ 7 6
No 3..25 1 Whale.60@0ft
No 10.2C Bank.33@32
....

8 oz.13
10 oz.16
I Porgie.30@35
4o a.65
Gnnpowdei—Shot. 1 Lara.
3 50@4 OC I Castor.l 00@1 10
Blasting
4 50@6 5C iNeatsfoot
55c<«!70
Sporting.
Drop shot,25 its. 1 3c I Elaino.(tg
Buck. b. BB.
Paints.
T. XT. F.151 1 Lead—
! Pure ground.5 50®6 00
fl»T*
Tressea.S L4@li I Bed...
6 50@C 00

(Shore.*28^33

...

...

...

$l4£g$ll lEngYenBod3
@3Va
Straw, car lots .£9@1C ! Am Zinc-5 00&7 00
iron.
.2ya
j Rochelle...
Common.... 134@2
Rice
1 ”4
Domestic
4
Retinea.
@7
Sal t.
Norway.3 ¥$@4
Cast steel....
8@1( ITUs is.lh hd2o.al8 00
German steel.@3¥; 'Liverpool
160&’l 60
fchoesteel.@2¥ IDia’md Crys. bbl 2 80
Saleratu».
She*'* Iron—
I
Saleratua
H.C.4 ¥a@5
6@5Vfe
Spices.
Gen. RussialS Vu @14
17®19
Ameri’cnRussial 1 @12 [Cassia, pure..
• Mace.
100
Galy.5¥2^7
j.oose

Hay

....

....

..

....

..

|

,,

May29 s
29-/8

;

at 2 40.8)4 15.

angel s
Hogs—Receipts 36,000; uc higher and firm;
ieav» packing and shipping lots at 3 5O@3 0O;
ommon to choice mixed 3 4033 yo: choice asortodat 3 70,83 90; light 3 454*3 09; pigs 2 00

sheep—receipts 14,000 ;firm;inferlor

choice

to

2688 90. lambs 2 7584 40.

PORK.

Dec.

Jan.

!tlsrkt«t

Domestic

tBy Telegraph.!
OCTOBER 22, 1895.

Opening. 9.15
Closing. 9.22

receipts
NEW yORK—The Flour marget
O.oOO packages; exports 5,000 bbls and 15,«8 sacks; sales 11,200 paokages; quiet, firm:
Closing.
t uotations unchanged.
2 263*2 60.
rtour quotations—low extras at
Portland Daily Prc»» Slock U.U
( ity nulls extra at 3 85.8s 00; citv mills patents
and
Bankers
low
grades at 2 25a
, 20®4 45: winter wheat
Corrected by Swan & Barrett,
; 60: fair to fancy at 2 8O3S 45: patent61 at 3 50
lirokers, 186 Middle street.
i ;3 75; Minnesota clear 2 7633 25: straights
STOCKS.
o at 3 20®3 50: do patents 3 3534 20: do nr
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
uxtures 2 80®3 20; sunerfine at 3 1082 60:
118
120
( anal
National Bank.100
[
Southern flour firm and
no at 2 0b®2 25.
100
102
C'aseo National Bank. 98
uiet; common to |falr extra 2 10®2 80; good
38
39
( uniberland N ational Bank.. 40
30.
5
choice
at
2
1
90®3
Rye Hour steady and
98
100
Chapman National Bank.100
i 608'
100
102 [ uiet at 2 60®3 05. Buckwheat flour at
First National Bank.100
43c
asked.
Cornmeal steady
7C.
Buckwheat
113
114
Merchants’National Bank.. 76
nominal Wheat—receipts 2J3,® nd dull.
Rye
100
.100
102
Bank...
National Traders’
50 bush: exports 323,293 busli: sales 144,000
102
104
Portland National Bank.... 100
usli; firm and fairly active; No 2 Red in store
110
112
Portland Trust Co.100
*
lex
70VSC; afloat 7i<Vse; f o b at 70ysC; No l
85
90
Portland C as Company. 60
iorthern
67Vsc. Corn—receipts 95.660 bush;
118
ISO
Portland Railroad CompanyiOO
100
105 « xports 102,925 bush; sales 76,000 bush: firm
Portland Water Co.100
nd tairly aetive;No 2 at 38% elev, 39%afloat.
BONDS
imti—receipts 88,600 bush: exports 4557 bus;
104 9 ales 91,009 bush; fairly active; No 2 at 23% ;
Portland City 6i, 1897.103 Vj
122
Portland 6s. 1907.12o
c o White at 25e: No 2 Chicago 24% e; No 3 at
104 5 3 Vac; do Whit* at23V2®2344e; Mixed wesPortland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
108
R.
aid.106
t ;rn at 24(B261/2c; do White and White State
Bangor 6s, 1899. R
118 5 6®29c.
Beef steady and quiet; beef hams are
Bangor 6s. 1906, Water.116
aid.104
106
Bath 6s, 1898, R. R.
c ull; tiereed beet firm: cut meats quiet and
102 P teady,unchanged—pickled bellies 121bs 6Vbe,
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal..100
103 c 0 shoulders at 6@6Vic; do hams at 844@9c;
Bath 4V2S, 1907, Municipal.100
102 r llddles nominal.
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.lou
Bard quiet aud Strongeraid.104
106
1 Western steam closed 6 90; citv 5 70: refilled
Belfast 6s. 1898.K. R.
100 s low; Continent at 6 35; SAfi70: compound
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.. 99
101 £ t 4V2®4%c. ProTisons—Pork in light demand
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
Butter in model'110 £ nd steady ; mess $9«$10.
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.108
104 £ te demand; State dairy at 12@21c; do «ream
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
at
W'estern
lo@16c: do crm
dairy
iQl
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
2Vi>@23c;
108 i 4^'23c; do factory at SV2@14c; Elfins 23c.
Maine Central R. R. 7s.1898,1st. mtgl06
State large at
and
<
market
iheeae
firm;
quiet,
I3e
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
106
“4V2S. 104
@944c; do fancy 9V2!®94ic; do small 7y2@
"
at 1 24.
is
united
c.
Petroleum
1
044
steady;
108
**g6s, 1900. extens’nl06
102 i Ioffee—Rio dull, and easy:tJo 7 at 157/s.Sugar
“4V2S. 1906, SkgFdlOl
refined
steady;
and
t
aw
dull,
unchanged;
302
dull,
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. ±896.101
108 1 io 6 at 4V4C; No 7 at4 3-16c; No8at4V»:
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
3 1511
at
4c:
No
10
at
No
4
!
io
9
at
106
l-16e;
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.104
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
102
6c;No 12 at 3%C: No 13 at 3 13-16c; off A at
A
Con43/sC,
A
5
standard
Mould
5-16@4V2 ;
ectioners’ A 45sc; cut loaf and crushed 6V> c;
toeic Marner,
Boston
Cubes
at
44485c;
at
6c; granulated
The following were to-day’s quotations of
! lowdered.
'C.
stocks in Boston:
Freight* to Liverpool—grain fairly active and
69
Central
4s.
Mexican
, irm;by steam—d.
Atchison. Topeka A Stanta Fe R. 20%
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day twas
Boston 61 Maine R.....I76V2
luiet, steady land unchanged. Wheat—No 2
do pfd..
at 6!IVs o.00S/sc; No 2 Red 604*®63o.
iprtng
Maine Central.
...135
Oats—No 2 at
{ oni—No 2
at 303/i@31s/»c.
New York and New England it.
2 Rye 38V2@39e. No 2 Barley at 38
;No
8Va
Union, Pacific. 13%
:No 1 Flaxseed 90@90V»e; mess pork at
American Bell.198
\ S42c.
1 12y2®8 25. Lard at 6 57Vfc ; short rib sides
American Sugar, common.107 Vs
; it 4
75. Dry salted meats—shoulders at
Sugar, pfd.100V4 1 i 37 70@4
V2 : short clear sides at 5 25@6 60.
Mass., pfd. 66
Receipts—Flour, 11.800 bbls: wheat. 366.000
do
33
common.
lush: corn. 267.000 bus): mats.1603.000 bush:
Mexican Central. 12%
ye. 14,300 busli barley. 154,000 hush.
York Manufacturing Co. 846
Shipments—Flour to.000 bbls: wheat 16,000
Eastern Railroad 1st 6s. 3 906.121
lush: corn. 384,000 bush; oats 481.000 busli:
ye. 10,000 husb:|barley 20,000 bush.
New fork Quot itions on Stocks and Bonds.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
< lull, unchanged;
patents at 326@3 35; extra
(By Telegrapn.)
at 3 0 @3 16; fancy 2 8 .@2 90: choice
ancy
The following aro to-day's closing quotations
J t 2 60@2
70, Wheat lower; Oct 6944 c. Corn
OJ Bonds:
\
Oct at 27c. oats shade higher; Oct at
Oct. 22,
Oct. 23. 1 duller; Provisions—Pork at 8
62V2.Lard—prime
64-4.
New 4’s reg.@311*4
@111*4 : team
Bacon—shoulders 644 ;
at 5 45.®5 62Vi.
New 4’s
coup.@111*4
@111%
at 644 : clear ribs at 6VS ; short clear at
ongs
2s
States
97%
United
97%
reg.
; i%. Dry salt meats—shoulders at 64a '■ ribs at
Central Pacific lsts.104%
1C4%
>; clear 5V4.
117
Denver & R. G. 1st.il7
Receipts—Flour 3.600 bbls; wheat 78,000
Erie 2Us. 80
70%
>ush; corn 6.000 bush; oats 41.000 bush: ryo
Kansas Pacific Consols. 83-4
83Vs
bush.
lil%
Oregon Nav. lsts.110
Shipments—Flour 6,500 bbls: wheat 21,000
Kansas Pacific lsts.
109%
corn 00,000 bush; oats 14,000 buslipye
msh;
Northern Pacific cons 5s.... 38
bush.
Closing quotations of stocks:
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red 6b7sc: N« 1
Atchison. 4th asst, paid...,20%
20%
White at 664'ac. Corn—No 2 at 33c. Oats—No2
160
Attains Express.160
; it White 22% o._
116
rnerican Express.116
itiartcec*
Cotton
176
Boston * Maine.175Va
Central Pacific. 17%
17%
iBy Telejrrann. *
18%
Cues. ® unio. 18%
OCTOBER 23. 1895.
3 63
Chicago * Alton.363
NEW YORK—The Cotton marKet to-day was
3 73
Cfiicago «Aitoniprererrea....l73
sales 429 bales, middling upChicago. Burlington * Quincy 86%
86% < luiet,unchanged;
8ysc.
Delaware* Hudson Canal Co.131%
131% 1 ands 84*; middling gulf
168
Delaware,Lackawana &|Westl68
NEW ORIiEANS—The Cotton market to-day
Denver * Rio Grande. 15%
15%
yas easy; middling 8 5-16c.
3 3Vs
Erie. 13%
CHARLESTON—The cotton market is quiet;
nreferred
25
25
no
niddling 8Vs
Illinois Central. 99
98%
SAVANNAH—The Cotion market to-day
Lake! Erie & West. 22*4
22*4
vas nominal; Middling8V4C.
160
Lake Shore.160%
60
Louis & Nash. 60%
MOBILE—Tim Cotton market to-day was
335
Maine Central R.135
< iasy; middling 8V2c.
12
32%
Mexican Central..
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
100
MichiganCentralpf. 99
rregular; middlings 8V2c.
Minn & St. L. 24%
23Va
Minn. * St. Louis, pf. 85%
86%
European alarums.
34*4
Missouri Pacific. 35%
'By Telegraph,
111 Vs
New Jersev Central.Ill
4%
4%
Nertben pacific common.
LONDON, Oct. 23, 1886.—Consols 107 5-lGd
do
do
preferred.... 18%
18%
or money ana lo7%d for the account.
106
Northwestern..,.106%
Oct. 23, 1895.—The Cotton
LIVERPOOL.
146
Nortnwestern. pfa.147
nantet is steady: American middling at4%d;
New York Central.J00*4
100%
sales 10,000 bales: speculation anil
istimated
3
4%
New York.Cnicago & St. Louis
14%
sxDort 600 bales.
65
do 1st pfa. 65
Quotations Winter Wheat at 5s 2d@5s 3y>d;
Ohio & Miss.
Spring Wheat 6s ld^5s 2d.
63
New York * N E. 51
Corn 3s 4Yad.
3 76%
Old Colony...176
Pork 57s Sd.
17%
<>nt.&Western. 17%
Cheese unchanged.
28 Va
Pacific Mail. 29%
—

Sept.

July.

t—cut loaf at 7c;confectlone. s
Portland mar
7c; pulverized.—c; powdered, Gc; granulated
5Vae ;coi!ee crushed. 5V*c yellow, —@5c.

CHICAGO. Oet. 23.1895.—The Cattle market—receipt! 16.000; slow and weak: common to

1

Opening.

l

**

**

1

—

171
19%

Pulman Palace.171
Reading. 19%
77%
Rock Island
St. Paul. 76%
ao pia.xaoM*
St.Paul & Omaha. 43Vs
•lo prfci...122
St Paul. Minn. & Mann...... 113 V2

76%
76%
43Vi
122
113

1077/s
9%
j3&/s

Sugar, common.107Vs
9*4
Texas Pacific.
Union Pacific.new. 13^/8

44

44
U. S. ExDress..
Wabash, St. Louis &|Pacific.. OTs
do prfd. 22Vs
91&/8
Western Union.
Richmond & West Point.
do prfd.

S7/s
22Vs
91.Vs

New York

Mining Stock*.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Oct. 23. 1895.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations 01 mmimt stocks:
Col. Coai.

HockinelCoal. 2Va
30
Horaestake.
9Va
Ontario.. ..
Quicksilver... 3*4
do pfd.16 Va
Mexican....
Boston Produce Market.

ROST ltsT. Oct. 23. 1895.—The following are
to-aav'fr iuotauon» at Provisions. Produce,etc.:
FLOUR.
Sspringt tents. Mi .in.. 3 70fc$4 00.
3 66ia3 76.
Wis.,
pat.
Spring
3 00@3 45.
spring, clear an 1 straight,
winter patents, choice, 8 60@3 75.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 10 ^3 60,
Add 25c to tlie above for the jobbing rates.
MEATS.

Pork, long and short cut, p barrel, 13 00.
Pork, light and iivy backs $12 00@13 00.
Pork, lean lends 1 4 00.
Tongues pork. $16 50: do beef $19 & bbL
Beef, corned. $8 50^)11 50.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 7Vac.
Shoulders, smoked, 8V2.
Hams, targe and small, 9 tfilOc.
Bacon, 9531 Oc.
Pork, salt 6Vac.
Briskets, s*lt 7Va.

8=54 ■a.91/i.
Beef steers.

7J/Si®31/4.

7Va®7%c; If,

iu

Beef, fresh, hinds, 9@12c; fores, 3®5V,c,
lb.
Lambs, spring, 6®7c
Ho", dressed,city, be t> hi; country, 6c.
choice.
Northern,
16®] 8c.
Chickens,
Fowls, Northern fresh killed,

FOR

Santiago.New York.. Cienfuegos;. .Oct

24
Montreal.
Oet 26
Liverpool
Sardinian
26
Liverpool.. .Oet
Mohawk.New York. .Lonuon.Oct 26
Furnesia.New York. -Glasgow.Oct 26
Oct 26
3 of California..New York. .Glasgow.
Persia.New York. .Hamuurg.. .Oct 26
Dampania.... New York. .Liverpool,. ..Get 26
.New York. .Rotterdam. ..Oet 26
Maasdam
Advance.New York. .Colon .OctllO
31ty of Para.. .New York..Colon.&c ..Oct80
St Paul .New York. .So’ainpton. Oct30
l'eutonic.New York. .Liverpool.. ..Oct 30
Westernland .New York. .Antwerp.. ..Oct 30
Rotterdam... .New York. .Amsterdam. 0ct3l
Laurentiau —Montreal'. .Liverpool. .Nov 2
Nov 2
Saale.New York..Genoa
Nov 2
Mobile.New York.. London
York. .Demerara .Nov 2
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg... Nov 2
Nov 2
l’rave.New York. .Bremen
Jbdam.New York. .Rotterdam .Nov 2
Umbria.New York..Liverpool. .Nov 2
Sircassia.New York. .Glasgow ..Nov 2
Aug Victoria...New York. .Genoa.Nov (3
St. Louis.New \Tork.. S’thanipton. Nov G
Britanic.New York. -Liverpool...Nov G
Niagara.New York. .Cleufuegos..Nov 7
Parisian.Montreal .Liverpool,..Nov 9
....

..

Mariposa.Montreal...

...

...

l'jomo.New

MINIATURE AT,MANAC..OCTOBER 24.
Sun rises. G 031,,,
watei
Sun sets. 4 49 Hish
Length of days. .10 41 Might tide
Moon rises. :... 9

5e|

|

3 23
3 27
8 ft 2 In

8ft8iu
—

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 23.
Arrived.

Sch Geo P Davenport,McLeod, Norfolk—coal
o G T Railway Co.
Sch R E Pettigrew, Morse, Philadelphia—coal

I^BOM

Me Cent RR
Sen Jacob S Winslow, Charlson. Philadelphia,
,vitil coal to G T Ky Co.
iialtlSoh .1 Manchester Haynes, Matthews
nore—coal to Electric Light Co.
to
Sch Uranus. Norwell. ltaritan River-clay
Portland Stoneware Co.
or
tow
In
Sell Rebecca J Men,ion, Atwood,
for l’orlo
;Ug Seguin from Boston, To to load
11
Son Amelia F Cobb, Johnson, Deer Isle for
1 Boston.

”

X

•

•

IE

•

•

•

I.mm.in..

.........

_

| FOR

j

it

Rugby School

BOYS(

\

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

ROCKi’ORT. Oct 23-Sid. schs Willie Newton, Kavanangli, St Jago: Hattie Luce. Heai,
Morehead City; Adelhs T Carlton, Wall, New
Vork; Robert Ryron, Thurston. Boston.
SACO, Oct 23—Ar, sch Apphia & Amelia, Wil-

and Knee Pants, made
5 to 16 years of age, Double Breasted Jacket
handsome mixed patterns
in
from an all wool, hard twisted fabric,
The Trousers have reservice.
suitable for hard, rough and tumble
sewed
in the suit is
seam
enforced seats and double knees, and every

lard, Philadelphia
Old, ach Geo H Mills, Newbury, New York.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Oct. 22-Ar. sebs J
Stroup, Richards. Moncton tor New York; B L
Baton, Calais lot do; Emily F Baymore, Sullivan, fordo; Energy, Cook. St John, NB. for
Boston; Osprey, Crowley, Sliulee, NS, for Vine-

yard,Haven.
Sailed 22d, schs Francis Coftin, Hutchings.

with

Kennebec for New York ; Elizabeth Foster,
Woodward. PeuobscOt for Boston; Herald, fm
Rockland for do; Ariosto, do for Boston; Lizzie
Lee. Boston for Millbridge; Hattie S Col ins.
Deer Isle for Boston; Nautilus. Rockland for
New York; Caroline Knight, do for Boston; A
Heaton, do for Ne\<r YJork; Odell. Wade, Belfast
for Boston; Water Lily. Bangor for do.

linen

We

thread.

give

a

suit in

new

return for

rips.

that

one

“THEY ARE PERFECT FITTING,”

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Ar at Buenos Ayres prior to Oct 22, barque
Vilora H Hopkins. Wakcly, New York.

decidedly tlie “BUST SUIT”

and

for the

produced

ever

money.

Memoranda.

Sch Benj C Cromwell, York, from Turks Island
Boston, arrived at Vineyard-Haven 25th.
Reports having experienced heavy gales the entire passage: lost spanker when ten days out;
ilso, lost forestaysail, flying jib, and mainsait.
md tore other sails, and damaged riggmg.
for

Belknap.

See

VaillD

other columns.

±

UDHU1W.

VI

iUVIUttuw***

partially destroyed by fire at Port Boyai, is
to be sold at auction.
Ilyanuis. Oct 22—Sch Appliia & Amelia, for
Saco, in,going out of the harbor to-day, gr.oundsd on the east side. She floated at high water
was

Domestic Forts.

tensia, St John. NB.

Old 23d, brig Irene, Yates, Bahia; seh Florence, Wormel!. Georgetown. Del.
Sld 23d. sells Flora Morang, Porto Allogro;
B W Morse, for Colon.
Passed Hell Gate 21st, sells Commerce, llondont for Salem; Cyrus Chamberlain, Elizabethport for Thoniaston.
Passed Hell Gate 22(1, sells Nellie F Sawyer.
Hoboken for Portland: Henrv May. Rondout
for Boston; brig Jennie Hulbert. Brunswick
for-.
BOSTON—Ar 22d. sells Lama Cobb. Beal.
Port Johnson; Empress, Johnson, fm Raritan;
CarCassie F Bronson: Bennett,
rie A Norton, McCoy, do.
Jessie
Barlow.
Long
sells
Cld 22d,
Barlow,
Katharine D Ferry, UaW
Cove and New York;
:
field.
Henry Nickerson. Dinsmore. Economy. NS. :
Sld 22d, sells Ben'Hur. for Bath; Fannie
Hodgkins, Wlseasset; Rebecca J Moulton, for
Bath: Vandalia, Bangor; Mansur B Oakes, for
Macinas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, sch W H Oler. Stud-

Philadelphia;

Also Pieces for

Extra Pants, $ 1.50.

ind proceeded.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, sells Cassie .Jameson,
Collins, Satilla River; M A McCann, VineyardHaven; F C Pendleton, Somerset; Douglas
Havocs, Augusta; Norman, Frankfort: Eva
May. Millbrldge; Paul Seavey, and Wm Slater,
Bangor; Izetta, do.
Ar 23d, sells M V B Chase. MeKown Apalachicola; Wm Pickering, Hammond, Rondout.
Ar 23d, steamer Manhattan. Portland; sells
Annie P Chase. Bangor: Annie & Reuben, from
Greens Landing; Samos. New Bedford; Mary
L Newton, and Nightingale, Providence.
Also ar 23d, sells Loring G Ballard, Kennebec
Florence I, Lockwood, Roberts Harbor; Hor-

PER SUIT,

$5.00

proceeded.
Sch Mary E Olys, before reported ashore near
Kennebunkport, was floated 23d by tug L A
She

Mending.

-—-xox--—--

MANUFACTURERS,

SOLE

255 Middle

COMPANY,

CLOTHING

STANDARD

Street,

Portland, Me.

-

-

-

Philadelphia

lev. Kennebec,
BEAUFiiRT, NC—Ar 22d. sch Davib P Davis,
Davis. Ashepoo for Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK-Ar 22d. barque Henry Norwell, Cookson. New Yolk; sells M A Willev.
Willey. Boston; Aloha. Skolfleld, Philadelphia.
GALVESTON—Ar 22d, sell B N White, Falkingham, Philadelphia.
Ar 23d, sch Arthur V S Woodruff, Devereaux,
Aux Caves.

HYANNIS—Ar 21st. sch Sallie B, Rockport
for New York, tand sld).
Anchored near Pollock ltip 21st, sch Alicia B
Crosh.y from Portland for Philadelphia; Geo A
McFadden. and Tlios H Lawrence.
,NEW WllATCOM—Sld 22d, ship B P Cheney,

GRAND

TRUNK

and after

MONDAY.

trains will

run as

Sept. 9tU,
follows;

1S95

LEAVE.
and Lewiston
7.10, 8.40 a. m.
1.10,1.30, 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
S.40 a. m
1.30 p. m. 5.15 p. in.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m., and 1.30
m.
p.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
For Auburn

••

—

Boston

SlAr at<Frederioto'n

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.

..

Through tickets
on

on

sale for all points

P. A It. F. R’y.

BRADFORD, G. P. & T. Agt.
Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN. Superintendent
Rumford Falls. Maine
FeblOdtf
R. C.

lor Boston via Fastern Division.
Througn tickets to all points in Florida,
tlie South and West lor sale at Ticket Office,
train

Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
dtf
te21

Wiscassei & Quebec Hail road Co

C fl

curslons

b y

s. S.
Co.
Sfeumers. Return licKels good
to tlie
Cow rates
for 30 days.
many throngli
sep24

points.

d“

Beginning October Till, 'tennier Jlerrywill leme Portland Pier, Portland,
daily, Sundays excepted:
:mil
ror Lung,
cbebeague Islands,
Harpawell, Bailey’s and On’s islands, 2.30
p. in. For Cliff Islano, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.30. p. m.
Return for < oitland. Leave Orr’s Island
O.t.i h. 111. calling at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Ariive at Portland 9.15
ISAIAH DANIELS.
a. m.
oulSdlwGen’l Manaenr.

I JASCO BAY STEAMBOAT C0„

Lr.RTLAKD-

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

CUSTOM HOUSE AVHAKF.

cuneau

RAILWAY.
On

STEAMtKS.

STEAMERS,

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

Haskell. Shanghai.
ARRIVALS.
NORFOLK—Ar 22d. sch Mary E Palmer,
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
Haskell, Portland.
PH I!, A DEL PH IA—Ar 22d, sell Lucy Friend,
a. m,, 3.10. 5.15 and 5.25 p. ra.
From Island Pond. Berlin Falls and Gorham,
Pigeon Cove.
Haven.
New
sell
Eliza
,1
Pendleton.
Cld 22d,
8.25, 11.45 a. m.. and 5.26 p. m.
Ar 23d, sells Fred Gower, Sargent, New Lon- From Chicago anu Montreal, 11.45 a. in., 5.25
don ; Alice Holbrook, Ellis, Providence.
p. m.
Cld 23d. sells Foctuua, .Rath; Richard Learn- From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
John
New
Haven:
Pullman
Palace Sleeping
Cars on Night
Gardiner:
Monliegan,
ing.
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
Bracewell, Saco.
MIDDLE
CarFaiker.
TICKET
177
sch
D
Howard
OFFICE
NO.
Old 22d,
Spear,
denas.
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
DD/vIllTYCVni?
A
OO/l
onh
I'lodTOl- W
STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Clark. Goodwin, Philadelphia.
Portland. Sept. 9th. 1895.
septlO
SAVANNAH-Ar 22d, sell Edward P Avery,
Hawley. New York.
Ar 23d, sell Addle
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Jordan, Portland for Glen Cove.
& IVfame R. R.
Sid 23d, sells Mark Pendleton. YVm Pickering, Chas I, Jeffrev, Grace Webster. Hattie M
In Effect October 30, 1895.
Buck, Georgietta. Annie Lord. Break oi Day,
George E Prescott, Carrie A Norton. Devi Hart,
WESTERN DIVISION.
Wm Dureii, Geo Gutney. and J Cadwallader.
for
1 rains :eave P&rtlaud. Union Station,
Ar 23d, schs B C Cromwell, York, Turks Islm.. 5.15,6.20, p.
10.00
and Sept 24 for Boston, tsae Mem); M J Lee, Scarboro Crossing;, Pinoa.
Scarboro
Point,
7.00,10.00
Beach,
Noriolk for Rockland; E W Sclimidt, Sullivan m.;
а. m.,
3.30. 5.15,6.20, D. m.; Old Orchard,
for Philadelphia.
m„
8.40. 10.00 a.
Sid 23d, schs B C Crowell, and E W Schmidt. Saco, Biddeford. 7.00,
6.20, p. m.; Kenne12.40, 3.30, 5.15.
a.
12.40.
3.30.
6.16,
8.40.
7.00.
bunk,
m.,
Foreign Ports.
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40a.m.. 3.30,
A Hong Kong Sept IS, ship P N Blanchard. 5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, {3.45, 7.00,8.40,
Sami
Skolfield.
and
Blanchard, for New York,
a. m., 12.40. 5.30, 5.15 p. 111.; Kennebuukfordo; Wandering Jew, Nichols, do; barque nort, bomcrsvYorth,Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a.m..
Adam W Spies, Field, do.
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. FarmingSid fill Kingston. Ja, Oct.13, barque Megunti- ton, Alton Bay, 8.-10 a. 111.. 12.40, 3.30 D. m.:
Worcester
(via
cook, Duncan. Camden, NJ, via Black Rivei.
Wolf born, 3.30 p. m,;
Sid fm Port Spain Oct 2, barque Mannie Swan, Somerswortli and Rochester,) 7.00 a. in.;
Higgins, New York.
Manchester, Concord. 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Cld at St John. NB, 22d. sell Winnie Laury, Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell. 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p.
Oct 21. sell Edith & May, 111. Exetor. Boston, {3.45. t7.00, {8.40a. m„
Macliias.
Arrive in Boston, {7.25,
§12.40. 3.30 p. m.
10.15 a. m 12.55. 4.20 7.15 p. m. Leave
Spoken.
Boston for Portiami, 7.30, 8.30 a. in,, 1.00,
Eck- 4.15 p. in.
Oct 21, lat 33 N, Ion 74 W. barque Doris
SUNDAY TRAINS.
hoff, Palmer, from Cakonnes for New York.
B
V
M
Chase,
sell
72
Ion
W,
Oct 20. lat 32 N.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. in. For Boston
McKown, from Apalachicola for Boston.
and way stations, 1.00. 4.15 p. m. Arrive in
Boston, 7.75 a, in., 6.27, 8,44 p. in.
SalvaUse
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. in.
~All our city fathers say:
lor
earth
on
cure
EASTERN DIVISION.
tion Oil, the greatest
anil neuralgia.
From Union Station lor Cape Elizabeth,
pain, for rhoumatism
Junction,
Conway
a
Saco.
{{8.45
25c._____ Woll'boro. 111.:
Ports9 00 a. 111.; Biddeford,
mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
ill.;
a.
§12.55,
Lynn, Boston, +2.00, +9.00
+6.00 p. m. Arrive in Bostou. 5.58a. ra.. 12.4.),
Oct. 7, 18:>5
In Effect
4.15, 9.20'p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 7.00, 7.45 p. m.
^ DEPARTURES.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Station
Union
From
M.
P.
8 30 ». M.& 1.16
For Biddeford. Portsmouth. NewburyF’alls, Buckfield, Can'for*'Poland, MechanicKuintord
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m., 12.55
Falls.
Dixlield and
4.15 p.
ton.
Union P. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.68 a. m..
From
8.30 a. m.. 1.05 and 5.10 p. m.
»9.00 a. m„
and 111. Leave Boston lor Portland.
Poland
lor
Station
7.00 p. m.
Mechanic Falls.
{Does not run Mondays.
m
eonTrain leaving Union Station 1.16 p. L.
Connects with Kail Lines for New ) Jr-‘,
R. R.
nects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R.
South and West
and
Houghton.
train for Byron
§Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Suncoaches between Union days
only.
Scarboro
Crossing with
{{Connects at
and Rumford Falls.

,o

pails,

I

Sch Portland Packet. Gardner, Eastport—J H
Blake.
Sell Terrapin. Brooks, Eastport—J H Blake.
Sch Caressa. Hodgkins. Ellsworth—J H Blak©
Sch Arizona, Gray. Millbridge—J H Blake.
Sch G W lieed. Hayford. Addison—J .H Blake
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta-J H Blake.

NEWS Through passenger
Station, Portland
PORTLAND.

MARINE
PORT OF

SVac.^

Sausages,
Sausage meat, /-*/2C.
Lard. tcs. fi%c; pails,

OCEAN -.T EASIER .UOVEWHVrs
FROM

•

Cleared.

; ■xtra steers at 3 40(85 40; stockers and feeders 2 6083 50;cows and hulls 1 2583 60;calves
it2 50@6 20; Texans at 175®3 65; Western

64%

Opening.60%

LARD.

Retail Grocers’ sugar Rates.

Chicago 1.1TB Stock Market
(Bv Telegrapm

Jan.

Opening.
Closing.
Wednesday's quotations.

Heceints

cars.

itniw, rve, *128$13; oat, $7%®$8Va.

I'OKK.

Opening.28

by Maine Central R. R.—Bor Borland, 174 ears miscellaneous merciiandise; for

ill,

CORN.

Closing....28

PORTLAND. Oct. 23.

connecting roads 145

May.

Dec.

CORN.
Dec.

Kail road Receipts.

PRODUCE.

East 20@21.
Eggs, hennery choice. 25®30:
Western

CHIGCAO BOARD OF TRA "kH.
Tuesday's quotations.

Money Market.

Delaware, Coggins. Bangor tor
Eva May, St John, NB, tor Brlagepui
Irene. St John. NB, for Bp9^011York.
101 a.
Beh W H Waters, St John, NB, for New
Sch Fraulieo, Monoton for Boston.
Sch Free Trade, Farrsboro for Boston'•
Sell Amite P Chase, Bangor for ^ewioi
Bo™
Sch H R Emerson. Hillsboro, NB. for
saiem.
for
Sch Etta E Tanner. Bellevue Cove
Sch R F Hart, Bangor for New York.
Sch Annie, Salmon Kiver for Boston.
Sch A Heaton, Rockland for New York.
Sch Ella B Kimball. Kennebec tor
Sell Emma M Fox, Bangor for New Yoik.
Sch Idaho, Salem for Rockland.
f f
for
Sell Elizabeth N Foster, West Penobscot
Boston.
na.
Sch Chanticleer, Lincolnville for New ue
ford.
Sch W H DeWltt, Damariscotta for Boston.
Sch Francis Coftin. Gardiner for Boston.
Sch D T Patchin. Boston for Castine.
Sell Sea Flower, Bangor for Weymouth.
Sch Delaware, Baugor for Vinevard^Haven.
Sch Edw Lameyer. Saco for itoekland.
Sch Mary Jane. Bangor for Boston.
Schs S J Lindsay, and Onward, coastwise.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harps we II.
Sell
Sch
Sell

Rutter, cream, choice, 22V,2®231/3CJ
Rutter, fair to good, 20@22c.
Rutter. North, choice, 19®20,
Rutter, mut, crm. 14@16c.
Rutter. Western ladles 11.
lieese, Northern, new do 9Vfc(®lOc; Wst, new,

Grain Quotations.

New York Stock and

"'owls, Western, iced pecked. 9@l0c.
thickens, Western iced packed 9<®12,
L'urkeys,Western iced ll@14.

On and after 8ept., 24t+i 1895, Trains will
leave Wlscassett for China and way stations at
9.25 a. in. and 3. 55 p. in., arriving in China at
11.56 a.m" and 6.38 p. in.

Returning trains leave china atii.15 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wlscassett at 8.57
a. m. and 2.49 p. m.
J. l“. TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. KUNDLEIX. Geii'l Mgr.
<i6mos
maylS

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

SVEEK

Excepted.

Daily Line, Sundays
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
BAY
STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
season
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
for connections with earliest trains for points

beyond.
/COMMENCING SeDt. 23d will leave i’ortv
land Pier tor Falmouth. Oousens’, Llttlelolin’s, Great Chelieague and Bustln’s Islands.
\Voli's Point and Freeport at 3.00 p. m.

RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. in.
Portland.1
sep9dtf
_J. P. BAXERT.
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

for

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

For Bath, Popham Beach and Boothbay Harbor.
ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Tuesday, Sepfc, 24tli, the
and fast
FALL

new

SALACIA.

STEAMER

Wharf, Portland, ior Bath,
Boothbay Harbor on Tuesand
Saturdays at 8 a m.
Thursdays
days,
Returning—Leave Boothbay Harbor for Bath,
on
Portland
and
Beacli
Mondays,
Popham
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.45 a. in
Harbor.
and
to
Bath
ISi.00
Boothbay
Tickets,
CHAS. U. LEWIS,
O. C. OLIVER.
Treasurer.
President.
will leave Franklin
Popham Beacli and

_dtf

sept21

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT

CO.,

PORTLAND PIEIt
For

and

Island

Diamond

Falmouth

»

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
every Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1, 1896.

NEW YORK

DIRECT LINE.

Long Island Sound by Daylight—Delightful
and Invigorating Sea Trip.
Tile steamships Manhattan and Cottage
Franklin Wharf on Tuesdays. Thuvsleave
City
leave
daysand Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning,
Pier 38, E. R., same davs at 5p. m.
FrankThe elegant steamer Tremont leaves
n Wharf at 6 p. m, August 26.
Returning, leaves Pier 38, E. R„ Aug. 23
ana 28 at 6 p. in.
Each steamer touches at Cottage City. M. V..
in each direction and are dne in New York and
Portland, evening following sailing day.
round
Fare to ;New York one way $4.00;
47.00.
trip
p *
j. B. COYLE, Manager.
je26dtf
.7. F. LISCOMB. General Ageut.

International Steamship Co.

Foreside.

FOR

f:n and after SeDt. 30th r.f.eamer Madeleine
will leave Port and lor Diamond island, 7.00,
11.00 a. m., *4.00. 6.10 p. m.
Return, leave Diamond Island, 7.20, C.45 a.
m.. 1.20. 5.25 p. in.
For Falmouth Foreside, 7.40, 11.00 a. ill.,
*4.00, 0.10 p. ill.
Return, leave Falmouth ForesUle. 6.00. 8.20
a. in., 1.00, *5.00 p. ill.

Eastport, Lubeo. Calais, StJohn, N.B., Halifax.N.S.

*

Does not

run

sedt28dtf

hi stormy weather.
E. R. NORTON.

Portland &

Manager.

Worcester Line

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

II

STATION FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET.
On

and

after

cum2ay„

October G,

1895,

Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction.
Natsnna, Windham and Eppinc at 7.30 a.

m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester,. Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Sprinpvale. Alfred. Water
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
4.25 P. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7-30,
and
4.25.
12.30,
9.45 a.
m..
5.00,
6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Jumctlea with “Hoosae Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwieh and
York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
West, and with the
& Albany R. R* f°r
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Portland
from Worcester
Trains arrive at
at 1 30 u m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
iil
from Gorham
;
5.45 p.
1 20
and
10.50 a.
8.30 and
ui„ 1.80k
at
6.40,
m.
6.46 p.
4.16.sand
Tickets to ail points West and

For through
South, apply to F.
Agent, Portland. Me.

je23

H.

COLLINS,

Ticket

^ LEXERS, SupL
i£t

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello aud
n.
Andrews. N. B.

0t.

Fall Arransemem.

On and alter Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave RailPortland.
Monday aud
road
Wharf.
Friday at 6 p. m.. icr Eastport, Lubeo
the above connection.;.
and St. John, with
Returning—Leave St John, Lubee aud Eastport same days.
Through tiskets issued and baggage checked
todestination. HfFreight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE Gen. Man.
ap29dtf

AHan Line
ltoyal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to Liverpool via

Quebec.

A.llau State Xiiue.
Rain.
New York
From

and Glasgow Service.
From New York.

Montreal, |

DAY

TIME

TABLE,

Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
'or Forent City and Trefethen’s La ndiusr
Peak’s Is'anu, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30. 6,40, 8’00, *10.30 a. m„
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
a nn
8.00,
tor Ponce Landing, Long Island.
*10.30

a.

in.. 2.15 p.

m.

RETURN.
9 15,
,eave Forest. City Landing, 6.20, 7.20,
*11.45 a. m„ 3.30, 5.00, 6.25 p.m.
*11.30
a,
,eavs Trefethen’s, 6.00, 7.0a, 9.00,
m„ 3.15 4.45, 6.45 p.m
9.10,
7.Id,
,eave Little Diamond, 6.10,
*11.40 a. m., 3.25, 4.35, 6.36 p. tn.
9.05,
.10,
.eave Great Diamond, 6.0d,
*11.35 a. m.. 3.20, 4.40. 6.40 p. m.
8.4.*,
Island,
.eave Ponce’s Landing, Long
*11.15 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE,
tor Forest City and Trefethen’s Landing,
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands. 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15, 4.20 p. m.
tor Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.16, 4.20 p. m.
C W. T. CODING, General Manager.
* Not run in stormy or foggy weatner.
”tf

septl2

_

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.
TALL ARRANGEMENTS.
After Monday, Sept. 2,

Enterprise

Steamer

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
m
for Portland, touching at So.
[iero’n Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
[sinrift*

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 7a.

m.

for

Island,
romaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
uni East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquitt at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a m. for
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
Island.
Er:dav. leave Boolhbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
or Portland.
TojAiing at Sq virrel Island.
Saturday, leave Pc tland at G.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.

aug31dtf

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From

Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

non Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate ot sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R„ and
connecting lines, forwarded free of
South

by
commission.
Passage #10.00.

Trip #18.00.
included.
to
F. P. WING,
For freight
passage apply
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
General
and
Treasurer
E. 11. SAMPSON.
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
Round

Meals and

room

or

Numidtan Oct. 19.
Sardinian Oct. 26.
Laurentlau Nov. 2.
Nov. 9.
Parisian

Mongolian

1

f

Cabin passage, Montreal service 850 anil upReturn, 8100 and upwards. 5,14Second
cabin. 830, Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, 845 to 863.
Return, *85 to 8180.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the oilier, thus enwards.

joying

the

magnificent

scenery of the St. Law-

and the shortest ocean passage
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry:
Prepaid steerags, 815; intermediate
*23.
Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
BALDWIN & CO., 58
or Boston, or AUSTIN
to
H. U. ST Al- E. or
Broad way, N. V-, or
Portland.
mayOdti
T. P. MCGOWAN
rence

oct22dtf

Mass.

Nov. 16.

"steamer

“SOKOKIS.”

Table.
On and after May 30,1895, Steamer Sokukis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a. m.,
2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
,,
Returning, leave Malhson tails at 11a.m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
to
connect witf
In
time
Arrive at Westbrook
the 12 3 30 and 6.30 electric oars for Portland.
9.10
the
a,
m., 1.10 or 2.40
Be sure and take
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
Time

J. II. HEZKLTON, Prop.

juuelSU

A-

PRESS.

THE

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

«KW

& Co.

Owen,
Libby.
Larrabee’s Wliite Store.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Hooper. Sou & Leighton.
Constable’s Sale.
jfc\ O. Bailey A Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
American Cadet Band Ball.
Moore

Told By Cook McNamara of Ship
•'?
Conner.

J. 1{.

•L, »>

PHENOMENAL

A

Has Arrived at No. 09

WONDER

Spring Street, Baine

House.

By special request Professor
consented

M.

Jules has

professor is
great spiritualist healer and

to

come

The

here.

known only as the
medium. His powers are so great that lie can
draw a blister with the hands, He cures only
such cases as have been entirely adaudoned by

physicians.

Tire

professor has been

a

resident of Boston

twenty-five years and his reputation
pride. He is known in Europe as well as
for

Sundays,

10 a.

to

is his
iu this

p.

xuia

i-son1

Dr. Iiusselle’s TVenderl’ul
Dr. ltusselle’s wonderful cures by the laying on of hands and without the administration of drugs is tile talk of the city. If
you are sick, no mutter what your disease,
you to
or of hotv long standing it will pay
Kusselle, free, at bis o~ce
consult Dr.
Cures.

399 1-2

Middle street, from 9 to 8.

oct21tf

PERSONAL.
Dr Alfred King is recovering frontman
attack of acute tonsilitis.
Rev. T. J. Campbell of this city, has
been holding special services every day
for tho
.two weeks at the.Ohurch of

past
Messiah, Auburn, R. L He will
remain thero’another weok and will then
to Pentecostral church, Brooklyn,
go
N. Y.
The class of ’OG, Bowdoin College, 'has
elected the following officers: President,
C. V. Woodbury of Wood fords ;'vice-president. W. B. Moulton of Portland; secretary and treasurer, D.L. Cleaves of Bridgtho

ton.

Mr. Charles Reed and party of Detroit,

Mich.,has been^stoppingJatJthelSherwood.
Mr. Reed and party left for Bath in VicePresident Tucker’s private car last night
attend a wedding in that cityjast
to
night.
Mr. David Rosenberg has been appointed an interpreter in the immigration service at this port by the Secretary of the
Treasury at a salary of §600 a year.

His story of cruel treatment was as follows : He said that the first trouble was
when they were in the Straits of Sunda,
about two months after sailing. One
went aft to the Captain to
compalain about the food. They blamed
the cook becauso they didn’t get enough
to eat. Witness told them he was giving
them just what the captain ordered.

day the

crew

They said the meat was salt and they
couldn’t eat it. He toid them the captain ordered him to keep the meat as
salt as possible and not to soak it.
The captain came forward to the galley
and swore at him for telling the sailors
about the salt meat. He swore at witness, as he always had d uring the voyage.
From that
have trouble.

time

they

commenced to

Witness was harassed in
various ways by the captain and the first
officer He was driven about continually
out of his
come
till he nardly dared
galley and was obliged to stay in there

during the hot weather.
About the 10th of January a young
man who was afterward killed by falling
to the galley and
came
from
aloft,
dishes back and placed
them on the white floor that he had just
scrubbed. Witness spoke sharply to him
and the young man took the dishes and

brought

some

plaoed them outside. Mate Parse came
along and asked what was the matter
with the cook.
Witness said: “The cook’s all right
sir” and kept right on scrubbing the

President Tuttle of]the Boston & Maine
mate rushed up to the galley
railroad is making a tour of inspection floor. The
entire road and through its door "and said “What’s that you’re saying
the
over
Then he said
to uie you Irish-.
properties.
who I am on board this
Mr. Tobias Burke of the Argus, has re- “Do you know
turned

from

a

vacation spent

in Boston

and Portsmouth.
Mr. Charles B. Canales will leave today for Hartord. Connecticut, where he
will reside.
Mayor Bolster

of Auburn was in the

ship?”
Witness replied that he did.
The mate said “Now I want

his way from Boston.
Geo. S. Beal ot
Ex-State Treasurer
Norway, was at the Falmouth yesterday.
Marriuer of Bridgton, was in
W. E.
on

Portland yesterday.
Among the arrivals at the Falmouth
yesterday were: F. Allen,North Berwick;
W. L. Parks, Pittsfield; A M. Chase, M.
E. Hill, Old Orchard: W. H. Gardiner,
Bucksport; O. W. Tapley, Ellsworth; W.
F. Jenks, Houlton; C. M Walker, Rook
and son. Rumford
land, G. Shenck
Falls; George S. Green, Springfield; W
E. Woodbury, Dover; G. E. Tarbuil, E.
New York; J. O’Connor,
W. Lambert,
H.; A. A. Clark, Boston;
Gorham, N.
D. H. Bates, Calais; J. L DeMerritt
and wife, Effingham Falls; A. J. LawB. Quinby, Laeonia,
rence, Berlin; H,
C. P. Kimball, Andover; F. E. Poter,
Farmington ;JF. L. Pierce, Geo. S. Harris, Boston; Ghas. Watson, New York.

scrofula
will tell you

Professor Hare, of
Jefferson Medical College,
Philadelphia, is one of the
that

authorities in the
world on the action of
drugs. In his last work,
speaking of the treatment
of scrofula, he says:

highest

‘‘It is hardly necessary to state that cod-liver
oil is the best remedy of all. The oil shotild
be given in emulsion, so prepared as to be

palatable/’

He also says that the
hypophosphites should be.
combined with the oil.
Scott’s Emulsion of codliver oil, with hypophosphites, is precisely such a

preparation.

you to

shut up.
Witness replied “Yes sir” and turnod
away from the door.
The mate jumped into the galley and
he
witness
with something,
struck

city yesterday.
W. E. Perkins, a deputy sheriff of Oxit
ford
county, was in the city last night thought

Any doctor

to witness’ galley and made the most
humble apology that over was made. He
declared that everything would be all

the return voyage
right
Mato Parso also apologized, said
he had a quick temper and couldn’t
on

that

NEW

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

The blow
lead knuckles.
was on his head and knocked him unwas

The witness said: “When I came to
consciousness I was out on the deck and
he and the captain were both kicking
me.

They dragged him into the galley and
the captain held his hand3 while the mate
kicked him in the stomach.
The captain, when he was afraid the
mate would kill him, pulled the mate
off from him. The mate took off his shoo

The other men did have trouble with
the mate. Almost every day somebody
complained to the captain about the
mate’s severity. Witness and the men
were

in trouble about the food till they
the food to the captain and

complained of

the matter was settled.
Witness did knock down the colored
steward, because the latter came at him
with a knife and a belaying pin and he
had to knock him down to save himself.
The steward complained to_tlio captain
and the captain told witness that he did
not blame him for knocking him down.
The steward is a West India negro and
when he gets mad is crazy.
In regard to witness being paid off
there was a difficulty about the change
for a pair of rubber boots. Witness told
he
that
commissioner
the

shipping

wanted to get his pay

as soon

as

possible.

Witness was positive that he did not
about it.
go to the collector of the port
Witness did not settle just according to
the captain’s figures.
Witness could not remember positively
to
whether he told the story of his abuse
the shipping commissioner or not during
the last week that he has been here.
the
for
prosecution
there were no other witstopped
District Attorney Bradbury said
nesses.
in the
that witnesses for the complainant
He didn t
case hurried off to Boston.
that
know just why. It was intimated
to keep
McNamara wasn’t smart enough
if he was
them. He would like to see
smart enough to get them. Commissioncontinued the caso till 1 a.
The

of

All members

St.
hall, 80 Exchange

requested

to be

are

present.

Bradley

m.

next Friday.

SOMETHING

ger, but now he can’t use them.
After the struggle the mate said
only way for you to got homo alive
keep out of my way.

Tho captain said that be must mind
the mate, as he was his first oflioor.
When they got to J apan witness wanted to leave the ship. He was afraid to
come home with them.
They wouldn’t
first but he found that ho
let him

go,at
rignt to

and demanded it. He inConsul at
go to tho U. S.
Yokohoma and toll his story and get his

had

a

tended

to

discharge.
They urged him not to go, said that he
would he foolish to do so and that they
do any
good for liiiii'ito complain against them.
saw
He went ashore, however. Ho
Consul Smythe at Yokohama and told
were

masons

and

it

wouldn’t

him his story. The consul said that it
would cost nearly all the money that was
coming to him to pay his passage and advised him not to leave tho ship.

]\0
!

Were Educated Free

1?

At the best colleges and conservatories
under the Free Educational Plan of

if

THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL

1

^
>

y
^
\ y>
^

Every girl has the same chance now
for any kind of education she wants.
Not a penny need she expend. Let
her simply write to
The Ladies’ Home Journal
Philadelphia

be

Struck By

time that the crew have ever complained
It has always been just the
of the food.
books.
same1 as he could prove by his
was
The salt meat for himself and wife,
for the
cut off the samo piece as that
he
sailors. It was hardly probable that
for
would order moat that was uneatable
for
his wife. He had sailed long voyages
like SO yoars and this was the

something

first complaint
against him.

of

cruelty

ever

a

Good

He was renderd unmoments, but was
apparently slightly injured. Ho received
wo small
scalp wounds and a slight
Dr. Morrill was
iruise on the Back.
after an examination he adand
palled,
vised the removal of the patient to the
Maine General Hospital anil hejwas taken
there in Rich’s ambulance.

uext year.
Tho fishermen who came in yesterday
The vessels
with fish found fair prices.
Mary Hogan 2,000
brought as follows:
Ella
Doughty, 8000;
Fairy
Queen. 0000; Albert W. Black, 5000; Amy
Wixon, 5000.

pounds;

be

can

for

bought

today

at

showing an immense assortment of dress goods
popular price—plain and fancy weaves—illuminated
mixtures and figures—diagonals, &c., all in beautiful designs
and colorings.
We

are

ou munco
LNavy l^iagonaib ana wiuc Wciicb.
all
wool
mixtures—must
be seen
wide—all wool suitings—new

All

OC

aPPreciateci-

to

Plain Colored

O. Bailey & Co., sold the handroal estate prop rty at No. 35 Thomstreet, house and lot, owned by 1 he
is
teirs of tho late Seth B. Hersoy, yesterlay afternoon, to J. C. Pox for $3000.

Fast Black
Clay Worsteds.

(flOSIS'Sl

That’s what

mand for them we are
ing the advance in price

mean, too.

we

A Black that's black today and just
as black six months from today as it

}s today.

That’s what

we

Plaids

call

we

inch Plaids,

32

inch Plaids,

are

selling

Strength

!Vnd very low in health was my condition
tfter a siege with the grip. Being over 70
years of age my recovery was slow. I reported to Hood’s Sarsaparilla and began
In a few
,o gain in strength at once.
nonths I was about my work

as

u

^4

_

V HI Hr*

ilOOQ S rIlls

are
Hra

tasteless, mild, effecMl

druggists. 25C.

13c
50c

38 inch All Wool and Silk and Wool Plaids,

63c

inch All Wool and Silk and Wool Plaids,

Thursday morning

$10.00.

OVERCOATS

25c

-----

better

75c

grades.

we

shall

place

on

our

["

At

Counter

Bargain

lot of Ladies’ fine and sheer hemstitched white and

a

large

fancy bordered

astonishingly low price

the

of

HANDKERCHIEFS 3c each.
This is

one

of the best values in handkerchiefs we have ever offered
goods may be distributed as much as possible we shall

and in order that the

for any shaped man—Stouts and Slims—
in every price coat.
We control the sale in Maine of one

of the best konwn Kerseys made. Guaranteed strictly all wool and absolutely
fast color. These coats we have in Black
or blue color, and made up to fit fat
men, slim men, or medium sized men
without alterations.
When you get chilly,come in and look
at these coats we sell for

SEALSKIN

shall continue to sell at old prices.

SPECIAL DRIVE IN HANDKERCHIEFS.

at

usual.

a
tlso cured me of catarrh, which
year.” N. Burnham, Rochester, N. H.

scarce

Also

’Twill surprise and pay you into the
bargain. You’ve probably paid $15 for
suits no better.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
I had

very

38 inch All Wool Plaids,

Fast Black.
Reduced in

PUID^^“1

in the market owing to the brisk defortunate in having a large variety which notwithstandare

28

44

Some time when you’re down our
way, ask any of our salesmen to show
you the line of FAST BLACKS we

Prices 29c, 39c, 50c, 75c.

38 to 44 inches.

PLAIDS.
Although

in demand.

Serges are always

We carry at a'l times a ^11 assortment in all the new
and staple colors—widths vary according to price—

gEBfiEg

P,

WOOl

some

limit the

quantity

to not more than one dozen to a customer.

On the same counter at the same time hundreds of Handy Night Lamps—wonderful—
No smoke—no chimney—
reasonable—neat.
no

C

—

—

^

|_

VfJCUfs^B 1

&

odor.

Handkerchiefs and Lamps

are

displayed

on

bargain

counter at left of

main entrance—near the stairs.

$10.00.

GARMENTS

We’ll guarantee you’ll feel warmer just
by looking at ’em, whether you buy or

EASTMAN

BANCROFT.

&

BROS.

We beg to suggest to those
who contemplate ordering such,
to do so as soon as

convenient,

permit of sufficient
sary to attain

time

perfection

to

neces-

in work-

We prefer to make

manship.

to measure, thus

insuring

Clothing is our hobby.
thing known to the

advance

over

stock prices.

Our garments are

furrier’s

art

in

and design, and
less in

ments

examples

of

workmanship
are

sold much

in

Suits,

$3.00

faction to individual fancy, at
no

We carry everytrade

Ulsters, Overcoats and Reefers.
The line of Suits, Overcoats and
Keefers we show for

satis-

keeps people buying and competition
grumbling. If you haven’t seen ’em its
time you

There’s money to be

did.

saved by keeping posted.

get
purchase

You can
on

any

your money back,
not satisfactory.

too,

price than similar garcan

be

obtained at lead-

ing furriers of.tlie larger cities.

FISK & GOFF,

L. H. SCII LOS BE KG.

The Clothiers.

Furrier,
2 Free St.

Junction middle, Cross & Free

had to return.
The Jsteam yacht Huntress and tho
schooner yaolit Frolic sailed yesterday.
The four-masted
sohooner John S.
Ames had her flag at half mast for tho
death of Oliver Ames, one of lior owners.

Capt. Trundy and the life saving crow
visited tho city in a surf boat yesterday
The consul said “You shall be all right morning.

they

this

PLAIN

FISK & GOFF,
“The Clothiers.”

Harbor Notes.

The bark Antioch is on the marine
railroad.
Tliore wore in tho lower harbor yostorday about 50 wind bound coasters, three
tried to get away yesterday, but
or four

what

just

One lot of handsome German two-toned all wool figured Novelties, in charming combination of colors, These
goods are regularly sold at 50c yard. Our price is 42c.

At
m

m

Sale of Beal Estate.

Year,

years.
The Emma and all the vessels that have
come in lately have reported the coast as
swarming with small yearling mackerel.
Mr. Fernald thinks that next year will
extra
good season unless
be an

for

wholesale.

-jk

ran aw

NOTES.

Season Next

case

selling

are

At

Abundance of Small Mackerel Give

Promise of

tw

at

Montreal express.
jonscious for a few

The young man George who fell overboard, was the oaptain’s own nephew.
His name was George A. Beaoh.

FISHING

day.

illuminated invisible checks in beautiful
colorings, full 44 inches wide and all wool. These goods we

®

'fly1
^

in every

pouring
1

At

Train

a

made

Cook McNamara’s testimony was given
with a rapid utterance and some excitement of manner.

|

and fresh arrivals

At

a laborer, about 50
Sullivan,
rears old, living at Cape Elizabeh, while
.valkiug o.n thejtraok in the Grand Trunk
last evening, was struok by the
rard

mate’s
captain interfered with the
resentment of the impudence. The capto pacify
tain only went into the galley

Capt. Pendleton has sailed four years
the first
in the ship Conuer and this is

V

means more new friends for the departmake
Prices
friends; right prices always do.
ment.
What you don’t find in this department is an antiquated pattern or an
old style weave. All we’re showing is new and up to time—and we're showing a line of low and medium priced colored dress goods that can’t be excelled,

Patrick

The

shouldn’t be harmed.

W

Every yard sold

charged.

manner.

kill
the cook who was screaming “He’ll
his hand
me! He’ll kill me!” He put
shoulder and said that he
on the oook’s

|f

iflNMggSHHIHIHHHHfi I?—

IS GOOD

sorvicos of Miss Ella Chamberlain,
tho celebrated whistler, for their fair Friday evening. A small admission fee will

and
In their defense Capt. Pendleton
of any
toto
in
denial
a
make
Parse
Mate
did not
abuse. The captain says that he
At the time of
lay hands on the cook.
the cook
the alleged beating and kicking
aftei
and
mate
the
to
had been impudent
with the
the conversation of the mate
the cook had said
young man George,
“The cook’s all right” in an impudent

something dostroys the fish before they
In old times an abundance of
get back.
The small fish in the fall meant a big
catch

is to

Over 180 Girls

the

OF THE DEFENSE.

The schooner Emma has arrived recentand threw it at him.
very
“I thought the two of ’em was crazy” ly from the Cape Cod region with
The
said the witness. He begged them to few mackorel, two or three barrels.
the
out are
kill him.
to
not
still
and
They
vessels
him
Portland
spare
Leila B.. Fernald,
were two big, strong men and he was a Henrietta Frances,
These
Lizzie Maud and Ellen Lincoln.
crippla
but not many.
“The captain he vessels have a few fish
The witness said
kicked me in the stomach and held my Tho season has been practically a failure,
hands while the mate kicked me.”
with tho lightest catch known for many
The mate said “Dam yer I’ll fix yer”
and took his heel and brought it down
hand and crushed it on
on the crippled
the deck so that it is helpless today and
he’s got to leave off going to sea becauso
he can’t use it as before. He used to pick
up things with his thumb and little fin-

yet been made public.
Tho city parks are being put in order
for
the winter, and tho gardeners are
planting bulbs to be in readiness for the
spring.
There was a break in a water service
pipe on Commercial street,’opposite the
Galt Block yesterday morning.
The Samaritan Association will meet
with Mrs. L. Billings, Franklin street,
cornerjof Cumberland, this afternoon.
The Woman's Auxiliary have secured
not

as

rer

An

y^jglHWHBBB—

A new schedule of tiro insurance rates
of Maine is now
befor the entire state
under the direction of the

testimony
here

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

ADVERTISEMliNTS.

Beacon Comregular meeting
Order
Knights of
mander}’, Ancient
this evening at their
Malta, will be held
Tho

help
ing prepared
promised that there would be no
Now England Insurance Exchange.
trouble on the trip back and said that
Tho Boston & Maine railroad company
COMthey would have a glass of beer together
AT THE HEARING BEFORE
25 new locomotives built
has ordered
and call it square.
which will bo distributed over the differMISSIONER BRADBURY.
Witnoss continued, “We had no more
ent divisions.
than got outside when the same abuse
Yesterday was a bright and warm day
began again.”
They didn’t strike or for the season.
A Story That is Difficult to Believe.—Case kick him but they harassed him in variThe engines on the Maino Central are
ous ways.
Continued,— Something of the Defense
with crape, out of respect for the
Just before they got home, the captain draped
and Denial in Toto.
late Engineer Will Robinson, whose death
came to the galley and offored him a
occurred recently.
half chest of tea and told him that he’d
In the U. S Court yesterday morning,
E. Morrill & Co.’s grocery
Charles
bettor
not
make
ho
when
was
held
any complaint
before Commissioner Bradbury,
store at the West End, has been entered
the hearing in the case of William N. got ashore and told that story about the
burglar, but nothing of value is
by a
McNamara, cook of the ship William H. Masons agaiu and that it wouldn’t do missed.
Conner, against Capt. Frank I. Pendle- any good for him to complain of them.
The Maine Farmers' Almanac for 1896
Witness refused to take the tea.
whom he charged
ton and Mate Parse,
has
beon received and is for sale by
in
THE CROSS EXAMINATION.
with cruel treatment on the high sea,
Stevens & Jones and Boring, Short &
January last.
Cross examined by Mr.
Thompson. Harmon.
U. S. District Attorney Bradbury con- The
Mr. James A. Colley, tho wholesale
crushing of his hand by the mate's
Benand
McNamara
ducted the case for
dealer on Cross
heel was on the morning of the 10th of furniture
street, has
jamin Thompson Esq. appeared for the January.
He has assigned to Attorney
failed.
respondent.
Witness did not dare the mate to come Dennis A. Meaherjfor tho benefit of liis
McNamara is a short, stout man with
creditors. The assets and liabilities have
into his galley.

of his skill
country and all who are in need
should avail themselves at once. He diagnoses
all cases without asking his patients any quesand age as
tions, and he gives you your name
well as a written guarantee, if lie takes your
effected he will refund a beard and regular features. He doesn't
case, that if no cure is
no internal
look like a seafaring man. He is about
the money. He positively gives you
medicine of any kind. He cures fits, catarrh, 45 years old. His left hand was nearly
paralysis, all nervous troubles, consumption, blown off by a charge from a gun six
the use
cancers anu tumors taken out without
years ago. Only the thumb and little
of the knife or pain in the patient; deafness, no
finger remain. The latter is deformed.
the
of
cataract
eye
how
long standing;
matter
Capt. Pendleton is a large, well formed
a
knife.
without
removed
with an honest, prepossessing faoe
man,
been
“I
hare
of
Boston
says;
Mrs. Hallet
There is nothing
manner.
and
from
I
contracted
hearty
which
of
cured
blindness,
er manspinal meningitis, and tills wonderful Pro- severe or ugly in his appearanoe
He is about 55 years old.
lessor Jules cured me and restored me my ner.
Mate Parse is a muscular looking man
sight,”
Mr. H. C, Hulbrent of Cambridge; ‘‘The about 35
years old. He looks every inch
cloud has been lifted from me at last. I have an able seaman and navigator.
the
and
phenomefor
twenty years
been deaf
THE PLAINTIFFS STORY.
nal Professor Jules has restored my hearing.”
“I have
Mrs. Bussell of Burlington, Vt.:
William N. McNamara, cook of tho
been cured of caucer in the breast and my life ship William H Conner, testifies that at
has been spared at last by Professor Jules.”
present he resides in Woburn, Mass. His
Call at 69 Spring St.. Baine House.
former home was in Milbridge, Me. He
to
7.30
m.
9
a.
from
p.m.
Office hours daily
shipped the 28th of September 1894, in
m.
4
m.

after this. TJiey sha’n’t pound you or
kiok you any more.” He told witness to
sond Capt. Pendleton to his office.
When the captain came back he went

it and

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
End Similar advertisements will be found uuilap
their aspropriate heads on 1’age 0.

our

EXTRAORDINARY STORY.

J

Streets,

OC21

lw

CONSTABLE’S SALE.
STATE OF MAINE
Cumberland s. s.
mAKEN this nineteenth day of October A. D.

A
execution dated October 4th
1S95. on
A. D. 1895, issued on a judgment rendered by
the Superior court for the Countv of Cumberland at the term thereot begun and held on the
first Tuesday of September A. D. 1895 to wit;
On the thirtieth
nay of September A, D,
1895 ,in favor of John F. Nickerson of Boston. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, doing
business under the name of John F. Nickei son
& Co., against Margaret J. Sawyer of Portland,
in said County of Cumberland, for ninety-one
dollars and seventy three cents,debt or damage,
and nine dollars and seventy eight cents, cost oi
suit,and will be sold at public auction at my
oftice No. 45 Exchange St. in said Portland to
the highest bidder on the twenty sixth day of
November A. D. 1895, at two
m the afternoon. die following described real estate and
all the right title and interest which the said
Margaret J. Sawyer has in and to the same or
had on the eighth day of June A. D. 1895, at
ten o’clock and live minutes in the forenoon the
time when the said was attached on the suit in
the same suit to wit; A certain lot or parcel of
land with the buildings thereon, located on the
Southwesterly si feof Clark St. in said Portland
bounded: Beginning at a stake standing on the
Westerly side of said Clark **t.. said stake being forty feet Northerly from the Northeastely
corner of land now or formerly owned by Thom
as Worcester, thence from the aforesalu stake,
up Clark Si., North about 43 1-20. West forty
feet to another stako
thence from the two
stakes south about 4G 1-2J west, one hundred
feet holding the width of of forty feet and keeping forty feet from the northwesterly side line
of said Worcester’s land, being the same premises conveyed to said Margaret J. Sawyer, by !
Greenleaf Sawyer by deed of warranty dated
the first day of December. A. D., 1S77 recorded
m Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 444.
Page 443.
Dated at Portand this nineteenth day October
A. D. 1895.

o’cloJ^

EBEN N. PERRY.
oct241aw3w
Constable of Portland.

PAINT

PAINT

Your

Your

I

PAINT
Tour

Double

Tin Hoofs

Floors

Windows

now.

and
Tubs

Otherwise

Bath

them

they’ll

while

ready for

be

the

to

windows

Cold Days

leak

may

that

when

are

the

havo

and

soon

likely

the

yet

first

be

and

Winter’s

kept

surely

thaw

open.

comiU*

COme9'
BUY OF

H.H. HAY & SON, Paint Dealers,
262 Middle Street,
Agents for Chilton Paint.

ADAMS &
Fire

Insurance
31

Agency,

Exchange Sli'eci,

Horace Anderson,

S.J.&
octlO

Portland, Me,
eudlyr

